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ABSTRACT
Chronic granulomatous disease (CGD) is human disorder arising from heterogeneous
molecular lesions in the genes encoding a phagocyte specific enzyme system, the
NADPH-oxidase. The importance of this system to host immunity is exemplified by the
clinical phenotype arising from its defective function, which is characterised by
recurrent bacterial and fungal infection. Bone marrow transplantation can be curative,
but the paucity of suitable donor material, and the increased risks and complications
associated with use of matched unrelated donor grafts, restricts application of this
procedure to a minority of cases.

CGD is an excellent candidate disorder for the development of somatic gene therapy.
The studies presented in this thesis investigate potential mechanisms for determination
of the myeloid and differentiation-specific expression of one of the NADPH-oxidase
components, p47^^^^, and demonstrate the applicability of a gene transfer approach
using recombinant retrovirus-based systems to permanently reconstitute NADPHoxidase activity in immortalised B cells. However, the current generation of retroviral
vectors are limited by inefficient transduction of relatively quiescent cells, which
include the pluripotent haematopoietic stem cell population. This greatly restricts their
potential to effect lifelong correction of the clinical phenotype. One system which may
be less dependent on cell cycle for successful transduction is based on the dependovirus,
adeno-associated virus (AAV). These vectors are shown to stably transduce and restore
NADPH-oxidase activity to patient-derived B cells, but are also shown to be difficult to
propagate. A method for rescue of recombinant AAV particles from replicationdefective adenoviruses is described, which facilitates production, and significantly
reduces the risk of contamination with wild-type adenovirus. Adenoviral vectors are
also shown to restore function to primary monocytes derived from patients, and may
prove to be useful for delivery of the recombinogenic AAV vector genome to target
cells.
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CHAPTER ONE:

CHRONIC GRANULOMATOUS DISEASE
1.1 INTRODUCTION
A

clinical

syndrome

characterised

by

recurrent

life

threatening

sepsis,

hypergammaglobulinaemia, and widespread chronic granulomatous infiltration was first
recognised in the paediatric literature between 1954 and 1960 (Janeway and Gitlin,
1954; Landing and Shirkey, 1957; Berendes et al. 1959; Quie, 1993). The pathological
mechanisms responsible for this condition became evident when it was demonstrated
that neutrophils collected from a male patient were unable to kill Staphylococcus aureus
in vitro, and that there was a primary abnormality of neutrophil function (Quie et al.
1967). In the same year, it was shown that neutrophils from patients with this familial
granulomatosis, now called chronic granulomatous disease (CGD), failed to exhibit a
characteristic increase of oxidative metabolism during phagocytosis called the
'respiratory burst' (Holmes et al. 1967).

1.2 THE NADPH OXIDASE

1.2.1 The substrate NADPH
The enhanced 'respiration' of leukocytes was first described as a small but significant
increase in the oxygen consumption of canine neutrophils during phagocytosis of
bacteria (Baldridge and Gerard, 1933). This metabolic response was initially attributed
to increased generation of energy during phagocytosis, and was known as 'the extra
respiration of phagocytosis', but was later shown to be resistant to conventional
inhibitors of mitochondrial respiration (Sbarra and Kamovsky, 1959). It was also
shown that the necessary energy for phagocytosis and cytoplasmic degranulation was
provided by the glycolytic pathway. The function of the ‘respiratory burst’ remained
obscure until it became apparent that the ability of phagocytic cells to kill certain
bacteria in vitro was markedly diminished under anaerobic conditions, and that cells
obtained from patients with CGD, which were unable to mount this metabolic response.
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exhibited the same microbicidal deficiency in the presence of oxygen (Quie et al. 1967).
Together, these observations indicated a crucial function for this system in host
defence, although the mechanisms by which the respiratory burst mediate microbial
killing remain the subject of some debate.

The identity of the substrate for the reaction was the subject of considerable speculation
(Baehner and Kamovsky, 1968; Segal and Peters, 1976; Badwey and Kamovsky,
1979), but the sharp increase in oxidation of glucose via the hexose monophosphate
shunt (the purpose of which is to maintain cellular NADPH levels, and the activity of
which is controlled by the rate of oxidation of NADPH) co-incident with neutrophil
activation, strongly suggested that NADPH was the most likely candidate molecule
(Anonymous, 1964). In support of this, patients with severe glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase (G6PD) deficiency, in whom cellular replenishment of NADPH is
minimal, show markedly diminished consumption of oxygen in response to stimulation
(Baehner et al. 1972; Cooper et al. 1972; Gray et al. 1973).

1.2.2 Discovery of a unique cytochrome component of the NADPH-oxidase
A cytochemical staining reaction produced by the conversion of a mixture of paraphenylene diamine and a-napthol to the blue compound indophenol-blue was first
described in 1961 (Hattori, 1961). This reaction was originally attributed to cytochrome
activity present in mitochondria, but could not account for the particularly strong
reaction found in neutrophil leukocytes, which was shown to be specifically associated
with neutrophil granules. On the basis of this, several workers identified a b-type
cytochrome, cytochrome bg^g (based on the absorption maximum of the a-band in the
oxidised-minus-reduced difference spectmm (Hattori, 1961; Cross et al. 1982a)), which
bound carbon monoxide (CO), and which could be reduced by NADH and NADPH
under anaerobic conditions (Shinagawa et al. 1966). A close relationship with
previously identified phagocyte NADPH-oxidase activity was likely (Rossi and Zatti,
1964; Ohta et al. 1966), although the molecular basis remained obscure until the same
cytochrome b^^g was shown to be missing from neutrophils of some patients with
CGD, and was finally identified as the terminal electron transporting component of the
NADPH-oxidase (Segal and Jones, 1978). The midpoint potential for this cytochrome
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(-245mV) is the lowest recorded for any mammalian cytochrome b and is low enough
to induce direct reduction of oxygen to superoxide (Wood, 1987). It is therefore
sometimes designated cytochrome b_245-

1.2.3 Purification of cytochrome bggg
Purification of the cytochrome bggg and identification of its constituent polypeptides
proved difficult predominantly as a result of an abundance of proteolytic enzymes
within neutrophil granules, and anomalous behaviour of the heavily glycosylated Psubunit on SDS/polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS/PAGE) (Harper et al. 1984;
Pember et al. 1984; Serra et al. 1984; Lutter et al. 1985). Two reliable methods now
exist for the purification of this cytochrome (Harper et al. 1984; Parkos et al. 1987),
both of which isolate two proteins with apparent molecular weights on SDS/PAGE of
23 kDa (a-subunit) and 76-92 kDa (p-subunit) respectively. The larger P-subunit
migrates on SDS/PAGE as a broad band, an electrophoretic property characteristic of
glycoproteins, and comprises about 21% carbohydrate, predominantly of the N-linked
high-lactosamine complex type (Harper et al. 1985). Although an intimate relationship
between these two molecules has been established by their co-purification, the precise
stoichiometry of the subunits in the active complex is unknown. Both proteins are
missing in cells derived from most CGD patients with a molecular lesion of either
subunit, indicating that mutual interaction is necessary for stability of the mature
complex (Parkos et al. 1987; Segal, 1987; Parkos et al. 1989). A 65kDa biosynthetic
gp9 lMo^ intermediate precursor with high-mannose type oligosaccharide side chains has
been detected in membrane fractions (which includes endosomal compartments)
derived from patients with p22^^°^-defrcient CGD, which is processed to a mature
terminally glycosylated form only if the deficiency of the smaller subunit protein is
restored (Porter et al. 1994). This may suggest a requirement for mutual association
prior to final modification in the Golgi.

1.2.4 Identification of substrate and co-factor binding sites
The location of the binding site for the substrate NADPH was unknown until the
photoaffmity ligand 2-azido NAD(^^P)H was shown to identify a membrane protein of
approximately 93kDa, in the region of the large subunit of the cytochrome bggg (Segal
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et al. 1992), Significantly, the same protein could not be identified in 3 X-linked CGD
patients known to lack cytochrome b^gg, and in a single patient with a proline to
histidine mutation at a putative NADPH binding site, in whom immunoreactive
membrane bound cytochrome was detectable.

The nucleotide binding protein of electron transport chains is almost invariably a
flavoprotein, and it was therefore probable that an FAD containing flavoprotein was an
essential component of the NADPH-oxidase. Involvement of a flavoprotein was
postulated many years ago (Cagan and Kamovsky, 1964), but identification of the
specific NADPH-binding flavoprotein that transports electrons from the substrate to the
cytochrome bg^g eluded identification until recently, largely because FAD becomes
detached from the apoprotein upon detergent solubilisation of the membranes. Several
lines of evidence now indicate a primary location for the flavoprotein in the membrane
(Kakinuma et al. 1986; Chiba et al. 1990), and are supported by the observation that
membranes purified from patients with X-linked cytochrome-negative CGD have
grossly diminished levels of FAD compared with membranes fractionated both fi"om
normal cells, and from patients with autosomal recessive CGD, in whom levels of
functional immunoreactive cytochrome are normal (Cross et al. 1982b; Gabig and
Lefker, 1984; Bohler et al. 1986; Ohno et al. 1986; Segal et al. 1992). Direct association
of FAD with the cytochrome is indicated by cell-free experiments in which purified
cytochrome, re-lipidated in the presence of FAD, retained activity and by implication
FAD, after gel filtration (Rotrosen et al. 1992). The ratio of FAD to haem has been
estimated to be 1:2, and suggests a mechanism by which the two electrons donated by
NADPH and carried by FAD could be separately donated to oxygen to form
superoxide, each being transported by one of the two haems (Segal et al. 1992).

The experimental evidence outlined above is now supported by the identification of
strong sequence homology to distinct regions of the ferredoxin reductase family of
proteins, and an emerging consensus has identified the (3-subunit of the cytochrome
itself as the location of the flavin and NADPH binding site (Porter, 1991; Dancis et al.
1992; Segal et al. 1992; Rotrosen et al. 1992a; Sumimoto et al. 1992; Taylor et al.
1993). Cytochrome b^^g is therefore a flavocytochrome b, the first to be described in
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higher eukaryotic cells, and comprises the complete electron transporting apparatus of
the NADPH-oxidase.

The location and number of haem molecules within the NADPH-oxidase complex
remains unresolved. Previous models have favoured association with the a-subunit,
probably liganded to two histidines, but is contradicted by the observation that one of
the two His residues on the a-subunit (His72) is the site of a polymorphism that does
not affect haem binding (Dinauer et al. 1990). In contrast, His93 is within a region of
homology (V-L-H-L) shared with the haem binding subunit of cytochrome c oxidase
(Parkos et al. 1988). Two CGD patients have been identified in whom mutations occur
at different histidine residues within the p-subunit, but because protein is undetectable,
instability unrelated to binding of haem cannot be excluded (Bolscher et al. 1991).
Haem may therefore be bound to the a-subunit by a sixth ligand alternative to His,
between two a-subunits, or shared between both a and B-subunits (Quinn et al. 1992).

1.2.5 Association with RaplA
The small GTP-binding protein RaplA, is a member of the Ras superfamily of GTPbinding proteins with about 50% homology to human K-Ras, but less than 30%
homology with Racl/2 (see below) and has been implicated in the function of the
NADPH-oxidase. RaplA was found by N-terminal sequencing to co-purify with the
flavocytochrome (Quinn et al. 1989), and by implication to exist in the membrane
physically associated with both subunits. Most reports suggest that Rap is permanently
resident in membrane fractions (Maridonneau-Parini and de Gunzburg, 1993; Quinn et
al. 1993), but some have suggested that it is translocated to the membrane from the
cytosol upon activation of the cell (Eklund et al.

1991). Affinity for the

flavocytochrome is modulated by cAMP-dependent phosphorylation of Rap, under
which conditions the association seems to be decreased (Bokoch et al. 1991; Quilliam
et al. 1991). This has led to suggestions that Rap may control the attenuation of the
respiratory burst in response to agonists which elevate cAMP. Attempts to reconstitute
activity in a cell-free system using recombinant Rap have had mixed results (Eklund et
al. 1991; Knaus et al. 1992), and the evidence that RaplA participates in the NADPHoxidase system is for the moment based on co-purification with the flavocytochrome.
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1.2.6 The cell-free system
The 'cell free' system is an in vitro assay for NADPH-oxidase activity induced in broken
cell preparations, and has provided an important tool for the elucidation of many aspects
of oxidase biology. When the substrate NADPH is added to broken preparations of
resting cells no activity is detectable. However, if the cells are activated prior to being
disrupted, oxidase activity can be detected in the homogenate. A number of groups
found that they could induce activity in a homogenate from inactive cells by the
addition of amphiphiles such as arachidonic acid or sodium dodecyl sulphate, and forms
the basis of the cell-free reaction system (Bromberg and Pick, 1984; Bromberg and
Pick, 1985; Cumutte, 1985; McPhail et al. 1985).

The first indication that cytosolic factors were necessary for activation of the NADPHoxidase came from cell-free studies on whole cell homogenates (Bromberg and Pick,
1984; Heyneman and Vercauteren, 1984; Cumutte, 1985; McPhail et al. 1985).
Somewhat surprisingly, the particulate fraction of the homogenate, which was believed
to contain the membrane bound NADPH-oxidase, could not be activated unless the
soluble fraction consisting predominantly of cytosol was also present (Cumutte et al.
1987; Babior et al. 1988). Furthermore, some patients with CGD were deficient in this
cytosolic activity (Cumutte et al. 1988), and although normal levels of functional
cytochrome b^^g were detected (Segal et al. 1983), passage of electrons from the
substrate NADPH to haem did not occur (Segal and Jones, 1980). This suggested an
abnormality of the activation process or the absence of proximal electron-transferring
components.

1.2.7 Cytosolic components of the NADPH-oxidase
The first clearly defined biochemical abnormality to be noted in autosomal recessive
CGD was a failure to phosphorylate a 47kDa cytosolic protein when neutrophils were
stimulated by phorbol myristate acetate (PMA), an activator of protein kinase C (Segal
et al. 1985). The cloning and sequencing of the gene coding for this protein, and that of
another cytosolic component of the oxidase, resulted from a serendipitous experiment in
which a polyclonal antiserum recognised two proteins, a 47kDa protein which was
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absent in most patients with autosomal recessive CGD (AR-CGD), and a 67kDa protein
that was missing in a few other cases with a similar inheritance (Volpp et al. 1988).
According to standard nomenclature in which the superscripted suffix
'phagocyte oxidase', these proteins are known as

denotes

and p67^^^^. Complementation

between cytosolic fractions derived from CGD patients has shown that AR-CGD results
in the majority of cases from the absence of either p47^^^^ or p67^^^^ (Nunoi et al. 1988;
Volpp et al. 1988; Bolscher et al. 1990; Kenney et al. 1990). Phosphorylation of both
proteins coincides with activation of the NADPH-oxidase, but the functional
significance is unclear, and is not necessary for cell-free activation (Segal et al. 1985;
Heyworth and Segal, 1986; Caldwell et al. 1988; Kramer et al. 1988; Okamura et al.
1988; Bolscher et al. 1989; Kramer et al. 1989; Dusi et al. 1993).

Fractionation of cytosol by various chromatographic methods has now isolated several
factors which act synergistically to activate the oxidase in the cell free system (Fujita et
al. 1987; Cumutte et al. 1988; Nunoi et al. 1988; Pick et al. 1989; Bolscher et al. 1989;
Bolscher et al. 1990). One of these, p21racl, was co-purifîed with rho-GDI (GDPdissociation inhibitor) from a cytosolic fraction prepared from guinea pig macrophages
(Abo et al. 1991; Abo and Pick, 1991), and was found to be essential for cell-free
activation of the NADPH-oxidase. Antisense oligonucleotides directed against rac have
subsequently been shown to reduce both the amount of immunoreactive rac protein, and
to produce a dose dependent inhibition of superoxide production in whole cells
(Dorseuil et al. 1992). This small G-protein is a member of the Ras superfamily of GTPbinding proteins, with which it shares approximately 30% homology. Somewhat
surprisingly, in view of its proposed specific role in NADPH-oxidase activation,
p21racl has a wide tissue distribution, and it is possible that p21rac2, which shares
92% amino acid identity with p21racl, and which is expressed predominantly in cells
restricted to myeloid lineages, is the physiologically active molecule (Didsbury et al.
1989; Moll et al. 1991; Reibel et al. 1991; Knaus et al. 1992). The physiological
function of rac remains obscure, but probably involves cycling between an inactive
GDP-bound state, and an active GTP-bound state in which it can mediate the assembly
or activation of the NADPH-oxidase (Segal and Abo, 1993). These events may be
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modulated by GTPase activity outside that of rac itself, and by other factors such as
GDP-dissociation inhibitor (GDI), and GDP-dissociation stimulator (GDS).

The latest addition to the cluster of cytosolic oxidase factors is a 40 kDa protein,
which was found to co-purify with p47^^‘’^ and

following immunoprécipitation

or purification of these proteins by column chromatography (Someya et al. 1993;
Wientjes et al. 1993). In view of the stable association between p67^^^^ and p40^^^^
during purification, and the observation that levels of p40^^'’^ are greatly diminished in
p67^^^^-deficient neutrophils, the primary association is probably between p4(f^^^ and
jg therefore possible that for some patients with p67^^°^ deficient AR-CGD
the primary lesion affects p4(f^^^, resulting in a secondary instability of p67^^^^.

1.3 ACTIVATION OF THE NADPH-OXIDASE

1.3.1 Activation stimuli
The oxidase remains inactive until exposed to appropriate stimuli, after which there is a
short lag phase preceding an increase in oxygen consumption of up to one hundred fold,
depending on the cell type, and the stimulus used (Badwey et al. 1980; Kamovsky and
Badwey, 1986). The classical stimulus of the respiratory burst in vivo is a particle
opsonised with immunoglobulin and/or complement, which attaches to specific
receptors on the plasma membrane. This triggers phagocytosis and vacuolar closure
before localised activation of electron transport across the wall of the vacuole, and the
formation of superoxide within the lumen. A variety of physiological receptor stimuli
have been used in experimental systems to study the oxidase (Baggiolini et al. 1993).
These include the complement fragment C5a, N-formylated methionylpeptides derived
from micro-organisms, bioactive lipids such as platelet activating factor (PAF) and
Leukotriene B4 (LTB4), and several neutrophil activating proteins including IL-8
(Rossi, 1986; Morel et al. 1991; Cross and Jones, 1991). Many artificial stimuli have
also been applied, most commonly direct agonists of PKC such as the phorbol ester
phorbol myristate acetate (PMA). The detail of activation mechanisms involved in these
processes remain unclear.
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1.3.2 Translocation of cytosolic components to the membrane
The flavocytochrome

almost certainly comprises the complete electron transporting

system, and either itself or an associated molecule, forms the membrane docking site
for the cytosolic components. In resting neutrophils, the plasma membrane is devoid of
flavocytochrome which resides almost exclusively in specialised light density
intracellular vesicles and within the membranes of specific granules (Garcia and Segal,
1984; Sengelv et al. 1992). When the cell is activated the plasma membrane invaginates
to form the phagocytic vacuole with which vesicles containing flavocytochrome bg^g
fuse. Specific cytosolic components form an activation complex which translocates to
the membrane to associate with and induce electron transport through the
flavocytochrome b^gg (Fig 1.1). Translocation of both

and p67^^^^ proteins

depends on the presence of p47^^°^ and membrane-bound flavocytochrome bggg (Clark
et al. 1990; Heyworth et al. 1991).

1.3.3 Induction and termination of electron transport
It has become possible to reconstitute NADPH-oxidase activity in vitro with purified
relipidated flavocytochrome b^^g, and recombinant p67^^‘’^, p47^^^’^, and p21mc7 (in the
GTP-bound state), or purified cytoplasmic racHGDl complex (Abo et al. 1992;
Rotrosen et al. 1992a; Rotrosen et al. 1992b). For these experiments, there is an
absolute requirement for the addition of exogenous FAD. More recently, reconstitution
has been achieved using recombinant flavocytochrome b^gg purified from a haemsupplemented baculovirus system (Rotrosen et al. 1993), indicating that all co-factors
must occupy binding sites within these defined proteins, and most probably as
discussed above, on the flavocytochrome b$$g itself. Assembly of the complete
NADPH-oxidase complex may induce conformational changes in flavocytochrome bg$g
which permit binding of the substrate NADPH, and which are conducive for electron
transport. Other proteins, for example p40^^'’^, are not essential in this artificial
situation, and are therefore more likely to be important for the stabilisation of individual
component proteins and for their initial assembly into an activation complex at the cell
membrane.
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Fig 1.1. Schematic activation of the NADPH-oxidase.

W hen the phagocytic cell is activated,

the plasm a membrane invaginates to form a phagocytic vacuole, and intracellular v esicles containing the
flavocytochrom e fuse with the plasma membrane, w hich in the resting state is relatively devoid o f this
com plex. Induction o f electron transport depends on translocation o f the cytosolic com ponents, p47^^"^
p67^^'"\ p 4 (/’^" and p 2 \r a c and interaction with the m em brane-bound flavocytochrom e. Interaction
between a proline-rich region on the cytoplasm ic domain o f p22^^"^ with SH3 dom ains o f p47^^"^ appears
to be obligatory, but may not be the only physical interaction. The phosphorylation status o f the guanine
nucleotide bound to p21 rac, may be essential for induction and termination o f activation.
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NADPH-oxidase activity occurs transiently after phagocytosis and is dependent upon
continued receptor occupancy, and continued association of oxidase components at the
membrane. Termination of the response is not simply mediated by the release of p47^^‘^^
and p67^^°^ into the cytosol as these remain in association with the membrane well after
the burst is over (Dusi et al. 1993). One potential regulator of termination is the GTPbinding protein p21mc, the activity of which appears to be governed by the
phosphorylation state of the guanine nucleotide. GTP-binding protein regulatory
proteins such as GDP dissociation stimulator (GDS) and inhibitor (GDI), and GTPase
activity within other components of the activation complex may play important roles in
the activation and termination of activity. More recently it has been suggested that
protein kinase C (PKC) and type 1 and 2A protein phosphatases are intimately involved
in a continuous phosphorylation reaction that maintains the oxidase in an assembled
and active state (Cumutte et al. 1994).

1.3.4 5rc-homology 3 domains
.S'/'c-homology 3 (SH3) domains are composed of conserved sequences of 50-60 amino
acids which are important for protein-protein interaction, often mediated through
proline rich sequences in target proteins (Musacchio et al. 1992). Two such SH3
phox

domains are found in both p47

phox

and p67

activation in whole cells. Interestingly, p67^

and are necessary for NADPH-oxidase
mutant proteins lacking both SH3

regions are fully active in cell-free systems. Function of the single domain within the
p4()P^®^ sequence has not been investigated.

The possible functions of SH3 domains in this system are clearly numerous, and may
involve binding of the cytosolic components to the membrane, to the submembranous
cytoskeleton, or to other components of the NADPH-oxidase, including the
flavocytochrome bg^g. Recent experimental evidence supports a mutual interaction
between SH3 domains and proline-rich sequences on both p47^*‘^^ and p67
interaction between SH3 domains in p47^^°^ and three proline-rich domains in the Cterminus cytoplasmic region of p22^^^^, and intramolecular association of SH3 regions
in p47^^^^ and proline-rich sequences within the same molecule (McPhail, 1994). A
P156Q mutation in the middle proline-rich region of p22^^"^ resulted in markedly
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reduced binding of a synthetic fusion protein containing both p47

SH3 domains,

and synthetic peptides containing this middle region abolish binding between wild type
sequences (Leto et al. 1994). Furthermore, neutrophils derived from a CGD patient with
a natural P156Q mutation expressed normal levels of non-functional flavocytochrome,
which nonetheless was permissive for electron transport in a cytosol-independent cellfree activation system (Leusen et al. 1994). In activated whole cells and in a cytosoldependent cell-free system, translocation of cytosolic factors did not occur, suggesting
that the proline-rich region on the membrane-bound p22^^^^ mediates an essential
interaction with cytosolic factors.

Independent of their participation in protein-tyrosine kinase-linked receptor pathways,
SH3 domains have been found in a diversity of other proteins, including some of those
that constitute, or are associated with the cytoskeleton. Recently, it has been suggested
that the function of SH3 domains extends beyond passive protein-protein interaction, to
include interactive regulation of small GTP-binding proteins (Fry, 1992; Gout et al.
1993), and targeting of signalling molecules to specific subcellular locations (Bar-Sagi
et al. 1993). These observations are clearly of importance in view of the obligatory
participation of p21rac in the activation of the NADPH-oxidase, and it is conceivable
that SH3 domains of the cytosolic factors are intimately involved in the regulation of
rac function.

1.3.5 Interaction with the cytoskeleton
There is some evidence for interaction of components of the NADPH-oxidase with the
cytoskeleton, although the nature of this interaction is unclear. Experimentally, p67^^^^
and to a lesser extent p47^^^^ (Nauseef et al. 1991; Woodman et al. 1991), are associated
with the detergent-insoluble fraction when neutrophils are permeabilised with TritonX I00. Cytoskeletal involvement is further implicated by experimental observations that
rac, and related rho proteins, when injected into the cytosol of fibroblasts in the active
GTP-bound form, control cytoskeletal events such as membrane ruffling and formation
of actin stress fibres in response to growth factors (Hall, 1992; Ridley et al. 1992).
These small GTP-binding proteins are isoprenylated at their C-termini, by the
attachment of geranyl-geranyl (C20) chains in the case of rac 1 and 2, to a sequence of
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amino acids known as the CAAX box (Cysteine-Aliphatic-Aliphatic-X) (Hall, 1992).
This lipid tail may be important for interaction with membranes, and may be required
for the translocation of the other cytosolic proteins, with or without a cytoskeletal
attachment. The exact role of the cytoskeleton in the operation of this system remains
uncertain, and is not a requirement for activation in a cell-free situation.

1.4 FUNCTION OF THE NADPH-OXIDASE

1.4.1 NADPH-oxidase activity in different cell types
The NADPH-oxidase is most abundant in phagocytic cells, namely neutrophils,
eosinophils and cells of the monocyte/macrophage lineage. It has also been detected in
some sub-populations of B-lymphocytes (Maly et al. 1988), EBV-immortalised B cells
(Maly et al. 1988; Maly et al. 1990) glomerular mesangial cells (Radeke et al. 1991),
and several myelo-monocytic haematopoietic cell lines, including HL60 (Roberts et al.
1982) and U937 (Garcia et al. 1986). Recently, expression of the flavocytochrome bg^g
on pulmonary neuroepithelial cells has been associated with an 02-sensitive potassium
channel, and an oxygen sensing mechanism (Youngson et al. 1993).

HL-60 cells were derived from a patient with acute myeloblastic leukaemia with
maturation (AML-M2), not promyelocytic leukaemia as originally described (Dalton et
al. 1988). The cell line consists predominantly of promyelocytes, but has a small
number of more mature cells including band cells and granulocytic cells. HL-60 cells
can be induced to differentiate towards neutrophils when treated with DMSG, butyric
acid, or retinoic acid (Koeffler, 1985). Induction with sodium butyrate and Mo cellconditioned medium leads to basophilic differentiation (Hutt-Taylor et al. 1988). Under
alkaline conditions, cells with atypical eosinophilic granules appear (Metcalf, 1983).
Several agents induce monocytic differentiation, including phorbol ester (PMA), TNFa , IFN-y, and 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3, and is associated with the appearance of
pseudopodia, cribriform nuclei lacking nucleoli, and increased adherence to plastic.
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Induced differentiation of these cells to a mature phenotype is generally associated with
increased expression of both flavocytochrome

and cytosolic components of the

NADPH-oxidase, and a parallel increase in activity up to six days post induction (Levy
et al. 1990). IFN-y is exceptional in that induction of differentiation occurs without cell
cycle arrest (Roberts et al.
immunoreactive

1989). Uninduced cells express low levels of

and low levels of flavocytochrome bggg, yet membranes from

these cells are able to support up to 40% of the superoxide produced by equivalent
amounts of neutrophil membrane in cell-free assays (Levy et al. 1990). This suggests
that significant amounts of flavocytochrome b^^g are metabolically inactive, or that
other membrane components are limiting. In contrast, immunoreactive p67^^^^ protein
induces later than the other components, and is the limiting factor for expression of
complete cytosolic activity. As a consequence, uninduced cytosol does not support
significant superoxide production. Monocytic differentiation and NADPH-oxidase
activity can also be demonstrated using U937, a monocytoid cell-line derived from the
pleural effusion of a patient with diffuse histiocytic lymphoma, which can be induced
by agents such as retinoic acid, 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3, and IFN-y (Harris and
Ralph, 1985).

Although non-phagocytic, EBV-immortalised B cells produce superoxide following
stimulation with phorbol ester, or receptor dependent factors such as TNF-a, IL-ip and
LPS (Hancock et al. 1990). Furthermore, these cells express all components of the
NADPH-oxidase, and fail to produce superoxide if derived from patients with CGD
(Volkman et al. 1984). A physiological function for the NADPH-oxidase in these cells
is undetermined, but they have become useful models for investigation of NADPHoxidase activity in whole cells. B cells derived from normal individuals only produce
between 1 and 5% of the activity of mature neutrophils (Volkman et al. 1984), although
there is considerable heterogeneity and is probably dependent on the maturation status
of the cell. In contrast, cytosolic extracts from these cells have been shown to support
the generation of high levels of superoxide in cell-free systems using neutrophil
membranes (Cohen-Tanugi et al. 1991), suggesting that the comparatively low
NADPH-oxidase activity of these cells relates to a deficiency of membrane
components.
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More recently, the X-linked genetic locus encoding the large subunit of the
flavocytochrome was disrupted by homologous recombination in a PLB-985 XO human
myelomonoblastic leukaemia cell-line, generating an in vitro model for X-linked CGD.
These cells are bipotential and can be differentiated towards either granulocytic or
monocytic forms which are both capable of NADPH-oxidase activity. Interestingly,
only moderate levels of reconstituted expression of gp91^^^^ are required to achieve
NADPH-oxidase activity equivalent to that of the parent cell-line (Zhen et al. 1993).

1.4.2 Products of electron transport
Within the phagocytic vacuole of the neutrophil, as a result of electron transport
through the membrane, one molecule of oxygen is reduced to a single molecule of
superoxide anion (Babior et al. 1973). Potentially deleterious cytosolic acidification is
prevented by the simultaneous activation of a homeostatic hydrogen ion extrusion
mechanism, including a unique hydrogen ion conductance which is dependent on
normal assembly of oxidase components (Qu et al. 1994). Interaction between two
molecules of superoxide in a dismutation reaction results in the formation of oxygen O2
and peroxide

(Del Maestro et al. 1980). Spontaneous dismutation in the absence of

superoxide dismutase (SOD) occurs optimally at pH 4.8, but is rapid at physiological
pH, and is followed by protonation of peroxide to form hydrogen peroxide. Although
both H2O2 and 02“ are produced in large amounts by stimulated phagocytes, and
concentrations reach the millimolar range in the phagocytic vacuole, the ability of these
molecules to react directly with biological materials is probably limited (Weiss, 1989).
The generation of other more reactive oxygen free radicals in vivo, such as the hydroxyl
radical (HO ) or singlet oxygen (‘O2), and more recently of radicals derived from nitric
oxide remains speculative (Klebanoff, 1988; Lowenstein and Snyder, 1992). In
particular, these processes are dependent on the presence of free metals such as copper
and iron, which may themselves be sequestered by granule proteins such as lactoferrin,
and therefore unavailable for reaction.
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1.4.3 Antimicrobicidal activity
In vitro, neutrophils from patients with CGD have markedly impaired microbicidal
activity against specific micro-organisms, yet retain the ability to efficiently kill many
others. Normal neutrophils incubated under anaerobic conditions exhibit impaired
microbicidal activity against a similar restricted range of bacteria (Odell and Segal,
1991).

Myeloperoxidase, present in abundance in the primary granules of neutrophils and
responsible for the yellow-green colour of pus, is capable of utilising H2O2 as a
substrate to catalyse the oxidation of halide ions to hypohalous acids. In the neutrophil,
hypochlorous acid is the predominant reaction product, and may interact with nitrogen
containing compounds to form reactive and potentially microbicidal chloramine
species. However, the halogénation reaction is not necessarily the major or natural
function of myeloperoxidase, which may be more important as a scavenging molecule.
Myeloperoxidase deficiency occurs with a prevalence of 1 in 2000 in the population,
yet only six patients have been reported in the literature to have serious infections
(Selsted et al. 1993). Four of these had disseminated or visceral candidiasis, and three
of the four had concomitant diabetes mellitus. Furthermore, chicken neutrophils lack
this enzyme. However, myeloperoxidase has been shown to reconstitute microbicidal
activity of cytoplasts (neutrophils from which the granules and nuclei are removed, but
which are able to mount a respiratory burst) when introduced into the phagocytic
vacuole (Odell and Segal, 1988).

The NADPH-oxidase may primarily influence microbial killing by other mechanisms.
An important consequence of failure of the NADPH-oxidase is an unusually rapid and
extensive fall in pH within the phagocytic vacuole (Segal et al. 1981; Cech and Lehrer,
1984). In a normal phagocytic vacuole, activation of electron transport, and generation
of H2O2 results in a dramatic consumption of protons, and a rise in pH to 7.8-8.0, before
this slowly falls back to neutral levels. This is important because many of the
proteolytic enzymes released into the vacuole are maintained in the granules at a pH of
about 5.0, but have a neutral pH optimum. Under normal circumstances their release
into the vacuole would coincide with an abrupt elevation in pH and killing and
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digestion of the microbe. In CGD or anaerobic cells, this initial alkalinisation does not
occur, and the excessively acidic environment is associated with inefficient enzymatic
killing of microbes and retention of undigested cellular debris.

It is interesting to speculate that the NADPH-oxidase is in some way involved in
processing of antigen. Phagocytosis of bacteria without a mechanism for entry into the
cytosol, results in presentation of bacterial antigens by class I MHC molecules (Pfeifer
et al. 1993). This process is resistant to classical inhibitors of the class I processing
pathway, and suggests a novel pathway for processing of exogenous phagocytic
antigens which may be partially dependent on NADPH-oxidase activity. Altered
antigen presentation by CGD monocytes has been previously reported (Heijnen et al.
1986). More recently, a significant decrease in numbers of CD4+CD29+ and
CD8+CD1 lb+ T-cells in 17 patients with CGD has been reported, and was suggested to
reflect abnormal maturation of T-lymphocytes (Hasui et al. 1993).

1.5 M OLECULAR PATHOLOGY
The genes encoding both subunits of the flavocytochrome b^^g, and four cytosolic
factors, p40^^‘^^, p47^^‘^^, p67^^‘’^, and p21mc, have been cloned, and molecular lesions
resulting in CGD identified in all but p21rac and p4(f^°^ (Royer Pokora et al. 1986;
Volpp et al. 1989; Dinauer et al. 1990; Leto et al. 1990). The genetic loci for the first
four components have been mapped to specific chromosomal locations. As predicted
from the sex distribution of patients, the gene encoding the P-subunit of the
flavocytochrome b^gg maps to the X-chromosome, while the other components are
autosomal (Table 1.1).

Large studies from the United States and Europe have identified the distribution of
genetic lesions within CGD patients (Clark et al. 1989; Casimir et al. 1992). The
European study determined the affected oxidase component in 63 CGD patients from 56
families, by Western blot analysis of neutrophil extracts. Overall, two thirds of families
were found to have an X-linked defect of the p-subunit of the flavocytochrome b^gg. The
remaining patients had autosomal disease, with those exhibiting deficiency of p47^^°^,
the most prevalent. Defects in the small a-subunit of the flavocytochrome b^gg, and in
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^^jphox

final 10% of cases. A lesion affecting the flavocytochrome

without evidence for an X-linked inheritance pattern may arise from A22 CGD or
spontaneous mutation in the gene coding for the flavocytochrome b^^g P-chain. In the
European study, the established cases of A l l CGD were either female, or siblings of
female patients, so that the true incidence may be underestimated. The observed genetic
distribution of CGD is in close agreement with a similar study of 82 American families,
although in this group, the incidence of A47 CGD was higher (Clark et al. 1989).

1.5.1 X-linked, flavocytochrome bggg-negative CGD
gp9 lP^ox .g expressed almost exclusively in terminally differentiating myelomonocytic
cells, and was the first human gene to be cloned based on the knowledge of its
chromosomal location (Royer Pokora et al. 1986). A patient with a large deletion of the
X-chromosome and four genetic disorders, Duchenne muscular dystrophy, retinitis
pigmentosa, McCleod syndrome, and CGD, facilitated the isolation of gene sequences
specific to this region. The library constructed from these sequences was screened with
cDNA specific to induced HL-60 cells, and fragments were isolated that mapped to the
deleted region in the CGD patient. One identified clone hybridised to a myeloid specific
mRNA that was found to be abnormal in abundance or structure in four patients with
X-linked CGD. Surprisingly, amino acid sequence from purified cytochrome bg^g did
not correlate with predicted sequences from the cloned gene, and it was not until the
flavocytochrome bg^g was found to consist of two subunits, and partial amino acid
sequence was obtained from the P-subunit that the identity of the cloned gene was
confirmed (Dinauer et al. 1987; Teahan et al. 1987).

Molecular lesions at the corresponding genetic locus, CYBB, account for the majority
of cases of CGD. The mutations are particularly heterogeneous, and are unique to
individual families in over 90% of cases described (Cumutte, 1993; Roos et al. 1993).
The most frequently encountered lesions are missense mutations resulting in non
conservative amino acid substitutions, deletions in genomic DNA which may be
restricted to the gene locus or involve larger regions of the X chromosome, and
mutations resulting in RNA splicing defects. As expected, missense mutations result in
considerable heterogeneity of biochemical phenotype.
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Table 1.1: Characteristics and distribution of gene defects in CGD.

Disease

■hbbi
X-linked

Autosomal

X91 CGD*

HDlHiBBHIIBHI
Autosomal

Autosomal

recessive

recessive

recessive

A22 CGD*

A47 CGD*

A67 CGD*

Not known

Not known

Results from European
Possibility o f

study of 56 families:
Numbers o f affected

X91® 35(63%)

families, and incidence.

X91‘ 2(4%)

Genetic locus

CYBB

CYBA

NCF-1

NCF-2

Chromosomal location

Xp21.1

16q24

7qll.23

lq25

Gene/mRNA size

30kb/4.7kb

8.5kb/ 0.8kb

17-18kb/ 1.4kb

37kb/2.4kb

A22° 3(5%)

A47® 13(23%)

molecular

A67° 3(5%)

lesion in some
‘A67 CGD’

1.2kb

r a d / 2.4+1. Ikb
rac2/ 1.5kb

Exons

13

6

Tissue specificity

myeloid

mRNA ubiquitous myeloid

Low levels in mesangial

Protein expression

widespread

cells, and some B

only in presence o f

p21rac2,

lymphocytes.

gp91<’'“

Pulmonary neuroepithelial

9

16

Not known

Not known

myeloid

myeloid

p21racl,

myeloid

bodies.
* Accepted classification o f CGD, in which A or X denote inheritance pattern This is followed by the molecular weight o f the affected component in kDa. The superscript
refers to the level o f detectable immunoreactive protein: (0) indicates no protein, (-) indicates diminished protein, and (+) indicates normal levels o f defective protein.

An interesting group of splicing defects arise from nucleotide substitutions at both
donor and acceptor splice sites (de Boer et al. 1992a). These usually result in deletion of
complete exons, although in one patient a missense mutation in exon 6 created a new
donor splice site that was used in preference to the usual site. In another, mutation at the
splice acceptor site of exon 12 resulted in use of a cryptic site 30 nucleotides into exon
12. As a result, 30 nucleotides are spliced out of the mature gp91^^^^ transcript
(Schapiro et al. 1991). Premature stop codons as a result of nucleotide insertions, or
missense mutations, invariably lead to undetectable levels of flavocytochrome b^^g.
Recently, two mutations between the CCAAT and TATA box motifs of gene promoter
have been shown by gel-shift assay to be associated with two variant forms of CGD, in
which levels of immunoreactive protein and NADPH-oxidase activity are decreased
(Newburger et al. 1994).

1.5.2 Autosomal recessive, flavocytochrome bggg-negative CGD
The

gene

structure,

chromosomal

location,

and

identity

of

mutations

in

flavocytochrome b^^g-negative autosomal recessive CGD were first described in 1990
(Dinauer et al. 1990). Unlike other components of the NADPH-oxidase, the transcript
for p22^^^^ is found ubiquitously, and in relatively primitive myeloid cells (Levy et al.
1990). Protein expression is however restricted to cells in which gp91^^^^ is also
expressed. Molecular lesions are again heterogeneous and have included both
homozygous and missense compound heterozygous mutations, DNA deletions, and one
homozygous donor splice site mutation resulting in deletion of exon 4 (Dinauer et al.
1991; de Boer et al. 1992b; Roos et al. 1993). One mutation in the cytosolic domain,
P156Q, which diminishes association of cytosolic components with physically intact
flavocytochrome has been described earlier (Leusen et al. 1994).

1.5.3 Autosomal recessive, cytochrome bggg-positive CGD
The second most common cause of CGD is A47° CGD. The p47^^^^ gene is expressed
exclusively in terminally differentiating myelo-monocytic cells, and to a lesser extent in
some sub-groups of lymphoid cells (Rodaway et al. 1990). EBV-immortalised B-cells
express levels of protein similar to that of myeloid cells (Cohen-Tanugi et al. 1991). In

contrast to X91 CGD, a single lesion in the

gene accounts for over 90% of

mutant alleles. A GT dinucleotide deletion at a GTGT repeat at the boundary between
the first intron and second exon results in a chain terminator at amino acid residue 51
(Casimir et al. 1991). Whether these are founder mutations or represent frequently
occurring new mutations is unknown, but in view of the relatively high frequency of
carrier status (1 in 2000 alleles), it is interesting to speculate on a survival advantage for
the whole organism.

Perhaps phagosomal acidification is protective against

mycobacterial infection (Sturgill-Koszycki et al. 1994). A few compound heterozygotes
with a missense mutation in combination with a GT deletion have also been described
(Chanock et al. 1991).

The gene structure for p67^^°^ has been described, but little is known about its
regulation, or about mutations arising in A67 CGD (Kenney et al. 1990; Kenney et al.
1992). One mutation has recently been described which predicts a Gly-78 to Glu
replacement (de Boer et al. 1994).

1.5.4 Molecular diagnosis of CGD
Immunoblotting for individual components of the NADPH-oxidase identifies the
defective protein in the majority of cases. However, molecular lesions in either
component of flavocytochrome bg^g usually results in absence of the entire heterodimer.
Although the site of mutation may be inferred from inheritance, it remains difficult to
distinguish between males who may have acquired a new mutation at CYBB from the
maternal germline, and those with autosomal recessive deficiency of p22^^®^.
Identification of the defective component may also be difficult in rare individuals who
express relatively normal levels of protein which is functionally deficient. In these
cases, complementation studies in a cell-free system using recombinant protein, or in
whole cells by monocyte fusion, may be helpful (Roos et al. 1992; Cumutte, 1993).

Prenatal diagnosis can be made by evaluation of neutrophil function in foetal blood
samples obtained at 14-16 weeks gestation (Levinsky et al. 1983; Newburger et al.
1979). Increasingly, genetic analysis of foetal tissue obtained from chorionic villous
sampling, or cultured amniotic fibroblasts will replace functional assay on cord blood
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for families at high risk, and obviates the need for second trimester termination. This
strategy is dependent on identification of specific family based mutations or on
informative polymorphisms. To date, one informative polymorphism has been
identified within NCF2, and two within CYBB which are informative in about 50% of
families (Bhattat and Franke, 1989; Muhlebach et al. 1990; Pelham et al. 1990; Kenney
et al. 1991). Polymorphism identified at three identified tandem repeat sequences
within CYBB may further improve the chances of tracking the mutant allele (Gorlin,
1991). Positive diagnosis may also be made by identification of a family-based
mutation. As an alternative to genetic analysis, it may be possible to detect the presence
of individual NADPH-oxidase components in chorion-derived macrophages with
specific antibody (Nakamura et al. 1990).

1.6 CLINICAL FEATURES

1.6.1 The pattern of clinical disease
Chronic granulomatous disease (CGD) is a heterogeneous group of disorders
characterised biochemically by disordered function of the NADPH-oxidase of
phagocytic cells. It is estimated to affect between 1 in 500,000 and 1 in 1,000,000
individuals, although it is probably underdiagnosed because of a general lack of
awareness of the condition, and because some individuals exhibit a mild clinical
phenotype. Clinically, it is characterised by recurrent bacterial and fungal infections
which are relatively resistant to treatment by conventional means. The majority of
patients are now diagnosed before their second birthday, although some remain
undiagnosed until later childhood, or even adult life (Finn et al. 1990). Phenotypic
heterogeneity amongst patients with CGD is understandable in the light of the diverse
molecular pathology, but even those with identical genetic defects may exhibit quite
different clinical patterns. The eldest recorded patient with CGD presented with his first
serious infection at the age of 69 years (Schapiro et al. 1991). In contrast, a grandson
died at the age of five years from Pseudomonas cepacia pneumonia. An often stated
dogma is that patients with X-linked CGD manifest the most severe clinical phenotype
(Weening et al. 1985), and although this is probably true, it should not obscure the fact
that some patients with autosomal inheritance patterns can be equally severely affected.
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Interestingly, and somewhat surprisingly, 'variant' patients, so-called because they retain
partial activity of the NADPH-oxidase, may present with manifestations of classical
disease no different from those with undetectable activity.

Infections usually predominate at epithelial surfaces in direct contact with the
environment, in particular the skin, mucous membranes, lung and gut (Hayakawa et al.
1985; Forrest et al. 1988; Mouy et al. 1989; Finn et al. 1990). This is reflected in the
most common presenting features; lymphadenitis, cutaneous infection and dermatitis,
pulmonary infection, persistent fever, and diarrhoea. Deep seated infection such as
osteomyelitis, visceral abscess formation, particularly in the liver, and septicaemia are
frequently encountered, and failure to thrive is a common response to chronic infection
in childhood. Pulmonary infection with aspergillus is not uncommon, is particularly
difficult to eradicate, and is associated with a high mortality rate in spite of appropriate
treatment. Gastrointestinal manifestations are varied, and often result in misdiagnosis
and implementation of inappropriate treatment. These include diarrhoea, often as a
result of Salmonella infection, recurrent perianal abscess formation, and extensive
granulomatous enteritis which may clinically, and radiologically, indistinguishable from
Crohn's disease, and which may likewise be complicated by lumenal obstruction
(Ament and Ochs, 1973). Obstructive lesions are not restricted to the lower gut, and
have been associated with narrowing of the oesophagus, gastric antrum, and ureteric
orifices as a result of granulomatous cystitis. Hepatomegaly, splenomegaly, and
dermatitis are other manifestations of the characteristic granulomatous reaction.

1.6.2 Pathological features of disease
The microbial organisms responsible for the majority of infections are characteristic of
this disorder; Staphylococcus aureus and enteric Gram-negative rods such as
Salmonella, Klebsiella, Aerobacter, Serratia and Pseudomonas account for most
bacterial pathogens,

Aspergillus species are the most commonly implicated ftmgi.

Although numerous other pathogens have been described in association with CGD, the
most striking feature of the common pathogens is that they produce a natural scavenging
enzyme, catalase, which neutralises H2O2. Catalase-negative organisms such as
Streptococci do not appear to present particular problems. The most commonly cited
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explanation for this observation is that small amounts of H2O2 are generated by the
micro-organisms themselves within the phagocytic vacuole. This may be sufficient to
activate some cellular microbicidal activity in the absence of a functional NADPHoxidase, but is effectively neutralised by catalase. Frequently the pathogenic organism is
not identified, and treatment remains empirical.

The characteristic histopathology is widespread granulomatous infiltration of tissues,
probably as a result of inefficient cellular attempts to eliminate infectious agents, and
digest unwanted cellular debris. The granulomata are composed of numerous giant cells
and lipid laden histiocytes. The high levels of cytokines produced by, and maintaining
this inflammatory response, contribute to the marked cachexia which is seen in some
patients, and may be amenable to therapeutic manipulation. Patients are frequently
anaemic, usually as a consequence of chronic disease, but sometimes as a result of
malabsorption syndromes, for example of vitamin B12, secondary to enteric disease.
They are characteristically hypergammaglobulinaemic, with a raised erythrocyte
sedimentation rate, even when apparently uninfected, and develop a leukocytosis during
septic episodes.

1.6.3 Prognosis
Published retrospective studies suggest a survival rate at 10 years of between 50 and
70%, although from the age of 20 years onwards, survival is maintained at about 50%
(Mouy et al. 1989; Finn et al. 1990). The introduction of prophylactic therapy over the
past few years, together with availability of more powerful broad spectrum antibiotics
has undoubtedly resulted in a greatly improved outlook, and a reduction in associated
morbidity and mortality.

1.6.4 Functional Diagnosis of Chronic Granulomatous Disease
The diagnosis of CGD is confirmed by demonstration of absent or markedly deficient
respiratory burst activity in phagocytic cells. Other aspects of phagocyte function
including chemotaxis, adhesion, phagocytosis and degranulation are normal. The
simplest and most widely available screening test for CGD is the NBT (nitroblue
tétrazolium) microscope slide test (Ochs and Igo, 1973; Segal, 1974; Weening et al.
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1974). This qualitative test assesses the ability of an activated cell to produce
superoxide, the primary product of the NADPH-oxidase, by reduction of the yellow
water soluble NBT dye, to insoluble blue formazan, which precipitates on the activated
cell. This test has the advantage of being able to detect the carrier state in female
relatives of patients with X-linked CGD, in which cases there are a mixed population of
NBT-positive and NBT-negative cells. Occasionally, preferential inactivation of the
abnormal X-chromosome in carrier females results in an apparently normal NBT test,
while preferential inactivation of the normal chromosome may result in a CGD
phenotype. Carriers of autosomal types of CGD show little abberation of oxidase
function, although reduced production of superoxide by neutrophils obtained from
carriers of A47^ and A67^ CGD has been described (Verhoeven et al. 1988; de Boer et
al. 1994). Detection is best achieved by genetic analysis. Variant CGD patients, so
called because of their ability to produce small amounts of superoxide, sometimes up to
30% of normal, and patients with severe glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase
deficiency (in which cellular replenishment of NADPH is deficient) may produce a
negative NBT te s t.

Quantitation of the respiratory burst is important to confirm the diagnosis in the case of
an abnormal screening test, or in cases where the diagnosis is in doubt. This can be
done either by direct measurement of oxygen consumption with an oxygen electrode, or
by measuring the products of electron transport. The most widely used measure of
superoxide production is the superoxide dismutase (SOD)-inhibitable reduction of
ferricytochrome c (Weening et al. 1975). Chemiluminescent assays, such as SODinhibitable reduction of lucigenin, or catalysed peroxidation of luminol, are less
quantitative, but nonetheless are more specific indicators of NADPH-oxidase activity
(Wymann et al. 1987; Porter et al. 1992), and are much more sensitive. Activation in
vitro is commonly produced by soluble stimuli, such as phorbol myristate acetate
(PMA) and formyl-methionyl-leucyl-phenylalanine (fMLP), or particulate stimuli, such
as opsonised bacteria or zymosan.
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1.7 CLINICAL MANAGEMENT OF CGD

The most important principles of treatment in this primary immunodeficiency
syndrome are of prevention and aggressive treatment of infection (Fischer et al. 1993).

1.7.1 General measures
Patients with CGD are not overtly susceptible to viral infection, and routine childhood
immunisation against mumps, rubella and measles is not contra-indicated. Similarly,
immunisation with toxoids, or capsular polysaccharide (as in Hib vaccines) can be
given routinely. However, vaccines against bacteria in which the immunogen is live
albeit attenuated, for example BCG and the recently available oral typhoid vaccine,
should be avoided except under exceptional circumstances. Skin wounds should be
treated with topical antiseptic agents, and close attention be paid to dental hygiene, and
to protection in particular of mucosal surfaces. Exposure to fungal spores in decaying
plant material, and wood chippings should be avoided. Nutrition should be adequately
maintained, and supplemented if necessary, particularly in the presence of a
malabsorption syndrome. If oral intake remains inadequate, then consideration may be
given to enteral, or even parenteral feeding. Anaemia of chronic disease responds well
to subcutaneous erythropoietin in the presence of an adequate supply of haematinics,
and is associated with improved sense of well-being, although it is not clear whether
this influences the course of the disease. Unfortunately, some patients with X-linked
CGD have the rare Kell blood phenotype Mcleod, which should be determined before
blood transfusion is contemplated.

1.7.2 Prophylactic treatment
Although no prospective controlled trial has taken place, retrospective analyses of
patient records from both the United States and Europe have shown that prophylactic
antibiotics are effective in prolonging the period between major infections (Mouy et al.
1989; Margolis et al. 1990). In one study from the NIH, prophylactic administration of
trimethoprim-sulphamethoxazole to a group of 36 patients resulted in a decrease of non
fungal infection from 7.1 to 2.4 per 100 patient months in patients with autosomal
CGD, and from 15.8 to 6.9 infections per 100 patient months in patients with X-linked
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inheritance. There is as yet no evidence that the frequency of fungal infection, in
particular by Aspergillus, is reduced by prophylactic administration of

antifungal

agents, although itraconazole has shown promise in retrospective studies of neutropenic
patients, and is currently undergoing evaluation in CGD (van't Wout, 1992). Other
antibiotics have not been formally evaluated.

Interferon-y (IFN-y) is an immunomodulatory cytokine secreted predominantly by TH
(T-helper) cells following antigen-specific activation. It enhances MHC class II
expression on antigen presenting cells, and contributes to late differentiation of B-cells.
It also acts as a potent macrophage activating factor, and synergizes with tumour
necrosis factor (TNF) to enhance susceptibility of target cells to T-cytotoxic (TC) and
natural killer (NK) cells (Todd and Goa, 1992). On the basis of in vitro studies in which
IFN-y resulted in partial restoration of NADPH-oxidase activity in neutrophils and
monocytes from selected patients with X-linked CGD, four patients were treated with 2
consecutive subcutaneous injections of IFN-y (Ezekowitz et al. 1987; Ezekowitz et al.
1988). Superoxide production increased in all four patients, peaking after 1-2 weeks in
monocytes, and 2-3 weeks in granulocytes. This correlated with enhanced microbicidal
activity 2 weeks after treatment, and some increase in levels of immunoreactive
cytochrome b. However, the delayed peak of superoxide production after 2 consecutive
doses of IFN-y is not consistent with the circulating half life of neutrophils, which can
be measured in hours, and it has been suggested that IFN-y acts on progenitor cells,
rather than their differentiated progeny (Ezekowitz, 1992). These studies on selected
patients with X-linked CGD, together with in vitro evidence for increased microbicidal
activity o f IFN-y treated cells in the absence of enhanced respiratory burst activity,
prompted a Phase III multicentre clinical trial (Gallin, 1991). In this double-blind,
placebo controlled study 128 patients with CGD were randomised to receive placebo or
IFN-y at a dosage of 50g per m^ , administered subcutaneously three times per week.
The primary end-point was the length of time before serious infection requiring
hospitalisation and treatment with parenteral antibiotics. The trial was prematurely
terminated after 9 months, at which point IFN-y treated patients had experienced a 67%
reduction in relative risk of serious infection compared to the placebo group, and had
spent two thirds less time in hospital. Children aged less than 10 years benefited most
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from treatment, which was generally well tolerated. However, the frequency of
infection in patients from some European centres receiving antibiotic prophylaxis
alone, was less than in the IFN-y treated trial group as a whole (Mouy et al. 1991).
Furthermore, IFN-y did not reduce the rate of serious infections in the European
patients who participated in the trial. Although the number of participating European
patients does not permit statistical evaluation of this observation, the explanation for
this difference is not clear, but seems unlikely to arise from differences in patient
groups.

In contrast to earlier studies, participants in the multicentre study and other groups have
been unable to demonstrate restoration of neutrophil NADPH-oxidase activity, or
increased expression of individual oxidase components (Muhlebach et al. 1992;
Woodman et al. 1992). The mechanism of action of IFN-y in the majority of patients
with CGD is therefore speculative, but almost certainly reflects an influence on aspects
of immunity divorced from the NADPH-oxidase. In spite of this, IFN-y appears to
represent a useful therapeutic tool in CGD, and perhaps should be administered
prophylactically to identified patients at high risk of infection. The value of IFN-y
when used to augment conventional treatment during septic episodes, is unknown,
although there have been numerous anecdotal reports.

Some groups have investigated the ability of other cytokines to modulate the respiratory
burst in cells derived from CGD patients, including one which reported enhanced
superoxide production by CGD monocytes cultured in the presence of IFN-y, TNF, IL-3
and IL-1 (Jendrossek et al. 1993). Recombinant GM-CSF has been tested in a variant
CGD patient with a hepatic abscess, but despite a profound increase in the number of
circulating leukocytes, there was no detectable improvement in oxidase function, or
clinical condition, during the period of administration of the cytokine (Muhlebach et al.
1991). Recombinant G-CSF has been used sporadically in septic CGD patients, but it is
impossible to isolate any potential benefit over conventional treatments.
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1.7.3 Treatment of active infection
Conventional treatment for intervening sepsis in CGD is focused on aggressive
antimicrobial chemotherapy, initially directed at characteristic pathogens. In many
cases, the pathogen is not isolated and treatment remains empirical. Modem dmgs such
as ceftazidime and ciprofloxacin, which both have anti-pseudomonal activity, in
combination with teicoplanin which has broad spectrum activity against Gram positive
organisms, have proved to be useful in resistant cases, particularly in the absence of an
identified pathogen. Intravenous amphoteracin remains the mainstay of treatment for
aspergillus infection, although itraconazole, which is only available as an oral
preparation, may be more effective, and better tolerated. Corticosteroids carry an
additional risk of immunosuppression, but may be useful in situations where an intense
granulomatous reaction has resulted in stricture formation and lumenal obstruction
(Chin et al. 1987). Florid dermatitis may also respond to topical steroids, but must be
used in combination with appropriate antibiotics, and topical antifungal agents.
Neutrophils obtained from leukophoresed donors may be used as an adjunct to therapy,
and can be given intravenously, or even directly applied to the site of infection.
Transfused neutrophils have been demonstrated in bronchoalveolar lavage fluids for up
to 24 hours, and transfused monocytes may persist for longer periods (Buescher and
Gallin, 1982). Pre-treatment of donors with rhG-CSF can be used to increase the yield.
However, difficulty with purification and storage of adequate numbers of cells, potential
transmission of viruses, and the possibility of graft-versus-host disease (GvHD) and the
formation of allotypic antibodies limit use of transfused allogeneic neutrophils to cases
resistant to conventional treatment.

1.8 CURATIVE THERAPY: BONE MARROW TRANSPLANTATION

1.8.1 Application and complications of bone marrow transplantation
The haematological consequences following irradiation of survivors of the Hiroshima
and Nagasaki atomic bombs stimulated considerable research into the potential of bone
marrow to confer radioprotection to experimental animals. It was later shown that mice
would recover from lethal irradiation if haematopoietic areas in the long bones were
shielded, and that spleen cell, or bone marrow transfusions were protective (Lorenz et
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al. 1952). These observations provided a means to correct bone marrow failure
syndromes, and to protect patients against the myeloablative effects of radiation and
chemotherapy. However, early attempts at allogeneic bone marrow transplantation
(BMT) failed as a result of immunological graft rejection and ‘secondary disease’ (later
characterised as GvHD), and it wasn’t until the discovery of the human leukocyte
antigen (HLA) system that successful transplantation became possible.

The first successful HLA matched sibling transplants were performed in two distinct
primary immunodeficiency disorders, severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID), and
Wiscott-Aldrich syndrome (Bach et al. 1968; Gatti et al. 1968). SCID is a
heterogeneous group of disorders characterised by profound reduction or absence of T
lymphocytes. Uniquely, sibling matched transplants in these conditions are effective in
the absence of additional immunosuppressive conditioning (which otherwise is required
to achieve consistent engraftment), and cure rate approaches 90% (Fischer et al. 1990).
T lymphocyte depleted haploidentical parental transplants are curative in over 70% of
patients.

Transplantation of immunodeficiencies other than SCID is complicated by the need for
additional conditioning immunosuppression usually achieved by a combination of
cyclophosphamide and either the alkylating agent busulphan, or whole body irradiation
(Morgan, 1992). Total mortality following a fully matched (identical at all 6 HLA and
on average

50% minor histocompatability

loci)

sibling

graft for

inherited

immunodeficiencies excluding SCID, and in which conditioning is necessary for
engraftment, has been estimated to be about 30%. Morbidity and mortality relate
primarily to the high degree of immunosuppression required to achieve engraftment,
and to GvHD. GvHD is a complex and incompletely understood syndrome largely
induced by recognition of major histocompatability complex (MHC) Class I or II
antigen differences in the host, and clonal expansion of corresponding donor
lymphocytes (Barrett, 1992). Histologically, cell damage is restricted to proliferating
cells of the cutaneous epithelium and gastrointestinal tract, and proliferating cells of the
bone marrow and lymphoid system. Even with modem matching techniques and
adequate prophylaxis with cytotoxic agents and cyclosporin, GvHD remains one of the
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major complications of BMT, and occurs in up to 25% of patients recieving fully
MHC-matched sibling grafts. Prevention by T cell depletion of donor cells is extremely
effective, but is associated with markedly increased rates of graft rejection (Foynton,
1992). Directly or indirectly GvHD is responsible for 25% of post transplant mortality.

For the reasons outlined above, allogeneic transplantation for CGD has been successful
in a only a small number of patients (Table 1.2), and the risks associated with the
procedure outweigh potential benefits in the majority of cases. Patients with MHCidentical siblings who fail to respond to optimal conventional treatment are probably the
best candidates if not chronically infected, but use of matched unrelated or non-identical
family donors is inadvisable. An alternative strategy which may eventually overcome
the problems of allogeneic transplantation, and which is not limited by supply of
suitable donor material, is somatic gene therapy.

Table 1.2 Published BMT experience for CGD
(Seger and Ezekowitz, 1994)

1976

Male / 3yr

Compatible sister

2mo (100%)

Rejection

1977

Male / 2yr

MUD

7yr(12%)

Rejection

1977

Male /7yr

MUD

3mo (33%)

Rejection

1982

Male /15yr

Compatible sister

4mo (100%)

cGvHD*

1984

Male /5mo

Compatible brother

6yr+ (23%)

Clinical cure

1989

Male /lly r

Compatible sister

3yr+ (100%)

Clinical cure

1991

Male /7yr

Compatible sister

2yr+ ( 100%)

Clinical cure

1992

Male /8mo

MUD

3yr+ (100%)

Clinical cure

MUD= matched unrelated donor

* death as complication of transp] ant
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1.9 SOMATIC GENE THERAPY

Recent developments in understanding of the molecular basis of both inherited and
acquired disease have stimulated new treatment strategies based on functional gene
transfer, or direct inhibition of gene expression. Somatic gene therapy can be defined
most simply as the introduction of genetic material into somatic cells in order to treat or
modify disease. Application of this technology was first proposed for curative therapy
of classical inherited genetic disease, in which complementation of a cellular deficiency
was envisaged to be the most realisable target, but attention and resources have now
extended to oncological disease, HIV-related acquired immunodeficiency, and even
complex multigenic disease in which the objective is to provide supplemental
therapeutic or pharmacological benefit. Although target diseases for somatic gene
therapy are now large in number and varied in aetiology, the technologies that are
required for successful gene transfer and expression are common to many. Depending
on the disease process, and the nature of the new genetic material, cellular function may
be modified in several ways.

Mechanism of therapeutic action
• Complementation of inherited genetic defect
• Expression of new therapeutic protein or immunogen
• Expression and secretion of systemic therapeutic agent
• Inhibition of abnormal cellular activity
• Inhibition of viral replication

1.8.1 Somatic gene therapy for inherited immunodeficiency
As the molecular basis for some of the primary immunodeficiencies has become
established, they have become candidates for application of gene therapy (Coumoyer
and Caskey, 1993). The most widely explored disease is adenosine deaminase (ADA)
deficiency, which is responsible for 15-25% of all cases of SCID, and although a rare
disorder, is in many ways an ideal model for development of haematopoietic gene
therapy protocols.
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Ideal candidate disorder for application of somatic gene therapy
• Correctable by allogeneic BMT
• Molecular genetics characterised
• Function of gene product characterised
• Constitutive gene expression
• Selective advantage for corrected cells
• Severe disease phenotype
• Alternative therapy inadequate or unavailable

As an alternative candidate disorder for somatic gene therapy, CGD fulfils many of
these criteria, although restoration of biochemical function to CGD cells is unlikely to
produce selective growth advantage. Fully regulated expression of oxidase components
is preferable, but may not be necessary for correction of the biochemical phenotype.

1.8.2 Target cell populations for therapeutic gene transfer
The objective of therapeutic gene transfer for CGD is lifelong restoration of NADPHoxidase function in peripheral blood phagocytes, particularly neutrophils and
monocytes. In contrast to mature neutrophils which are short-lived transcriptionally
quiescent cells, and therefore not appropriate targets for long term correction of disease
phenotype, differentiated tissue macrophages survive for longer periods and may be a
target for transitory corrective therapy (Buescher and Gallin, 1982). The optimal target
cell population is the pluripotent haematopoietic stem cell (PHSC), defined by the
capacity for extensive self-renewal, and retention of multilineage differentiation
potential (Till and McCulloch, 1961; Dexter et al. 1977).

1.8.4 Gene transfer to eukaryotic ceils
Non-viral methods of gene transfer were the first to demonstrate correction of a disease
phenotype in vitro (Mulligan and Berg, 1981), and the first to be used albeit
unsuccessfully, in a clinical setting. At the present time, the preferred technology, at
least for haematopoietic cells, is virus-based. Studies on RNA and DNA tumour viruses
in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s indicated that transformation of the cell was
associated with permanent transfer of viral genetic material. The emergence of
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recombinant DNA technology meant that viruses could be engineered to deliver
heterologous genetic material to eukaryotic cells with much greater efficiency than was
achievable using non-viral systems, and for some viruses resulted in stable integration
of this new material into the host cell genome. The virus systems that have been most
applied to haematopoietic cells are based on retroviruses, adeno-associated virus, and
adenoviruses, which will be discussed in more detail later. Other gene delivery methods
under development include those based on alternative viruses (Jolly, 1994), and those
based on non-viral systems or hybrid systems which incorporate some viral functions
(Michael and Curiel, 1994).

1.8.5 Somatic gene therapy for CGD
The following studies explore the feasibility of gene transfer to cells which display the
biochemical phenotype typical of CGD, and investigate mechanisms which may
enhance the efficiency of transfer, and which may be necessary for sustained and
regulated gene expression.
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1.9 AIMS OF THESIS

To investigate transcriptional regulation o f the

gene.

To reconstitute NADPH-oxidase activity in cells derived from patients with p47^^°^~
deficient chronic granulomatous disease.

To investigate gene transfer vector systems that will optimise transduction o f
pluripotent haematopoietic stem cells.
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CHAPTER 2:

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Unless otherwise indicated, all enzymes were supplied by Promega, and all chemicals by Sigma.

2.1 EXTRACTION AND PRECIPITATION OF DNA

2.1.1 Phenol extraction
Aqueous solutions containing nucleic acid, but contaminated with protein were deproteinised by extraction with phenol. For extraction of plasmid and genomic DNA, an
equal volume of 0.5M Tris-HCl (pH8.0) saturated phenol ichlorofbrm :isoamyl alcohol
(24:24:1), was thoroughly mixed with the solution containing nucleic acid, and
centrifuged to separate organic and aqueous layers. DNA (and RNA) was precipitated
from the aqueous phase. For heavily contaminated solutions, the extraction was repeated.
For preparation of RNA, phenol was unbuffered, and RNA selectively recovered from the
aqueous phase.

2.1.2 Precipitation of nucleic acid
Except where indicated, genomic and plasmid DNA were precipitated with 2-2.5 volumes
of ethanol and 0.1 volumes of 3M sodium acetate pH5.5, or 0.1 volumes of 5M lithium
chloride, which is more soluble in ethanol, at a temperature of 0 to -20^C. RNA was
precipitated with 2.5 volumes of ethanol in the presence of 0.1 volumes of 3M sodium
acetate pH5.5. Oligonucleotides were precipitated with 2.5 volumes of ethanol in the
presence of 0.1 volumes of 5M sodium chloride. Precipitation of RNA and
oligonucleotides was completed overnight at -20^C.
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2.2 AMPLIFICATION OF PLASMID DNA IN BACTERIA

2.2.1 Preparation and transformation of competent cells
Competent bacterial cells (JM109 or XL 1Blue strains, Stratagene) were prepared by a
variation of the original method of treatment with ice-cold CaCl2 (Mandel and Higa,
1970). Cells were grown overnight in LB at 37^C with agitation. A 5ml inoculum of the
overnight culture was grown in 130ml of the same media to a density defined by an
absorbance at 600nm of 0.4-0.6. The culture was centrifuged for 5 minutes at 6000g
(4^C). Cells were resuspended in ice cold 50mM CaCl2 at half original volume, and
incubated on ice for 1 hour before being pelleted as before, and resuspended in 50mM
CaCl2 at 0.05 of the original volume. The cells were again left on ice for 1 hour. Freshly
prepared cells were mixed with 15% glycerol, and frozen at -70^C for later use. For
transformation, competent cells were thawed on ice, and incubated with plasmid DNA for
20 minutes, before heat shock at 42^C in a pre-warmed water bath for 90 seconds. LB
(0.5mls) at room temperature was added to the mix, and incubated with gentle shaking at
37^C for 1-2 hours. Bacteria were concentrated by centrifugation, resuspended in 200pl of
the same media, and spread on 1.5% LB-agar plates (containing 50pg/ml ampicillin unless
otherwise stated). Plates were incubated overnight at 37^C to allow for growth of resistant
colonies.

2.2.2 Amplification and recovery of recombinant plasmid DNA
Bacterial colonies from agar plates were innoculated into 10ml of media (LB or TB)
containing antibiotics to which the recombinant plasmid conferred resistance (usually
50^g/ml ampicillin) and incubated at 37°C with agitation for 12-36 hours. For bulk
cultures, 5mls of culture was used to inoculate an additional 100-250mls of the same
media, which was incubated as above. For efficient recovery of low copy number
plasmids (particularly pBR322 derivatives) containing the ColEl replicon, bacteria were
grown to a density defined by an absorbance of 0.5-0.8 at 550nm, and supplemented with
chloramphenicol (170pg/ml) to block protein synthesis. Incubation was continued
overnight. Plasmid DNA was recovered by a modified alkaline lysis method. For large
scale recovery, nucleic acid was recovered by alkaline lysis and precipitation with
isopropanol. Resuspended plasmid DNA was further purified by precipitation of high
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molecular weight RNA with 5M LiCl, and digestion of low molecular weight RNA with
RNAase (20|ag/ml). DNA and contaminating protein was precipitated with an equal
volume of ice-cold polyethylene glycol (1.6M NaCl, 13% (w/v) PEG 8000). Plasmid
DNA was finally deproteinised by extraction with phenol :chloroform dosoamyl alcohol,
and precipitated from the aqueous phase with salt and ethanol. For small scale
preparations, nucleic acid was prepared from alkaline-lysed bacteria by elution from a
silica-based resin (‘Magic Minipreps’, Promega), according to manufacturers instructions.

2.2.3 Preparation of genomic DNA from cells
High molecular weight DNA was prepared from cells by addition of 1ml of DNA lysis
buffer (lOmM Tris-HCl, pHS.O, 5mM EDTA, 0.5% (w/v) SDS, 150pg/ml proteinase K
added just before use) per -10^ washed cells, and incubation overnight at 37^C. The cell
lysate was extracted twice with phenol, and DNA precipitated with ethanol.

2.2.4 Preparation of low molecular weight DNA from cells and virus supernatant
Low molecular weight DNA was prepared from cells or from tissue culture supernatant by
a modified Hirt extraction (Hirt, 1967). Briefly, 50pl of 10 x buffer (lOOmM Tris-HCl,
pH7.5, 6% SDS (w/v), lOOmM EDTA, proteinase K 100^/m l, yeast tRNA 50lO ^g/m l) was added to 0.5mls of cell lysate or supernatant in an Eppendorf tube, and
incubated at 37^C for 2-3 hours. llOpl of 5M NaCl was added to precipitate high
molecular weight DNA with SDS at 4^C for 4-16 hours. The precipitate was pelleted at
13,000rpm in a microfuge, and low molecular weight DNA recovered from the aqueous
phase by phenol extraction and ethanol precipitation.

2.2.5 Preparation of RNA from cells and tissue culture supernatant
RNA was prepared from washed cells using acid guanidinium thiocyanate-phenolchloroform extraction (Chomczynski & Sacchi, 1987) and stored in isopropanol at -70^C.
Where necessary, solutions were pre-treated with DEPC to inactivate RNAase. Before use,
the sample was centrifuged at 12,000g for 15 minutes and the RNA pellet washed in 70%
ethanol. Viral RNA was isolated from tissue culture supernatants by addition of 50pl of 10
X

RNA extraction buffer (as for Hirt buffer, but constituents DEPC treated where possible)

to 0.5mls of supernatant in an Eppendorf tube, which was incubated at 37^C for 2-3 hours.
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Viral RNA and carrier was recovered from the aqueous phase by phenol extraction and
ethanol precipitation.

2.3 QUANTITATION OF NUCLEIC ACID

2.3.1 Ethidium bromide and spectrophotometric quantitation
The concentration of DNA was estimated by comparing Itnl of sample with \ ^ \ dilutions
of lambda (1) DNA (l-10(^|^/ml, Life Technologies) stained with 1 0 ^ of 500ng/ml
ethidium bromide and visualised on a UVP ultraviolet transilluminator. Nucleic acid was
quantitated using a Kontron Uvikon 860, or a Philips PU8620 spectrophotometer. An
absorption of 1 at 260nm was taken to equal a concentration of 50mg/ml of double
stranded DNA, 40mg/ml of single stranded DNA or RNA, and 33mg/ml of
oligonueleotides.

2.4 POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION (PCR)

2.4.1 PCR primers
PCR primers were designed to be complementary to the template sequence for at least 18
nucleotides, with equal proportions of A+T to C+G and if possible with a C or G at the 3'
end. If required for cloning, additional non-complementary bases were added at the 5’ end
of the oligonucleotide to incorporate recognition sites for restriction enzymes in amplified
products. Primers were synthesised by the Department of Molecular Pathology, Middlesex
Hospital. The approximate annealing temperature of the primers was calculated according
to the equation T^C = 2n(A+T) + 4n(C+G) where n equals the number of residues in the
primer sequence. The sequences of primers used in this study are listed at the end of this
section.

2.4.2 Reaction conditions
All PCR amplifications used approximately 50-500ng template DNA, 20(jfc\M dNTPs
(Pharmacia), 1.5mM MgCl2, buffer and enzyme according to the manufacturer's
instructions (Promega) and 50pmol of each primer (forward and reverse) in a final volume
of 20-50^. The reaction was overlaid with mineral oil to prevent evaporation during the
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temperature cycling. A control reaction containing all the components except template
DNA was always included to rule out contamination. Reactions were carried out by
denaturing initially for 3 minutes at 93^C, followed by 30 seconds at the calculated
annealing temperature, 30 seconds (for products under 750bp) or 1 minute (for larger
products) at 72^C and 30 seconds denaturing at 93°C, for 30 cycles. A final annealing step
was followed by 10 minutes at 72^C to ensure completion of synthesis. Reactions were
temperature cycled using a Hybaid Thermal Cycler. In the case of resistant or non-specific
amplification, the conditions were altered by changing the annealing temperature, the
amount of template, or the Mg^^ concentration. PCR products used for cloning were
sequenced to check for fidelity of synthesis.

2.5 ENZYMATIC DNA MODIFICATION

2.5.1 Restriction digestion of PCR products
Unless otherwise specified, PCR products were first precipitated with salt and ethanol.
After centrifugation at 13000 rpm in a microfuge, the pellet was washed in 70% ethanol
and resuspended in the appropriate buffer. Restriction enzyme digestion was carried out
according to the manufacturer's instructions. For termination and further purification,
reaction products were either extracted with phenol or gel-purified.

2.5.2 Restriction digestion of genomic and plasmid DNA
Digestion of DNA was carried out in accordance with the enzyme manufacturer's
instructions, in 0.5-2 x universal buffer (Stratagene) and an excess of enzyme (5-10 U/mg
DNA). For digestion of genomic samples (except for reactions requiring very low salt
conditions), spermidine was added to a final concentration of 4mM.

2.5.3 DNA ligation
Ligation of DNA fragments was carried out at 4^C overnight, using T4 DNA ligase and
buffer (containing ATP) at concentrations recommended by the manufacturer. For cloning
into plasmids, where possible, non-complementary ends were used to enhance efficiency
and determine orientation of the insert. Otherwise, to prevent intramolecular ligation, the
vector molecule was pre-treated with calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase (Promega, lunit
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per lOOpmol of ends) to remove 5’-phosphate groups (37^C for 30-60 minutes under
specified buffer conditions). Where necessary, phosphatase reactions were terminated by
phenol extraction, or gel purification. For blunt end ligation, a vector to insert molar ratio
of 3 was used, and for recessed ends, a ratio of 0.5-1. Reaction products were used directly
for transformation of bacteria, and successful ligation determined by restriction digestion
of purified plasmid DNA.

2.5.4 Blunting recessed ends
5’ overhangs were flushed either with Klenow jfragment of DNA-polymerase I or T4polymerase in the presence of an excess of dNTPs (0.2mM), under recommended
conditions. For 3’ overhangs, in the presence of an excess of dNTPs, the 3’ exonuclease
activity of T4 polymerase was used to resect the overhang. Universal buffer (Stratagene)
was used for all reactions at recommended concentrations.

2.6 NUCLEIC ACID ELECTROPHORESIS

2.6.1 DNA electrophoresis
DNA fragments were separated on 0.8% to 2% agarose (International Biotechnologies
Inc.) gels with 500ng/ml ethidium bromide using 1 x TAB buffer. Fragment size was
determined by comparison with Hindlll digested X DNA and Haelll digested <|)xl74 DNA
fragments (Promega). Agarose gels for Southern blot analysis or gels for preparation of
DNA fragments, were electrophoresed at a voltage of <5V/cm for the necessary time to
separate the DNA fragments under study. Samples were loaded into wells mixed with 6 x
DNA loading buffer, and separated fragments visualised on a UV transilluminator.

2.6.2 RNA electrophoresis
RNA samples (up to 20pg in 5pl, denatured by heating to 65°C, in 2pl 5 x RNA gel
running buffer, lOpl deionised formamide, and 3.5pi concentrated formaldehyde, finally
added to 2pl of RNA loading buffer) were separated on formaldehyde-agarose, consisting
of formaldehyde (37% in water, 12.3M), and 1 x RNA running buffer added to melted
agarose in water at 50-60^C to a final percentage of 1-1.5%.
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2.7 ISOLATION OF DNA FRAGMENTS FROM AGAROSE GELS

DNA fragments derived from PCR or restriction digestion reactions were separated by
electrophoresis through a 1-2% agarose gel with 500ng/ml ethidium bromide in 1 x TAE.
The required DNA fragment was visualised and excised from the gel under UV light,
placed in an Eppendorf tube and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. 1ml of silicon-based
purification resin (‘Magic/Wizard clean-up resin’, Promega) containing guanidine
hydrochloride was added to the thawed gel slice, and when dissolved was processed
according to manufacturers instructions. DNA was quantitated by comparative ethidium
bromide fluorescence.

2.8 SOUTHERN AND NORTHERN BLOT ANALYSIS

2.8.1 Blotting gels
Agarose gels for Southern blot analysis were incubated in 240mM HCl for 20 minutes to
break large DNA fragments by acid depurination and then in denaturing solution (1.5M
NaCl, 0.5M NaOH) for 60 minutes, changing the solution once. Formaldehyde gels for
separation of RNA fragments were briefly washed in water prior to blotting. The gels were
inverted and blotted onto Hybond N^ (nylon) membrane (Amersham) in alkali transfer
buffer (0.4M NaOH for DNA and 0.05M NaOH for RNA) overnight. Membranes were
washed thoroughly in 2 x SSC before storage between acid-free tissue paper, or direct
hybridisation.

2.8.2 Radiolabelling probes
Probes were radiolabelled by random priming of 30-50ng heat-denatured double stranded
DNA (Random primed DNA labelling, Boehringer Mannheim Biochemica). Reaction
conditions were according to manufacturers instructions. For each labelling reaction,
50mCi [^^P]-dCTP was added to the reaction mix, and incubated at room temperature for
1 hour.
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2.8.3 Removal of unincorporated [^^P]-dCTP
A 1ml syringe was plugged with polymer wool, filled with Sephadex G50 (DNA grade),
and packed by centrifugation for 2 minutes at 300g. The probe labelling reaction was
made up to a final volume of ](X^1 with 2 x SSC, and centrifuged as before. The activity
of the recovered probe was measured by counting 2ml using a Bioscan QC 2000 pcounter.

2.8.4 Prehybridisation and hybridisation of membranes
Membranes were wetted in 2 x SSC before being rolled into glass hybridisation bottles
(Hybaid) with mesh (Hybaid) interleaved. 10ml of hybridisation solution were added and
the bottles rotated in a Hybaid oven at 42^C for at least 3 hours. Probes were denatured at
98°C for 5 minutes and added to the hybridisation solution at 10^ dpm/ml. Hybridisations
were incubated at 42^C for 4 to 16 hours, depending on the blot.

2.8.5 Washing membranes after hybridisation
Membranes were washed three times in 2 x SSC/0.1% SDS at room temperature for 20
minutes and then in solutions with 2xSSC, IxSSC or 0.5xSSC all with 0.1% SDS,
dependent on the probe used at 65^C for 30 minutes.

2.8.6 Autoradiography
Membranes were exposed to X-ray film (XAR-5, Kodak) at -70°C with two intensifying
screens (Lightening Plus, Cronex, Dupont) for between 1 hour and 14 days. Films were
developed on a Fugi RGII film processor.

2.8.7 Stripping membranes
Membranes were stripped of annealed probe by incubating in 2mM EDTA/lmM Tris-HCl
(pH8.0)/0.1% SDS at 98°C until the solution had cooled to room temperature.

The

stripping procedure was checked by exposure to X-ray film as before.
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2.9 DNA SEQUENCING

2.9.1 Sequencing using the ‘Sequenase’ kit version 2.0 (USB)
Template DNA for sequencing was double stranded plasmid, irreversibly denatured by
addition of 3.5 parts IM NaOH / ImM EDTA pH7.9, to 15 volumes of DNA (1 mg/ml) in
solution. Denatured template for sequencing was equilibrated with TE in a spin column,
and stored at -20^C. Sequencing was carried out using the ‘Sequenase’ kit version 2.0 as
detailed in USB protocols.

2.9.2 Sequencing gels
Sequencing reactions were analysed on 6% polyacrylamide (Accugel 40, National
Diagnostics) 8M urea denaturing gels in 1 x THE, using wedged spacers and BRL
sequencing equipment according to the manufacturers instructions. Gels were dried on a
vacuum drier and exposed to autoradiographic film (Kodak XAR-5) for 1-14 days at room
temperature.

2.9.3 Preparation of nuclei and DNAasel sensitivity analysis
Nuclei were isolated by suspension of washed cells in hypotonic buffer (RSB) and NP-40
(0.3% (v/v)), at 4^C. Nuclei were washed twice in cold RSB, resuspended at lOVml in
RSB, and 2.10^ incubated for 5 minutes at 37°C with DNAasel at increasing
concentration (0-20pg/ml). Reaction was terminated by addition of 400pl of 1 x DNA
lysis buffer.

2.10 PREPARATION AND ANALYSIS OF PROTEIN

2.10.1 Preparation of proteins for Western blotting
For preparation of crude protein extracts, washed cells were pelleted and resuspended at
2.10* cells per ml in break buffer consisting of 6mM Pipes pH7.3, 6% (w/w) sucrose,
60mM KCl, 1.8mM NaCl, 2.3mM MgCl2, IpM di-isopropylfluorophosphate, ImM
PMSF, and Ipg/ml TLCK. Cells were disrupted by 2 x 5 second bursts of sonication
(MSE 150W sonicator), mixed with an equal volume of 2 x SDS reducing buffer, and
boiled for 10 minutes. Insoluble cell debris was pelleted in a microfuge. Alternatively,
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crude extracts were made by detergent lysis. For this, lOOjil of cell lysis buffer (1% Triton
x-100 (v/v), lOmM HEPES, 3.5mM MgCl2, ImM PMSF, O.lmM leupeptin) was added to
10^ cells and incubated on ice for 30 minutes. Insoluble debris including intact nuclei were
pelleted in a microfuge, and 2 x SDS loading buffer added to the supernatant. Protein
concentrations were determined by a dye-binding assay (Bio-Rad) as described (Bradford,
1976).

2.10.2 Western blot analysis
Proteins were separated on 7.5-12% SDS polyacrylamide denaturing gels at 40V and
room temperature using Bio-Rad II gel apparatus according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. The electrophoresed proteins were transferred to Hybond C nylon membranes
(Amersham International) using a semi-dry blotter (Bio-Rad) according to the
manufacturer's instructions. The membrane was blocked with superblock (5% non-milk
fat (Marvel), 1% BSA, 5% FCS, IM glycine, 0.01% Tween-20, in PBS) for 2-4 hours at
room temperature, or 4°C overnight. Membranes were washed briefly in PBS-T before
being incubated with an appropriate dilution of antiserum in TTF at room temperature for
1-3 hours or overnight at 4°C. After washing 4 times over 30 minutes in PBS-T, the
membrane was incubated with horse-radish peroxidase-conjugated second antiserum in
TTF for 1-2 hours. Membranes were again washed 4 times in PBS-T, and proteins
detected using an ECL system (Amersham International) with film exposure times ranging
from 30 seconds to two hours.

2.11 TISSUE CULTURE

2.11.1 Culture of cell lines
Unless otherwise indicated, all suspension cell lines were grown in RPMI 1640 (Life
Technologies) supplemented with 10% (v/v) FCS (Globepharm), 2mM L-glutamine (Life
Technologies), lOOiu/ml penicillin, and lOOn^ml streptomycin (Life Technologies) at
37°C under 5% (v/v) CO2. Adherent cell lines were grown in DMEM (Life Technologies)
supplemented as above at 37°C under 10% (v/v) CO2. Trypsin-EDTA (Gibco) was used to
loosen adherent cells.
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2.11.2 Induction of myeloid cell lines
Myeloid cell lines were induced to differentiate with 10~^M ?X\-trans retinoic acid, 5.10"
l,25(OH)2-vitamin D3 (Calbiochem), 1.25% DMSO, 5.10”*M PMA, or 500u/ml
IFN-y. Differentiation was recognised by changes of cell morphology and adherence,
decreased cell growth (except with IFN-y), and increase in activity of the NADPHoxidase, indicated by positive NET staining.

2.11.3 Purification and culture of primary human cells
Leukocyte rich serum was obtained by sedimentation of red cells from 5-5Omis of
heparinised blood in the presence of 1% final volume of Dextran (10% (v/v) in 150mM
NaCl). This was overlayed on one third volume of Ficoll/Hypaque (density 1.077g/ml),
and was centrifuged at room temperature for 20 minutes at lOOOg. Interface cells were
recovered, washed with 10-40ml PBS, and centrifuged three times at 200g to separate
platelets. Finally, cells were adhered to tissue culture plastic for 1-2 hours, and non
adherent cells (mainly lymphocytes) washed away. Cultures were maintained in
RPMI 1640 supplemented with heat-inactivated 2-5% FCS, 2mM glutamine, and
antibiotics. Neutrophils were recovered from the Ficoll pellet after hypotonic lysis of
residual contaminating red cells (pellet agitated in 10-25ml ddH20 for 10 seconds,
followed by equal volume of 0.3M NaCl to restore tonicity) and were used immediately
for preparation of protein extracts, or measurement of NADPH-oxidase activity.

Adult human bone marrow was treated in a similar way. Whole marrow was diluted 1:1
with unsupplemented RPMI. This was fractionated over Ficoll, and interface cells
treated as above. Non adherent cells (containing mainly lymphocytes and bone marrow
progenitor cells) were washed away from monocytes, and used for transduction
experiments.

2.11.4 Long term storage of ceils
Cells were frozen at 2.10^/ml in growth media with 20% (v/v) FCS and 10% (v/v) DMSO
by first cooling slowly to -70^C in a polystyrene box overnight and transferring to liquid
nitrogen for long term storage. To thaw, cells were warmed quickly at 37^C, washed and
pelleted by centrifugation and resuspended in the appropriate medium.
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2.12 CELL TRANSFECTION

2.12.1 Calcium phosphate precipitation
6-16 hours before transfection, adherent cells were trypsinised and replated at a density of
5.10^-5.10^ per 9cm tissue culture dish (depending on cell type). For transfection, 10-30pg
of plasmid DNA was mixed with sterile ddH20 to a volume of 450fil and mixed with
50|il of sterile 2.5M CaCl2. This was added dropwise to 0.5mls of sterile 2 x HBSS
(280mM NaCl, 1.5mM Na2HP04, 50mM HEPES (sodium salt), pH7.05+/-0.05) through
which a constant stream of air was bubbled. The mixture was allowed to stand for 20-30
minutes, applied dropwise to the cell culture medium, and incubated at 37°C for 4 hours to
overnight. Formation of a fine precipitate was noted by light microscopy. Cells were then
washed three times with PBS and fed with fresh medium. Sometimes, for resistant
transfections, at the end of incubation with cells, the transfection mixture was removed
and replaced with 1 x HBSS containing 15% (v/v) glycerol for 2 minutes, before being
thoroughly washed and refed with complete medium. For modified calcium phosphate
transfection (Chen et al. 1987), 10-30pg of plasmid DNA was mixed with 0.5mls of
0.25M CaCl2, and added to 0.5mls of 2 x BBS (2 x BES-buffered saline, containing
50mM BES pH 6.95, 280mM NaCl, 1.5mM Na2HP04). This was incubated at room
temperature for 20 minutes, added dropwise directly to the cell culture medium (DMEM
supplemented with 10% FCS (v/v) and antibiotics), and incubated at 37®C at 2-4% CO2
overnight. The next day, cells were refed with fresh medium and incubated under normal
conditions.

2.12.2 Liposome-mediated transfection
Liposomal transfections were carried out according to manufacturers instructions
(Lipofectin, Gibco). Briefly, equal volumes of serum and antibiotic-free medium
(Optimem, Gibco) were mixed with DNA or liposomes at an optimised ratio of between
1:2 and 1:10 respectively. The combined mixture was incubated for 20 minutes at room
temperature, and added directly cells (adherent or non-adherent) for a period of 4 hours to
overnight. Cells were refed with complete medium after transfection.
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* Unless otherwise stated, transfection efficiency was determined by co-transfection o f pSVpOal, and
extracts normalised for this activity prior to CATassay. All measurements o f CAT synthesis were within
the limits o f a linear calibration curve, and are represented as units o f optical density (405nm), adjusted
for background activity obtained from untransfected cell extracts.

2.12.3 Electroporation
10^ cells were washed three times with PBS at room temperature, resuspended in 0.25ml
of retained medium, and transferred to a 0.4cm sterile electroporation cuvette. 20-50pg of
DNA was mixed with the cells, which were allowed to incubate at room temperature for
20 minutes. Cells were gently resuspended prior to electroporation (0.25kV, 960pF, BioRad Gene Puiser), and after a further 20 minutes resting at room temperature, were gently
transferred into 5 ml of conditioned medium using a sterile wide bore pipette, and
incubated overnight at 37°C. The next day cells were refed with fresh medium and in
some cases equally split into separate flasks for stimulation experiments. Reporter gene
activity was measured 48-72 hours after electroporation.

2.12.4 Detection of reporter gene expression
For detection of reporter gene expression, cells extracts were prepared by repeated freezethaw, or detergent lysis according to manufacturers instructions. CAT protein was
quantitated by colourimetric immunoassay (CAT ELISA, Boehringer Mannheim
Biochemica), and directly stained in cells by indirect immunofluorescence (5Prime-3). pgalactosidase was detected in cell extracts by colourimetric assay for enzyme activity
(Promega). For cell staining, cells were fixed for 15 minutes in 0.5% glutaraldehyde, and
washed twice with PBS. Sufficient X-Gal solution (2mM MgCl2, 0.01% sodium
deoxycholate, 0.02% (v/v) NP40, 5mM potassium ferricyanide, 5mM potassium
ferrocyanide, and 0.1% X-gal added just before use) as added to cover cells, which were
incubated for 1-4 hours at 37^C. Cells were washed, and staining visualised by light
microscopy.

2.13 PRODUCTION AND TITRATION OF VIRUSES

2.13.1 Production and titration of retroviruses
Retrovirus producer cell lines were created by calcium phosphate transfection of
subconfluent (30-50%) packaging cell lines (PA317, AM12, QE) with lOpg of vector
plasmid per 9cm plate. If the vector did not contain a selectable marker gene, 0.5-lpg of a
separate plasmid encoding resistance to G418 (pSV2Neo) was co-transfected with the
vector. After 48 hours, cells were harvested and replated at 1-20% density in fresh
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medium to which G418 was added (1 mg/ml). After 14-21 days, colonies were isolated by
ring cloning, and passaged from 6 well plates, eventually to 9cm dishes. Cells were then
grown in the absence of drug selection. When confluent, cells from each clone were refed
with fresh medium for 12-24 hours, after which time the medium was harvested and
frozen at -70^C, and cells frozen in liquid N2. For a polyclonal producer cell line, the
cloning steps were omitted. To titre virus stocks by expression of drug resistance, frozen
supernatants (1-lOOpl) were thawed and used in dilution to infect 10^ 3T3 cells freshly
plated in 6 well plates, in the presence of polybrene (8pg/ml). After 48 hours, cells were
split into fresh medium containing G418 (1 mg/ml), at 1-50% of final density. Titre was
estimated by growth of resistant colonies. For titration of viruses not incorporating a
selectable marker, 10^ 3T3 cells freshly plated on a 9cm dish were infected with dilutions
of virus supernatant (0.01-10ml) and grown to confluence. If possible, a vector of known
titre encoding the same gene in addition to a selectable marker was used in a parallel 9cm
dish. At confluence, genomic DNA was prepared, digested with appropriate restriction
enzymes, and blotted to nylon. Comparison of signal obtained by probing for the shared
gene provided an estimate of titre. Alternatively, known molar dilutions of vector plasmid,
digested with the same enzyme, were run on the same gel. High titre clones were thawed
and expanded in selection as before.

2.13.2 Production and titration of adeno-associated viruses
For conventional production of recombinant adeno-associated virus (rAAV), 5.10^ human
embryonal kidney 293 cells were plated in 9cm dishes 16-20 hours before calcium
phosphate transfection with vector and packaging plasmid (usually lOpg of each). Cells
were then gently washed with PBS and fresh medium added containing wild-type human
adenovirus 5 at a multiplicity of infection of ~5. Cells and supernatant were recovered
after 48-72 hours at completion of the cytopathic effect, at which time most cells were
detached. rAAV was recovered by 4 freeze-thaw cycles, followed by low speed
centrifugation and filtration through a 1.2p membrane to remove debris. For heat
inactivation o f adenovirus, supernatants were placed in a water bath at 56°C for 10
minutes to 1 hour. rAAV supernatants were stored at -70^C.
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2.13.3 Production and titration of adenoviruses
Recombinant vims was rescued ‘in vivo' by calcium phosphate co-transfection of a full
length human adenovims 5 genome and a vector genome (20pg of each) into freshly
plated 293 cells. After 4-6 hours, the medium was removed and cells overlaid with
M EM Fll (MEM + 10% FCS) in 1% agarose. When the agarose had solidified, plates
were incubated for 7-10 days at 37^C until plaques appeared. Individual plaques were
picked by punching out agar plugs with a sterile Pasteur pipette, and were stored in
0.5ml PBS with 10% (v/v) glycerol at -70^C. Recombinant vims was amplified on 293
cells, and checked for vector sequences by restriction digestion of purified viral DNA
with appropriate enzymes. To make high titre stocks, at the end of the cytopathic effect,
cells and medium were centrifuged at SOOg for 15 minutes, and the pellet resuspended in
2ml PBS with 10% glycerol per 9cm dish. This was subjected to 4 ffeeze-thaw cycles,
and stored at -70^C. For a cmde estimate of viral titre, 3.1 O'* 293 cells were added to
dilutions of vims in lOOpl of complete medium, and plated in a 96 well dish in
triplicate. Titre was estimated from the first dilution at which the cytopathic effect was
partial at 2-3 days (cytopathic end-point assay). A more accurate assessment of titre was
obtained from conventional plaque assay. For this, confluent 293 cells were infected
with dilutions of vims in 6cm dishes, and overlaid with M EM Fll as above. Plaques
were counted after 4-7 days. Amplification and titration of wild-type adenovims was
carried out by the same methods, except that HeLa cells were sometimes used for
titrations.

2.13.4 Density gradient centrifugation
Cmde vims supernatants (-5ml) were layered over a CsCl step gradient (3ml of
1.25g/ml, and 2ml of 1.45g/ml in TD), and centrifuged at 35,000rpm in a Beckman
SW41 Ti swing out rotor for 80 minutes at room temperature (Beckman L8-M
ultracentrifuge). The interface was recovered by side or bottom puncture, and mixed
with CsCl in TD to fill the tube to a final density of 1.36g/ml. This was centrifuged
overnight at 4°C and 40,000 rpm in the same rotor and the lower band (containing
AAV) recovered by side puncture. The upper band (containing adenovims) was
discarded. Finally, the vims containing fraction was dialysed three times against PBS at
4°C.
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2.14 DETECTION OF NADPH-OXIDASE ACTIVITY

2.14.1 Detection by NET cell-staining
Non-adherent neutrophils, transformed myeloid cells, or adherent monocytes were
washed three times with PBS, and incubated for 30 mins in NBT reagent (nitroblue
tétrazolium (NBT) 1mg/ml, PMA 0.1-kg/ml in PBS). Positive cells were scored by light
microscopy, by their ability to reduce NBT to dark blue staining formazan.

2.14.2 Detection by ferricytochrome c reduction
Quantitative assay for production of superoxide was carried out by reduction of
ferricytochrome c. For this assay, 5.10^ washed cells were resuspended in HBSS with
calcium and magnesium at a final concentration of 2.10^ cells per ml, in the presence of
lOOpM ferricytochrome c and 150pM NADPH. Reaction was initiated by the addition
of PMA (Ipg/ml), and incubated at 37^C with gentle mixing. 0.5ml aliquots were
removed from the reaction at 10 minute intervals, and quenched by addition of 1ml of
ice-cold PBS, and centrifugation at 4000rpm in a microfuge at 4^C. A parallel reaction
was incubated in the presence of SOD (50pg/ml), and SOD-inhibitable reduction of
cytochrome c measured by differential absorbance at 550nm and 557nm (isobestic
points) in a dual beam spectrophotometer (Uvikon 860, Kontron). Superoxide
production was calculated based on an extinction co-efficient for cytochrome c at
550nm of 21.1mM \em "\

2.14.3 Detection by chemiluminescence
For chemiluminescence-based assay of NADPH-oxidase activity, 5.10^ cells were
washed twice with PBS, and resuspended in a total volume of 1ml HBSS with calcium
and magnesium (0.5 mM and ImM, respectively), lOpM luminol and lOU/ml horse
radish peroxidase. Activation was initiated by the addition of PMA (Ipg/ml) at 37^C,
and superoxide production measured on either a Berthold 953 luminometer (chapter 4)
or a LKB452 luminometer (chapters 5 and 6).
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2.15 CELL-FREE ASSAY

2.15.1 Preparation of cytosolic and membrane fractions
Cells were resuspended at a concentration of 2.10* cells per ml in break buffer
consisting of 6mM Pipes pH7.3, 6% (w/w) sucrose, 60mM KCl, 1.8mM NaCl, 2.3mM
MgCl2, IpM di-isopropylfluorophosphate, ImM PMSF, and Ipg/ml TLCK. Cells were
sonicated on ice for 2 bursts of 5 seconds using a MSE 150W sonicator. Sonicate was
centrifuged at 250,000g at 2^C for 45 minutes on a discontinuous sucrose gradient of
0.5ml 15% on 0.5ml 34% (w/w), in a Kontron TST55.5 rotor. Cytosol was collected
above the 15% sucrose, and membranes at the interface. Collected membranes were
diluted 1:2 in ice-cold break buffer, pelleted by centrifugation as above, and
resuspended at a concentration of 2.10* cell equivalents per ml of solubilization buffer
(120mM sodium phosphate pH7.4, ImM MgCl2, ImM EOTA, ImM dithiothreitol
(DTT), 20% glycerol, and 40mM octyl glucoside. This was homogenised on ice, and
centrifuged at 48,000g for 30 minutes to remove insoluble debris. Supernatant was
dialysed overnight at 4^C against solubilisation buffer lacking octyl glucoside, and was
frozen at -70°C or used directly for cell-free activation.

2.15.2 Cell-free NADPH-oxidase activation and detection
Solubilised membrane protein was mixed with cytosol in the presence of varying
concentrations of SDS (40-120pM), and incubated at room temperature for 2 minutes
before addition of assay buffer (65mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH7.0, ImM EOTA,
ImM MgCl2, 10|iM FAD, lOU/ml horse radish peroxidase, and either lOpM luminol or
lOOpM cytochrome c depending on the detection method), and finally NADPH
(0.2mM) to initiate the reaction. Reactions were incubated at 37^C, all solutions pre
warmed, and measured on a Berthold 953 luminometer as before or in a double-beam
spectrophotometer (Uvikon 860, Kontron). For the latter detection system, the reference
sample was identical, but was supplemented with superoxide dismutase (SOD 50pg/ml).
SOD-inhibitable cytochrome c reduction was estimated by differential absorbance at
550nm and 557nm.
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2.16 SOLUTIONS

Double distilled water (ddH20) was used to prepare all solutions. Solutions were autoclaved at 121°C for 20
minutes unless otherwise stated.

Ampicillin stock

50mg/ml in water, filter sterilised, working concentration 5

Assay buffer (for cell-free assay)
65mM sodium phosphate pH7.0, ImM EGTA, ImM MgCl2,
lOpM FAD, lOU/ml horse radish peroxidase.

BBS (2x)

50mM BES pH 6.95,280mM NaCl, 1.5mM NazHPO^.

Break buffer

6mM Pipes pH7.3, 6% (w/w) sucrose, 60mM KCl, 1.8mM NaCl,
2.3mM MgCl2, IpM di-isopropylfluorophosphate, ImM PMSF,
and 1pg/ml TLCK.

Calcium chloride

36.8g CaCl2.2H20 made up to 100ml with ddH20.

Cell lysis buffer (for proteins)
1% (v/v) Triton X-100, lOmM HEPES, 3.5mM MgCl2, ImM
PMSF, O.lmM leupeptin.

Denaturing solution 1.5M NaCl, 0.5M NaOH.

Denhardts solution (lOOx)
20g Ficoll 400 (Pharmacia), 20g polyvinylpyrrol-idone, 20g BSA
(Fraction V), water to 1 litre. Sterilised by filtering and stored at
-20°C.
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DEPC-treated water

DEPC added to 0.1% (v/v), incubated overnight at room
temperature and autoclaved.

DNA loading buffer (6x)
1.5g Ficoll in 10ml water, bromophenol blue, xylene cyanol.

DNA lysis buffer

lOmM Tris-HCl pH8.0, 5mM EDTA, 0.5% (w/v) SDS, 150pg/ml
proteinase K added just before use.

HBSS (2x)

280mM NaCl, 1.5mM Na2HP0 ^, 50mM HEPES (sodium salt),
pH7.05+/-0.05.

Hirt buffer (lOx)

lOOmM Tris-HCl pH7.5, 6% SDS (w/v), lOOmM EDTA,
proteinase K lOOjAg/ml, yeast tRNA 50-100mg/ml.

Hybridisation solution
(‘Starks’) 1 x Denhardts, 150mg/ml sonicated salmon sperm DNA
(denatured at 98°C for 5 minutes), 5 x SSC, 0.5% SDS, 50%
deionised formamide, 20mM phosphate buffer.

LB (Luria-Bertani) bacterial growth medium
lOg Bactotryptone (Difco), 5g bacto yeast extract (Difco), lOg
NaCl, water to 1 litre. 15g/litre bacto-agar (Difco) added for LB
agar plates.

RSB

1OmM Tris-HCl pH7.4, 3mM MgCli, 1OmM KCl.
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SDS protein sample reducing loading buffer (2x)
The following were added to 40ml of ddH2 0: 1.52g Tris base,
20ml glycerol, 2g SDS, 2ml 2-mercaptoethanol, Img
bromophenol blue (BDH). IM HCl was added until the pH was
6.8 and the solution made up to 100ml with ddH20.

Sephadex G50

lOg Sephadex G50 (Pharmacia) was incubated in 100ml 2 x SSC
at 65°C for 3 hours, replacing the supernatant with new SSC
during the incubation. Stored at 4°C.

SSC (20x)

3M NaCl, 0.3M sodium citrate.

Superblock

5% non-milk fat (Marvel), 1% BSA, 5% FCS, IM glycine, 0.01%
Tween-20, in PBS.

Terrific broth

12g bactotryptone, 24g bacto-yeast extract, 4mls glycerol added to
900 mis H2O, sterilised by autoclaving. When cool, 100 mis of
autoclaved 0.17M KH2PO4, 0.72M K2HPO4 was added.

TAE (50x)

0.2M Tris base, IM glacial acetic acid (BDH), 50mM EDTA,
pHS.O.

TEE (lOx)

0.9M Tris base, 0.9M Boric acid, ImM EDTA, pHS.O.

TD buffer

8g NaCl, 0.38g KCl, O.lg Na2HP04, Tris HCl, pH 7.8.

TE (pH8.0)

lOmM Tris-HCl, pH8.0, ImM EDTA.

TTF

200mM Tris-HCl, pH7.5, 0.5% Tween, 10% FCS (Globepharm).

Transfer buffer

48mM Tris-HCl, pH9.2, 39mM glycine, 20% methanol (BDH).
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X-Gal

20mg/ml in dimethylfomiamide, stored at -20°C.

X-Gal solution

2mM MgCl2, 0.01% sodium deoxycholate, 0.02% NP40, 5mM
potassium ferricyanide, 5mM potassium ferrocyanide, and 0.1%
X-Gal added just before use.

2.17 PCR PRIMERS

Sequence of primers used for PCR

p47(6)

GCGATGCATCAGTGATAATG

N sil site

p47(9)

CGCGTCTAGACTGGGTGGCCTCCAG

Xbal site

p 4 7 (ll)

CAAAAGCTTTGAGGCAGGAGCAGC

Hindlll site

p47(12)

TGCAAGCTTTTACACCCCTGCAAGCC

Hindlll site

p47(26)

GTCAAGCTTGCGACAAAAGCGACT

Hindlll site

p47(27)

TTATAAAGCTTGGAAGGCTTCTCGGAAG

Hindlll site

p47(28)

TGAATCTAGAGCTGCTCCTGCCTCAGGGCC

PMl

GAGCACTGGAGGCCACCCAGTC

PM5

GTTTTATGGAACTCGTAGATCTCG

Xbal site
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CHAPTER 3:
THE PROMOTER REGION OF THE

GENE

3.1 INTRODUCTION
For gene transfer to be therapeutically successful, expression must be sufficient to
sustain the desired clinical effect. This may be achievable using heterologous promoter
systems, but fully regulated physiological gene expression is preferable, and particularly
important for genes which encode active participants in control of cell cycle or cell
differentiation. The following preliminary studies were designed to investigate some of
the mechanisms that direct both myeloid and differentiation-specific expression of the

3.1.2 Defining functional transcription units
Basal promoter elements for most protein-coding genes in mammalian cells lie within
the first 200bp upstream of the transcription start site. Although necessary for
transcription, and often able to direct some tissue-specific or developmental specificity,
these regions in isolation are rarely sufficient to support fully regulated high level
expression. For this to occur, the basal promoter interacts with distally occurring
elements. Enhancer elements are characterised by the ability to potentiate transcription
independently of orientation, and distance from initiation site. However, isolated
enhancer elements invariably show diminished activity when introduced at ectopic
integration sites in comparison to the natural site, and many integration events will fail
to support desired levels of gene expression. This may in part reflect the need for
multiple enhancer elements to function in a co-operative rather than hierarchical
manner, but extensive evidence now indicates that different regions of chromatin have
different properties, and that these properties as well as individual regulatory elements
are critical determinants of local gene expression.

Functional expression domains in chromatin have been defined by characteristic
properties that distinguish them from bulk chromatin, including sensitivity to DNAasel
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(Weisbrod, 1982; Reeves, 1984). In contrast to bulk chromatin which is relatively
resistant to DNAasel, genes become preferentially susceptible in tissues in which
expression occurs. This does not reflect transcription itself, but the potential for active
transcription, and always extends over the whole transcribed region and often some
distance beyond. The basis for nuclease sensitivity is not clear, but is associated with
alterations of nucleosomal structure including depletion of histone HI, and histone
acétylation (Lewin, 1994). Superimposed on regional sensitivity, are hypersensitive
sites which are likewise are usually related to potential for gene expression in specific
cells or tissues, rather than active transcription (Gross and Garrard, 1988). In some
circumstances, however, events critical for induction of transcription result in the
appearance of new hypersensitive sites (Beato, 1989). They may lie long distances
upstream of the start of transcription, but may also be found within intronic or 3’
untranslated regions of the gene, and represent segments of so-called ‘open chromatin’
within which the structure and/or the dynamics of nucleosome assembly are altered.

The state of gene méthylation also correlates with potential for gene transcription, rather
than the active process. Most of the methyl groups added to eukaryotic DNA occur at
the 5 position of cytosine residues in the dinucleotide CG (5-meC), the majority of
which are methylated (Razin and Riggs, 1980; Bestor and Coxon, 1993). Genomic
under-representation of CG (frequency 0.008) compared to GC (frequency 0.04) and
méthylation are probably linked. In contrast to oxidative deamination at the N4 position
of 5-meC which forms a T residue, deamination of un-methylated C forms uracil which
is readily recognised, and excised by DNA repair mechanisms. Retention of methylated
CG may therefore be a reflection of associated gene function. Most CG sites are always
either methylated or un-methylated, but a few exhibit tissue-specific variability in which
undermethylation is a feature of domains which contain transcribed genes, and which
are significantly DNAasel sensitive (Cedar, 1988).

In some regions of DNA known as CpG-rich islands, the density of CG dinucleotides
approaches the predicted value (Bird, 1986). These have an average G-C base pair
content of 60% compared with the 40% average of bulk DNA, and are stably
unmethylated. Although many of the genes associated with CpG islands are
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constitutively expressed ‘housekeeping’ genes, some tissue-specific genes are linked to
islands which are unmethylated irrespective of the state of expression of the gene. The
functional significance of methylated DNA is controversial, particularly as yeasts and
invertebrates such as Drosophila and the nematode C.elegans lack meC (Uriel-Shoval et
al. 1982), but it has been implicated in the control of a number of cellular processes in
eukaryotes, including transcription (Busslinger et al. 1983; Boyes and Bird, 1991),
genomic imprinting (Swain et al. 1987), developmental regulation (Antequera et al.
1989), mutagenesis (Cooper and Youssoufian, 1988), DNA repair (Hare and Taylor,
1985), X-inactivation (Pfeifer et al. 1990), and chromatin organisation (Lewis and Bird,
1991). Abnormal méthylation of an expanded triplet repeat through which FMR-1 gene
transcription is silenced in Fragile X syndrome (Sutcliffe et al. 1992), and aberrant
promoter méthylation of tumour suppressor genes associated with tumorigenesis (Sakai
et al. 1991) are both significant indicators of a prominent role in gene activation and
mutation. Furthermore, the DNA methyl transferase gene has been shown to be essential
for the normal embryonic development of mice (Li et al. 1992), and to be associated
with DNA replication foci (Leonhardt et al. 1992).

Locus control regions (LCR) are either single or clusters of sites which are necessary for
proper expression of a linked gene or genes. They are defined by gene expression in a
transgenic system that is insensitive to position of integration, and dependent on the
number of copies of the transgene. The human p-globin LCR is the paradigm, and is
localised to 4 DNAasel hypersensitive sites, corresponding to transcription factor
binding-sites, within a region of about 15kb (Grosveld et al. 1987; Dillon and Grosveld,
1993). Full LCR activity can be achieved by joining shorter fragments, but full level and
regulated expression is dependent on linkage to the globin promoter. LCR function is
tissue specific, and in non-erythroid tissues is susceptible to position effect. Domains
may also be defined both physically and functionally by boundary elements, including
matrix attachment sites (MARs), at which points DNA is attached to the nuclear matrix,
and insulator sequences which prevent gene regulatory influences from crossing domain
boundaries (Kellum and Schedl, 1991; Chung et al. 1993; Lewin, 1994). The boundary
regions of the chicken lysozyme gene, which is located within a 21kb chromatin domain
of elevated DNase 1 sensitivity flanked by two MARs, have been functionally
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characterised (Bonifer et al. 1994). The entire locus is expressed at high level and
independent of chromosomal position in macrophages of transgenic mice. Position
independent expression is, however, lost if one of the tissue-specific enhancer regions is
deleted, although tissue-specificity is largely retained. Deletion of boundary regions has
no effect on copy number-dependency, but increases the incidence of ectopic
expression, and are therefore necessary to suppress transgene expression in
inappropriate tissues. Whether LCR regions and boundary elements are necessary for
the regulation of all genes is unknown.

3.1.3 Regulation of NADPH-oxidase gene expression
Gene regulation for all components of the NADPH-oxidase is poorly understood. The
most extensively investigated component is gp91^^'’^. The nucleotide sequence of the
proximal promoter region, and partial characterisation of cw-elements and trans-dicimg
factors involved in regulating tissue-specific expression have been described (Skalnik et
al. 1991a). One feature of particular interest is a duplicated CCAAT box between 106bp and -124bp, of which the distal motif is recognised by the classical, and
ubiquitous CCAAT-binding factor (CPI). A second protein, CCAAT displacement
protein (CDP), was also found to bind to the region surrounding this motif, but in
contrast was expressed primarily in cells in which the gp91^^^^ gene is transcriptionally
inactive. CDP-binding activity is therefore associated with repression of gp91^^^^
transcription, and must be disrupted for induction of myelomonocytic expression of the
gp9 l/’^ox

Functionally, a 450bp fragment of the proximal promoter was sufficient

to target reporter transgene expression to murine monocytes and macrophages, but not
to other phagocytic cells that express endogenous gp91^^°^, implying that other cisacting elements are necessary for fully regulated expression (Skalnik et al. 1991b).
Other regions of interest within 1.5kb of the initiation site include an Alu repeat
between -930 and -650, and several regions of simple sequence. No significant
homology was identified with 5’ flanking regions of other characterised myeloid
specific genes, including cathepsin 0 , myeloperoxidase, and neutrophil elastase.

Regulation of gene expression by cytokines has only been studied in detail for IFN-y.
Specifically, IFN-y has been shown to induce levels of gp91^^^^ mRNA in vitro in
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normal neutrophils, monocyte-derived macrophages and the promonocytic cell-line
THP-1 (Newberger et al. 1988; Cassatella et al. 1989,1990). In the latter two cell types,
increased abundance of gp91^^^^ mRNA occurred largely as a result of an increase in the
rate of transcription, although levels of immunoreactive protein were little changed. Sig
nal transduction pathways that mediate the action of IFN-y on gp91^^"^ gene expression
are not clear, but seem to be specific, and independent of those that mediate changes in
expression of other oxidase components (Amezega et al. 1992). Regulation of gene
expression for

does not seem to be influenced by IFN-y.

3.2 CHARACTERISATION OF THE

PROMOTER

Expression of the cytosolic component p47^^®^ is regulated in a differentiation and
tissue-specific manner, and is found almost exclusively in terminally differentiated
phagocytic cells. This is reflected in the marked changes of expression that accompany
differentiation of immature myeloid cell lines, such as HL60, to a mature phenotype
(Rodaway et al, 1990). As discussed previously, moderate levels of p47^^°^ protein are
expressed in EBV-immortalised B cells (levels of messenger RNA are equivalent to that
of induced HL60 cells), and low levels in uninduced HL60 cells, and the Daudi B cellline. Although tissue distribution and induction of expression during cell differentiation
closely mirror gp91^*^^, regulatory mechanisms seem to be independent (Cassatella et
al, 1991; Amezega et al. 1992). Regulation of expression by cytokines is less clearly
established than for gp91^*^^, although IFN-y has been reported to down-regulate p47^^°^
gene transcription in mature neutrophils (Cassatella et al. 1991). More convincingly,
retinoic acid has been shown to induce transcription of p47^^^^ in HL60 cells in vitro,
determined by cycloheximide insensitive run-off transcription assay, and may have a
direct regulatory function in vivo (Rodaway et al. 1990).
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1kb
[CATT]i9 Simple sequence repeat
EcoR1

5’

Nsii

Sad

Transcription start

i

CpG A ,3 ^

Alu1

3'

Î
Pst1

3-4 Alu dimers

P sti Pst1

Pst1

Xmn1

2 Alu dimers

pKSXR
pK SXR a
pK SXRb
pK SX R c
pKSXRd

Fig 3.1. Schematic of

promoter.

A 3.2kb E coR l ( - 3 lOObp) to X m n l (+71bp) fragment

o f gen om ic D N A incorporating the proximal promoter o f the p47^^""' gene, and cloned into the E coR l
and S m al sites o f pBluescript II KS (pK SX R ), w as mapped by restriction digestion and direct
sequencing. Subfragm ents and vectors w ere generated by digestion with S a d ( S a d site in poly linker o f
pKS 3 ’ to X m n l/S m a l fusion), religation (pK SX R a), and cloning o f the tw o sm aller digestion products
into pK S (pK SX R b and pK SX R c), and digestion with EcoRI and N s il follow ed by religation o f blunted
ends (pK SX R c). A lu sequences are shown by the shaded boxes, with an arrow to indicate orientation and
position o f possible dimers. The distal 350bp is over-represented for the dinucleotide CpG, w hich is
indicated. A sim ple sequence repeat occurs betw een the tw o blocks o f Alu sequence.
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3.2.1 Sequence analysis of the

promoter.

DNA sequence analysis was performed on a previously uncharacterised 3.2kb EcoRl(3100bp) to

X m nl(+71 bp) genomic fragment (XR) isolated from a library cosmid

pCos2.1, and cloned into a Bluescript vector KS (Stratagene), pKSXR (Fig 3.1).
Subffagments of this plasmid (originally constructed by Dr Adam Rodaway), were
isolated by enzymatic cleavage, and recloned into the same plasmid backbone
(pKSXRa, pKSXRb, pKSXRc, pKSXRd). Sequence was initially generated by
enzymatic synthesis from M l3 primers complementary to the cloning vector, and later
from internal primers based on derived sequence. Sequence obtained to the Nsil site at 497bp relative to the start site of transcription (Rodaway et al. 1990) was confirmed
from each strand. Restriction enzyme recognition sites were determined by restriction
mapping, and their presence confirmed in the derived sequence.

3.2.2 Base composition
Determination of base composition for the complete 3.2kb fragment indicates an over
representation of G and C nucleotides (48%) compared with total mammalian DNA
(40%). The frequency of CO within the distal 350bp of the sequenced region (-2750 to 3100bp) is 10 times that predicted, and in comparison to GC dinucleotide frequency
over the same region, suggests selective over-representation, and the existence of a CpG
island. These findings are summarised (Fig 3.2).

3.2.3 Méthylation pattern and DNAasel hypersensitivity
To determine the méthylation status of the CG rich region, genomic DNA extracted
from both uninduced or retinoic acid-induced HL60 cells, and Daudi cells, was digested
with Xmnl together with either M spl, or the méthylation sensitive enzymes Hpa2 and
Hhal. A Southern blot of the separated products was probed with a [^^P]-dCTP labelled
DNA fragment extending from the Xmnl to Nsil sites of pKSXR (Fig 3.2). In contrast
to M spl, and irrespective of the state of differentiation of HL60 cells, Hpa2 and Hhal
digestion products map to the region of CG over-representation (Fig 3.3).
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Fig 3.2. CpG dinucleotide repeat frequency.

The table indicates the frequency o f G and C

single nucleotides (G +C),and the dinucleotides GC and CG in comparison with
The density o f CG dinucleotides (represented by vertical bars) taken from the
from the w h ole region is show n schem atically. The total number for each region
sites are also show n (m, M sp l/H p a2 and h, H h al). The probe used for D N A a sel
is indicated.

total mammalian D NA .
derived D N A sequence
and enzym e recognition
and méthylation studies
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Fig 3.3. Méthylation pattern of CpG-rich region.

7

8

9

Daudi

Genomic DNA from HL60 cells, either

induced (HL60i), or uninduced (HL60u), and Daudi cells was digested with X m nl in addition to Mspl
(lanes 1,4,7), or the méthylation sensitive enzymes Hpall (lanes 2,5,8) or Hhal (lanes 3,6,9). In all cell
types, products arising from digestion at unmethylated sites map to the CpG-rich region (3-3.5kb), and
are indicated by the single arrow. Daudi cells show a partial méthylation pattern at these sites, indicated
by the release o f a larger hybridising DNA fragment following digestion with Hpall and Hhal.
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Fig 3.4. DNAasel hypersensitive regions distant from the proximal promoter. Nuclei
from HL60 cells, either induced (HL60i) or uninduced (HL60u), and Daudi cells were incubated with
increasing concentrations o f D NAasel (0-20|ag/ml), and extracted DNA digested with X m nl. Separated
products were transferred to nylon (Hybond N+), and probed with a labelled DNA fragment
incorporating the proximal 500bp o f the promoter. Hypersensitive sites, the most proximal o f which co
incide with the CpG-rich region, are specific to HL60 cells, and more sensitive to D NAasel in the
induced cell type.
«
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Restriction enzyme recognition sites consistent with the generation of these fragments
were identified on the primary sequence (fig 3.2). In contrast, Hpa2 digestion of Daudi
cell DNA released an additional larger fragment, suggesting partial méthylation of the
identified CpG-region in Daudi cells. In support of this, Hhal digestion of Daudi DNA
released a similar larger hybridising species. This may indicate a difference arising from
tissue specific expression, but should be interpreted with caution in view of the
tendency for cultured cells to undergo de novo méthylation in cell-culture (Holliday and
Ho, 1990). These observations suggest that the CG-rich region is undermethylated in
HL60 cells, a characteristic which may be essential for regulated gene expression.

To determine the existence of expression-related DNAasel hypersensitive regions
upstream of the p47^^^^ gene, intact nuclei derived from uninduced or retinoic acidinduced HL60 cells and Daudi cells were exposed to increasing concentrations of
DNAasel. DNA was extracted, digested with Xmnl, and the products analysed by
Southern blotting (Fig 3.4). Using the same probe as for méthylation studies, increasing
concentrations of DNAasel revealed several new fragment species in both uninduced
and induced HL60 cells including a doublet at approximately 3 to 3.5kb. Furthermore,
DNA derived from induced HL60 cells would appear to be more sensitive than
equivalent DNA extracted from uninduced cells, and many times more sensitive than
Daudi DNA. Mature neutrophils, which are transcriptionally quiescent, are also
relatively resistant to the effects of DNAasel (not shown). These studies support the
existence of a region of DNA approximately 3 to 3.5kb upstream of transcription
initiation which may be fimctionally associated with tissue-specific and possibly
differentiation specific expression of the p47^^‘^^ gene. Other important regulatory
regions may be situated further upstream, and are indicated by DNAasel
hypersensitivity sites which appear distal to the cloned CpG-rich region.

3.2.6 Repetitive DNA sequences
A large proportion of the total 3.1 kb is made up of two regions of sequence derived
from overlapping short interspersed sequences of repetitive DNA (SINES) belonging to
the Alu family (Jelinek and Schmid, 1982). The first block, most proximal to the
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transcription start site, occupies approximately 600bp and is arranged as a tandem repeat
of two Alu sequences oriented in the direction of transcription (Fig 3.1). The first
monomer of the second repeat is truncated, and is contiguous with a poly A tract from
the second monomer of the first repeat, which itself appears to be complete. The second
Alu region spanning approximately 850bp, comprises at least three, and maybe four
overlapping repeats arranged in the same orientation. The average distribution of Alu
sequence in human and Old World primate DNA is one dimeric repeat for every 5kb,
indicating that this cloned region is particularly Alu sequence-rich. The significance of
this observation is not clear. In addition to SINES, a region of simple sequence
repetition is found at -IBOObp, and consists of 19 tandem repeats of the consensus
CATT. Allelic variation at this site has not been investigated.

3.2.7 Consensus sequences for transcription factor binding sites
DNA sequence from both strands of the promoter region extending from start of
transcription to the Nsil site bordering the proximal Alu sequences, was scanned for
recognisable transcription factor consensus binding sites (Fig 3.5). These are
summarised (Fig 3.6). A non-classical TATA-box between -23 and -28 has a five out
of seven base homology with the consensus (Breathnach and Chambon, 1981), and is
probably sufficient to direct accurate initiation at the major transcription start site in the
absence of GC-rich SPl-binding sequences, or homology to an initiator motif (weak
consensus PyPyCAPyPyPyPyPy) (Smale and Baltimore, 1989). The absence of a
CCAAT box is notable in view of mechanisms that regulate transcription of the gp91^^**
gene. Other recognisable features include a possible binding motif for octamer-binding
proteins, and three palindromic ‘E-box’ motifs (CANNTG) which may represent
binding sites for helix-loop-helix (HLH) proteins. Three purine rich regions (PRS.1-3),
one of which includes an exact match for the PU.l DNA binding protein (GAGGAG),
exhibit strong homology to interferon-stimulated response elements (ISRE), (LaMarco
and McKnight, 1989), and have been implicated as important regulators of myeloid
gene regulation (Fig 3.7). Between -280bp and -380bp, lies a complex region
incorporating two repeated sequences. The first and third of these (Repl and Rep3)
exhibit little homology with known binding-sites, but the second (Rep2) consists
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Nsi1

Pst1 PRS.1

atgCATCAGTGA TAAGTGCTÇT

GCAGAAAAAG GAGGCAGGAA

GAGGCTGAGA

ATGTGAAGTT

GCTTCTCGGA

-450

AGGTATGAGG

TTTGCTATCA

Rep1a

-400

'E-box’

AGAGGTGACA

TTTGAGCAGA

JG GGG

G G AACATO Gf

-300 Rep2d

Rep1b
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%
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..................
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TTTCTGTACC

CTCCCTGCCC

CCTGTCCCGA CCGCGACAAA

-150

-50

P u l/P R S .3 -40

AGCGACTTCC

PRS.2

?TATA-Box

TCTTTCCAGT

CATTTAAGG

GAGCACCCAG

GGCCACCCAG

TCATG G G G G A

+51
CCCTG CTG G G

CTTTG AGAAG

Xm nl
C G C TTC GTAC

-20

-10

CGCAGCCTGG

AAGTGCCAGG

CACCTTCATC

CGTCACATCG

+1

Fig 3.5. Primary sequence of

proximal promoter.

Shaded sequence represents

putative transcription factor binding sites for h elix-loop -h elix proteins (E -box), Octamer protein (Oct),
Pu.l protein (P u .I) and TA TA -binding protein. The transcribed region is indicated by an underlining
arrow. R epetitive sequences are shown as Rep 1-3. PRS, purine-rich sequences. Restriction enzym e
recognition sites are lightly underlined.
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TATA box

C A T T T A A

Consensus

I

(-23 to -29)

A T A A A A
T

T

O ctam er

A T GCAAAG

Octamer

A T G C A A A T

(-271 to -278)

Consensus

A G A A A A A G G A G G C

(-466 to -478)

PRS.2

A G A A A C T G A A A G A

(-101 t o -116)

PRS.3

G G A A a Ig A G O A A G T

(-34 to -46)

PRS.1

GA Gè A A

Pu.1 box
consensus

ISRE
Consensus

G G A A A N N G A A A C O

^

Fig 3.6. Putative transcription factor binding sites in

^ ^

promoter.

C onsensus

sequences are show n for a classical T A T A -box, Octamer binding site, Pu.l core binding m otif, and an
interferon stimulated response elem ent (ISRE) aligned against hom ologous regions o f the
promoter. PRS indicates purine rich sequence.
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R epetitive elem en t 1 (Rep 1 -358 to -377)

Rep1a

G A G A A A T G G A G G A

R e p 1b

G A G T T A T G G A G G G

Consensus

G A G A A A T G G A G G P u
T T

R epetitive elem en t 2 (Rep 2 -288 to -353)
R ep2a

G G A A GA T G G T G A A T G G G G G G

R ep2b

G G A A C A T G G T C A A G A C C A G G
G G A A T A TGGsTCAAGGGGGGA
G A A A G A T G G T C A A G G G G A CG

R ep2c
R ep2d

Consensus G P u A A N A T i G G T C A A G G G G P u G G
^G
%
P u G " d 'i T * C A
'

tsb

C on sensu s

R epetitive elem en t 3 (Rep 3 -133to -174)
R e p 3 a (-133 t o -139)

0 0

0

T G

0 A

R e p 3b (-174 t o -180)

0 0

0

T G

0 A

Consensus

0 0

0

T G

0 A

Fig 3.7. Repetitive elements within first SOObp of the p47^^^^ promoter.

Each elem ent

is show n with a derived consensus. The heavily shaded area in Rep2 indicates hom ology with the binding
site for the thyroid and steroid hormone fam ily o f transcription factors (T SB consensus).
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CATT Sim ple s e q u e n c e repeat
S a d (-1650bp)

EcoR1 (-3.1 kb)

Nsil (-497kb)

ATG

p6 .

Alu1
I p9
Pst1 (-170bp)

pCATXR

lu t
5Ê7

*Alu1

pCATXRS

pCATXRN

pCATXR11

— I pCATXRP

pCATXR12

gjT ^2728T K C A T

Fig 3.8.

p47'’

promoter deletion series.

Extending from -3 .lk b (pC A T X R ) to -144

(pC A T X R 12), and linked to chloram phenicol acetyl transferase (C A T ) reporter gene. Black box indicates
a 165bp region spanning all four putative thyroid and steroid hormone receptor-binding half-sites, and
TK a heterologous herpes sim plex thym idine kinase promoter (-105 to +51 o f mutant L S -1 15/-105). CpG
represents CG dinucloetide rich sequence.
(C on stru ction o f rep o rter gen e vectors; pKSXR w as first m odified by insertion o f a 500bp PCR
fragment extending from p47^^"'' start codon to the N s il site (primers p9 and p6 incorporate X b al and
N sil recognition sites), effectively rem oving all coding sequence. The cloned PCR fragment was checked
for errors by D N A sequencing. D igestion with E coR l and S a d , N s il, or Pstl follow ed by
recircularisation produced pK SX R S, pK SX R N, and pKSXRP. Promoter fragm ents w ere excised and
directionally cloned into H indlll and X bal sites o f a prom oterless C AT vector, pC ATbasic (Promega), to
form pC A T X R , pC A TX R S, pC ATXR N, and pCATXRP]
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Nsi1

p6

atgCATCAGTGA
-450
AGGTATGAGG
-400
AGGTGACA
Rep2a
GTGAATGGGG
-300
Rep2d
GATGGTCAAG
-250
TGATTCACCC

TAA(?TGCTQI
TTTGCTATCA
TTTGAGCAGA
Rep2b
GGAACATGGT
GGGACGCAGC
CCAAAACCCG

Pstl PRS.1
GCAGAAAAAG

G AG G C AG G A A

ATGTGAAGTT
Repl a
GAAA"

GTGTAAACCC
-150
CCATG iTÎÂC

p12 TTTTCCTTGT

ATCAAGGAAG
R eplb

GCTTCTCGGA

A GAGTT4^#'

MmOAAGATG

Répk

CAAGACCAGG
Oct ^
AAATGCAAAG

AAJATGGTCA p 2 8 AGGGGGGAAA

GCCC^^^C^^

A G G A G C A Ô tT p ^ ^

TGGGGCCCGT
E box

GCAGGCGACG

G GA G A G A CAA

^GT

GTGTGTGAAC

"C&GAAGAGT

CCCCAGAAAC

ATGAGTCTGC
PRS.2
TGAAAGAAGA

CCTGTCCCGA

CCGCGACAAA

P s tl

-200

p27 G AG G C TG AG A

-100
AGCAAAGCCA

-5 0

^ P u 1/P R S 3

AGCGACTTCC p Q
GAGCACTGGA
+51
CCCTGCTGGG

CTCCCTGCCC
TATA Box
GCATTTAAGG

-20

-10

CGCAGCCTGG

AAGTGCCAGG

GGCCACCCAG

Tc A T G

CACCTTCATC

CGTCACATCG

CTTTGAGAAG

Xmnl
CGCTTCGTAC

TTTCTGTACC
-40
TCTTTCCAGT

gggga

p26

Nsi1 (-497)

pCATXRN
p11 (-266)

pCATXRII
p9
Pst1 (-173)

pCATXRP

p12(-145)

pCATXR12
p9
p26 (-58)

pCATXR269
p27 -415

2728TKCAT
p28 (-250)

Fig 3.9. Sequence location of primers used for construction of vectors.

O ligonucleotide

primers (p6, p9, p i 1, p i 2, p26, p27, and p28, represented by arrows over sequence) and restriction sites
used for construction o f p47^^"^ promoter C AT vectors. Shaded sequence represents putative transcription
factor binding sites as discussed in the text. TK is a heterologous herpes sim plex thym idine kinase
promoter.
[C o n stru ctio n o f rep o rter gen e vectors: PCR fragments generated from primers p i 1, p i 2, p26 and the
com plem entary primer p9 w ere cloned into pC ATbasic using H in d lll and X b a l restriction sites
incorporated in the oligonucleotide sequence, to form pC ATXR 11, 12, and 269. 2728tkC A T was
generated in a similar w ay from the reporter plasmid pBLC A T2. All PCR products were checked for
errors by D N A sequencing]
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of a unique arrangement of the thyroid and steroid hormone binding consensus
(GGTG/CA, Parker, 1993) repeated four times, each element separated by exactly 13bp
(Fig 3.7).

3.2.8 Functional characterisation of the

promoter

Functional elements within the cloned promoter region were investigated by transient
reporter gene assay using the bacterial gene encoding chloramphenicol acetyl
transferase (CAT). Construction of promoter-reporter gene vectors is summarised (Fig
3.8, Fig 3.9). To test activity,

p47^^‘^^ promoter sequences extending from the

endogenous initiation codon, and ranging between 58bp and 3.1 kb in length were
transfected into uninduced HL60 cells by electroporation. CAT synthesis was estimated
by ELISA, and transfection efficiency controlled by colourimetric estimation of p~
galactosidase activity expressed from a co-transfected vector (pSVpGal Promega).
Results are shown (Fig 3.10[A]). Although all promoter fragments directed some CAT
synthesis in comparison to the promoterless vector pCATbasic, this was generally low
level. In contrast, expression of either LacZ or CAT from a SV40 early promoter was
readily detectable. pCATXRN, which incorporates the proximal SOObp of the promoter
consistently showed the highest activity, which was completely abrogated by removal of
the distal 230bp, including both Repl and Rep2 sequences. The activity of the longest
fragments pCATXR and pCATXRS, was diminished relative to pCATXRN, suggesting
that sequences specific to the longer constructs direct inhibitory influences. In contrast,
the smallest fragment pCATXR269, containing the PRS.3 and a putative TATA-box
directed a 4-8 fold increase in levels of CAT expression over several experiments
compared to pCATXR 12, which in addition contains PRS.2.

Uninduced HL60 cells express low levels of p47^^°^, and may therefore not support
significant reporter gene activity. Steady state mRNA levels increase up to 50 fold on
terminal differentiation to a mature phenotype. However, for cells transfected by any
construct, a 48 hour period of induction by retinoic acid (RA, 1pM),
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vitamin D3 (D3, lOOnM), or DMSO (1.25% final concentration) failed to enhance
activity. Efficacy of inducing agents was indicated by reduction in the rate of cell
growth, increased adhesion to tissue culture plastic, and the ability to reduce NET.
Tissue-specificity of the p47^^^^ promoter fragment which directed the highest level of
activity in uninduced HL60 cells (pCATXRN) was tested by transfection of a number of
different cell types (Fig 3.10[B]). O f the cells tested, activity in non-myeloid cells was
negligible. In contrast, both uninduced HL60 and U937 cells exhibited significant
activity over background, indicating some specificity of transcriptional activity.

As previously noted, within the distal 230bp of pCATXRN lies a complex region
comprising four equally spaced repeats of the consensus GGTCA, although the distal
repeat incorporates a G instead of C (GGTGA). This motif forms the binding-site for the
thyroid and steroid hormone superfamily of transcriptional regulators (Beato, 1989). In
view of published evidence for direct transcriptional activation of the p47^^®^ gene by
one member of the family, retinoic acid (RA), this region of the promoter is an obvious
potential binding-site for cognate receptors (RAR). To explore this hypothesis, a 165bp
fragment encompassing all four motifs was cloned in the same orientation upstream of a
heterologous tk promoter, to form 2728tkCAT (Fig 3.9). This was first tested in
uninduced HL60 cells, and was shown to direct more than 10-fold greater activity
compared to the parent vector, indicating significant enhancer function (Fig 3.11 [A]).
However, when transfected cells were stimulated with RA, or another member of the
same superfamily vitamin D3, further enhancement of activity could not be
demonstrated. pCATXRN and pCATXRP were equally unable to induce CAT
expression with either ligand, suggesting that the identified promoter region is unable to
respond to either RAR or VDR (Fig 3.11 [B]). Similar observations were made using the
full length promoter fragment (pKSXR), and using thyroid hormone as a ligand (not
shown).
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* For all transfections, 2 0 -3 0 |ig or l-2 fig o f each plasmid w as used per electroporation or calcium
phosphate co-precipitation, respectively. U n less otherw ise stated, transfection efficien cy w as determined
by co-transfection o f pSV pO al, and extracts norm alised for this activity prior to C AT assay. All
m easurem ents o f C A T synthesis fell within the limits o f a linear calibration curve.

[A]

<

Ü

XR

XRS

XRN XR11

[B]

XRP

XR12 XR269 Basic

pCAT vector
25

20

15

:

10

CV1

3T3

F9

HL60

U937

Cell line
Fig 3.10. Promoter activity measured by reporter gene transfer*.

[A] pCAT plasmid

constructs containing fragm ents o f the p47^^"^ prom oter w ere transfected into uninduced HL60 cells by
electroporation, and synthesis o f CAT measured after 48 hours by ELISA. Transfection efficien cy was
assessed by co-electroporation o f the independent reporter plasmid pSV pO al (see materials and
m ethods). C A T synthesis fo llo w in g electroporation oT an equivalent plasmid incorporating an SV 40
promoter w as consistently 3-5 fold greater than that from pCATXR N (not show n). [B] Specificity o f
expression w as tested for pC ATXR N in C V l (Greem m on k ey kidney), 3T3 (m urine fibroblast), F9
(murine em bryonal teratocarcinom a), H L60 and U 937 ([human m yeloid). Adherent cells were transfected
by m odified calcium phosphate co-precipitation, and siuspension cells by electroporation (see materials
and m ethods). C AT reporter gene expression is represented as fold synthesis o f that obtained follow in g
transfection o f the prom oterless plasmid pC ATBasic iin each cell type. Results are representative o f at
least three independent experim ents.
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[A]

12
10

§

•
4

2

-

pBLCAT

2728tkCAT

CAT vector
2 .0 ,

[B]

RA.D3

<

o

XRN

XRP

2728tk C A T

CAT vector
Fig 3.11. Promoter activity of nuclear hormone response element. [A] E nhancer activity
o f thyroid and steroid horm one response elem ents linked to a heterologous tk promoter (2728tk C A T )
com pared w ith the tk promoter alone (pBLC A T) in electroporated uninduced H L60 cells. [B] R esponse
to induction o f electroporated H L60 cells w ith retinoic acid (R A , Ip M ), l,2 5 -d i(O H ) vitam in D 3 (D 3,
lOOnM), or both (R A .D 3). For this experim ent, cells w ere m aintained in m edium supplem ented w ith
10% PCS stripped by ion exchange and charcoal adsorption. C ells were electroporated and after an
overnight recovery in conditioned m edium , split into four equal flasks, w hich w ere then left uninduced,
or w ere induced w ith RA, D3 or both. R esults are show n as fold -C A T synthesis over that in uninduced
cells. T he fragm ent containing the thyroid and steroid horm one response elem ents show s conspicuous
enhancer activity in uninduced HL60 cells, but no evid en ce for RA or D 3-m ediated induction o f
expression could be found. Results are representative o f at least three independent experim ents.
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[A]

XRN.RAR
XRN.RXR

4 -

TREpal.RXR
3-

<

O

2

1

-

a

[B]

P

y

a

p

y

a

C o -tra n sfected recep tor s u b - c la s s
RXRa
VDR
RXR.VDR

O

2

2728tkCAT

Fig 3.12. Activity of isolated nuclear hormone response elements. [A] p C A T X R N was
co-transfected w ith RAR or RXR expression plasm ids (donated by P.Cham bon) into C V l cells by
m odified calcium phosphate co-precipitation. (C ells w ere m aintained in D M E M supplem ented with
10% PCS stripped o f horm ones by ion exch an ge and charcoal adsorption). RA (Ip M ) w as added after
an overnight transfection, and synthesis o f C AT measured after 60 hours by ELISA. A synthetic thyroid
and retinoid response elem ent w as used as a positive control. T ransfection efficien cy w as norm alised by
measurem ent o f P-galactosidase activity, expressed from a co-transfected reporter plasm id pS V p C al
(Prom ega). R esults are expressed as fold -levels o f C A T synthesis com pared to unstim ulated cells. [B]
2728tkC A T w as co-transfected as above into C V l cells w ith R A R a , R X R a or R X R a and V DR . After
overnight transfection, cells were stim ulated by addition o f RA (Ip M ) or D 3 (lOOnM). A ll results are
representative o f at least three experim ents.
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Background RARA^DR activity in uninduced HL60 cells could be sufficient to obscure
induced activity from this region. For this reason, both pCATXRN and 2728tkCAT
were co-transfected with expression vectors encoding VDR, RAR and RXR a,p, and y
into an African Green Monkey kidney cell-line (CVl), which has negligible endogenous
levels of these receptors. As before, no induction of activity could be observed by
addition of either ligand (Fig 3.12A,B). Furthermore, activity was indistinguishable
from that of non-transfected cells (not shown). In contrast, induction of activity from a
CAT vector incorporating a palindromic thyroid hormone response element which also
serves as an efficient RARE for RAR and RXR (TREpal), was significant. Similar
results were obtained when 2728tkCAT and pCATXRN were transfected into mouse
embryonal teratocarcinoma F9 cells, which endogenously express high levels of RAR.
These studies were therefore unable to demonstrate that the repeated GGTC/GA motifs
in the p47^^‘^^ promoter form a functional binding site for either RAR or VDR.
3.3 DISCUSSION

3.3.1 Structure of the p47^^^^ promoter
The distribution and frequency of CG dinucleotides in the first 3.1 kb of the promoter are
consistent with the existence of a CpG island probably extending beyond the boundaries
of the cloned sequence. The frequency of CG over the whole region is 3 times that
predicted for bulk DNA, but over the distal 350bp the frequency of CG approaches that
of GC, and is 10 times predicted. Undermethylation is indicated by specific digestion at
sites recognised by methyl-sensitive enzymes Hpall and Hhal which map to this region.
CpG islands are most commonly located at the 5’ promoter regions of constitutively
expressed housekeeping genes, but many examples exist in which expression of the
associated gene is tissue-specific (Bird, 1986). CpG islands associated with tissuespecific genes are stably unmethylated irrespective of the state of gene expression in
that tissue. For the p47^^‘’^ gene, which is expressed predominantly in mature myeloid
cells, the region of DNA with the highest frequency of CpG appears at least
hypomethylated in both uninduced and induced HL60 cells, and partially methylated in
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Daudi cells. Although undermethylation may be associated with tissue specific
differences of gene expression, in the context of a stably unmethylated CpG island, this
may also reflect de novo méthylation (Holliday and Ho, 1990). Nearly all tissue-specific
genes and one allele (sometimes both) of many housekeeping genes are inactivated by
méthylation in long-established cell lines. Approximately 50% of all gene inactivation
events in cultured cells are the result of de novo méthylation of affected genes at sites
not methylated in normal tissues (Bestor and Coxon, 1993). The true significance of
undermethylation in the p47^^‘’^ gene promoter must be determined by analysis of DNA
extracted from primary myeloid and non-myeloid tissues.

DNAasel hypersensitivity sites map to regions between 3-3.5kb and approximately 68kb upstream of the transcription start site in both induced and uninduced HL60 cells,
although induced cells are more sensitive. Both Daudi cells and neutrophils are
relatively resistant. The proximal hypersensitive site maps to the region of high CpG
density, and may indicate a mechanism by which local chromatin structure at these sites
changes from ‘closed’ in those cells in which expression has ceased or is minimal, to
‘open’ during differentiation and maximal expression of the p47^^^^ gene in myeloid
cells.

The abundance of repeated elements within the promoter region is intriguing. Alu
sequences (named because of a single Alul restriction enzyme cleavage site near the
middle) are the most abundant family of middle repetitive sequences in the human
genome, amounting to 3-6% of total DNA (Jelinek and Schmid, 1982). The 300bp
human Alu sequences derive from a 130bp tandem duplication, and a 31bp insertion of
unrelated sequence into the right half of the dimer. They are widely dispersed
throughout the genome, and are flanked by heterogeneous short direct repeat sequences,
resembling transposable elements. Individual members are not identical, but are related
to 7SL RNA, an abundant small RNA necessary for translocation of newly synthesized
proteins across membranes of the endoplasmic reticulum (Kariya et al. 1987). 7SL RNA
is transcribed by RNA polymerase III, and apart from 155nt in the middle, is
homologous to Alu sequence at both the 5’(90nt) and 3’(40nt) ends. Alu sequences
therefore may have arisen from these genes. Some Alu sequences have been reported to
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be transcribed from internal RNA polymerase III promoters in vivo, and when co-linear
with protein coding sequences, by RNA polymerase II (Allan et al, 1983; Allan and
Paul, 1984). It has been speculated that Alu sequences function as origins of DNA
replication (Jelinek and Schmid, 1982), modulators of chromatin structure (Duncan et
al. 1981), recombination hot-spots (Rogers, 1985), inhibitors of gene conversion (Hess
et al. 1983) and mRNA stabilisers (Calabretta et al. 1981), although convincing
evidence for most of these is lacking. For the p47^^'’^ promoter, Alu sequences are
particularly abundant, at least within the first 3.1 kb. The functional relevance of these
sequences to transcription are obscure.

3.3.2 Identified transcription factor binding motifs
The basis for regulated myeloid expression of a number of genes outside the NADPHoxidase complex has been characterised, but there is no emerging consensus of
mechanism. In addition to the proto-oncogene transcription factors fa s and jun, which
are induced during normal myeloid differentiation (Lord et al, 1993), three members of
the leucine zipper CCAAT/enhancer-binding protein family (C/EBP a,p,ô) are
expressed at different stages of myeloid differentiation, suggesting important but
undefined specific functions (Scott et al. 1992; Katz et al. 1993). CCAAT-displacement
protein (CDP) has been implicated in repression of myelomonocytic expression of
gp91^^^^, but in the absence of a recognisable CCAAT motif in the p47^^°^ promoter, is
unlikely to be of importance for the regulation of this gene (Skalnik et al. 1991a). Helixloop-helix (HLH) proteins have also been implicated in regulation of myeloid
differentiation. The basic HLH (bHLH) sub-class of proteins recognise the palindromic
‘E-box’ motif, CANNTG (N, any nucleotide) (Blackwell and Weintraub, 1990). Some
HLH proteins such as Id, Id-2, HLH462, and Emc (Drosophila) lack the basic amino
acids necessary for DNA-binding, but inhibit the binding of other bHLH proteins.
Consistent with a role in myeloid differentiation, constitutive expression of Id in an IL-3
myeloid cell-line blocked G-CSF-induced differentiation and ‘E-box’ binding activity
(Kreider et al. 1992). Three ‘E-box’motifs appear in the first 500bp of the p47^^°^
promoter, and may therefore be important regulators of differentiation-linked
expression.
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PRS.1
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PRS.2
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Consensus
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Fig 3.13. Comparison of purine-rich regions from mFcyRIIIA, HFcyRIb and
HCD18 genes. Purine rich sequences from these gen es have been shown to bind the transcription
factor P u .l, and are aligned with h om ologous sequences (PRS 1-3) from the
promoter, and an
interferon-stim ulated response elem ent consensus (ISRE). P u.l has been im plicated in both m yeloidrestricted and Interferon-y responsive gene expression.
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Purine-rich sequences (Fig 3.13), of which three are found in the proximal 500bp of the
(PRS. 1-3), are emerging as important regulators of myeloid gene
expression, and have recently been implicated in the development of myeloid and
lymphoid lineages from multipotential progenitors (Scott et al. 1994)). The purine-rich
PU.l cw-acting DNA element (GAGGAA) is found in numerous myeloid-specific
promoters and has been implicated in the differentiation and activation of macrophages
and B cells (Klemsz et al. 1990; Wasylyk et al 1993). PU.l protein (identical to the spi1 proto-oncogene) is a member of the ets family of DNA-binding proteins, and has been
shown to regulate transcription of GDI la (Shelley et al, 1993), GDI lb (Pahl et al.
1993), macrophage colony-stimulating factor receptor (Zhang et al. 1994), and
macrophage

inflammatory

protein

la

(M IP-la)

(Grove

and

Plumb,

1993).

Myelomonocytic expression of the murine low affinity Fc receptor IgG (FcyRIIIA), is
directed by a 51 bp region (-39bp to -90bp) designated the myeloid-restricted region
(MRR), within which two cis-acting elements are recognised by PU.l and bHLH
proteins related to the ubiquitously expressed proteins TFE3 and USF, termed MyE
(Feinman et al. 1994). In this context PU.l is necessary, but not alone sufficient to direct
myeloid specificity. Similarly, the myeloid-restricted pattern of expression of human
high affinity FcyRlb is co-operatively mediated by a functional PU.l site together with
other necessary elements (Eichbaum et al. 1994). In this gene, which is specifically upregulated by IFN-y, a 181bp proximal promoter region contains a 39bp y-IFN-response
region (GRR, defined from the homologous FcyRla gene), and a 21 bp PIE motif in
close proximity, which is conserved in the promoters of some other myeloid genes
[PU.l box (GAGGAA) and interferon responsive element, IE (RGAAAAG)]. In the
context of the TATA-less promoter, this PU.l box is essential for basal and IFN-y
inducible expression, and is hypothesized to bridge between the upstream IFN-y
enhancer, and an initiator sequence (Inr). In a separate study, GRR and PIE (designated
myeloid cell-activating transcription element, MATE, in this study), formed an IFN-yactivating complex (GIRE-BP) and a cell type-specific complex (MATE-BP)
respectively (Perez et al, 1994). GIRE-BP is detected in many cell types after IFN-y
stimulation, but MATE-BP is specific to B cells and myeloid cells. Furthermore,
MATE-BP (identified as PU.l), when expressed in non-haematopoietic cells, supported
IFN-y-induced expression of a reporter gene under the control of GRR and MATE,
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indicating an important role for PU.l in both tissue-specific and IFN-y-inducible
expression. Similarly, the minimal CD 18 promoter which lacks both TATA, CAAT and
initiator elements, consists primarily of ets repeats which confer tissue-specific and
phorbol ester inducible expression (Bottinger et al, 1994).

Identification of three purine rich sequences in the proximal promoter region of the
with strong homology to those of mFcyRIIIA, hFcyRIb (PIE or MATE),
GDIS, and to an ISRE consensus (LaMarco and McKnight, 1989), is likely to be
significant (fig 3.13). PRS.3 in particular contains an exact PU.l box, which in common
with the CD 18, CD lib , macrophage-colony stimulating factor receptor, mFcyRIIIA,
and hFcyRIb promoters, is situated close to the start of transcription, and may therefore
be an important determinant of tissue specificity. Interestingly, the proximal promoter
region of the gp91^^‘’^ gene contains two inverted purine-rich sequences, situated at
similar locations to PRS.2 and PRS.3 relative to the TATA-box, which contain an ISRE
consensus and a PU.l consensus respectively (Skalnik, 1990a). Significantly, the
smallest reporter gene construct which contains an exact PU.l homology and the
putative TATA-box directed several-fold higher levels of CAT expression in uninduced
myeloid cells compared to a larger fragment containing PRS.2. This may indicate that
the proximal PRS.3 acts as a bridge between upstream cw-acting elements and the
TATA-box or initiation site in a mechanism similar to that proposed for the PU.l region
of the FcyRlb promoter, and may have important implications for myeloid and
differentiation-specific expression of the p47^^^^ gene. These regions are undergoing
further evaluation. Direct transcriptional regulation by IFN-y is not clearly established,
but purine rich sequences such as those of PRS.2 and PRS.3, possibly in combination,
are good candidates for functional response elements.
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3.3.3 Thyroid and steroid hormone response elements
Evidence for direct transcriptional regulation of the

gene by retinoic acid

prompted the search for cognate binding sites (Rodaway et al, 1990). Retinoid receptors
are members of the steroid receptor superfamily of proteins that function as liganddependent transcription factors, and includes steroids, thyroid hormones, and vitamin
D3 (Green, 1993). Retinoic acid exerts its effects through two classes of receptor, the
retinoic acid receptor (RAR), and retinoid X receptors (RXR). This classification is
based on differences in primary structure, sensitivity to synthetic ligands, and ability to
regulate expression of different target genes. Each receptor sub-family consists of
several isoforms referred to as RAR or RXR a , p, and y, suggesting that they are
involved in different processes. The RAR family are activated by all-trans and 9-cis RA,
whereas the RXR family are activated exclusively by 9-cis RA (Heyman et al, 1992).
Unlike oestrogen and glucocorticoid receptors which form homodimers and recognise
short palindromic DNA sequences, the vitamin D receptor (VDR), thyroid hormone
receptor (TR), and RAR all bind to a direct repeat of the consensus GGTCA usually as a
heterodimer with RXR (Beato, 1989; Umesono et al. 1991; Yu et al. 1991; Kliewer et
al. 1992). The spacing of the direct repeat determines binding preference, and although
it was originally proposed that each heterodimer acted through a unique direct repeat
(VDR/RXR, 3bp; TR/RXR, 4bp; RAR/RXR, 5bp), there now appears to be
considerable degeneracy (Naar et al, 1991).

Four repeated motifs GGTC/GA with exactly 13bp between each core consensus are
therefore excellent candidate binding sites for members of the nuclear hormone
superfamily. The arrangement of the repeats particularly resembles response elements
for RA, D3 and thyroid hormone (T3). However, either in the context of the natural
promoter, or a heterologous promoter, these elements were unable to confer RA, D3 or
T3 inducibility to a reporter gene in myeloid cells. Similarly, in CVl or F9 cells, co
transfection o f RAR, RXR, or VDR receptors did not support induction of reporter gene
expression. It is therefore unlikely that these motifs are RAR or VDR response
elements, the implication being that the RARE lies outside the proximal 3.1 kb of the
promoter. Alternatively, the interpretation of previous run-off transcription data is
incorrect, and the p47^^^^ gene transcription is not directly inducible by retinoic acid.
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One particular factor making interpretation of results more complex, is that terminal
differentiation of HL60 cells is induced by RA, which itself causes widespread changes
of gene expression.

In the absence of detectable induction by RA, D3 or T3, it is interesting to speculate on
the function of this DNA sequence. Two features which are unique to these sites are the
spacing between each presumed half site (13bp), and the consensus sequence
TGGTC/GA. Almost invariably, the natural response elements for these hormones are
based on the hexamer consensus PuGGTC/GA, the only example of a hexamer half site
starting with T being the chicken vitellogenin A2 oestrogen response element (cVitERE,
TGGTCA), which is arranged as a palindrome relative to its complementary half site
(TGACCG) (Slater et al, 1991). Other members of the nuclear hormone receptor
superfamily have now been described, many of which are termed ‘orphan’ because the
ligand is unknown (Issemann and Green, 1990), and which bind as homodimers or as
heterodimers with RXR. The repeated motifs in the p47^^°^ promoter may act as a
binding site for one of these, or for a unique member as yet undescribed. One candidate
subfamily of orphan receptors are the chicken ovalbumin upstream promoter
transcription factors (COUP-TF), which on the basis of amino acid sequence in the stem
of the first zinc finger (P box), are related to TR and RAR (Wang et al, 1991). COUPTF s have been found to activate promoters of a number of genes, and to down regulate
hormonal induction of some genes by TR, RAR, and VDR (Cooney et al,
1991,1992,1993; Liu et al, 1993; Burbach et al. 1994). COUP-TF is relatively
promiscuous for binding to diverse GGTCA repeat orientations and spacings, although
binding affinity tends to diminish with increasing spacing, and one of 13bp has not been
reported. Evidence for a COUP-like factor or factors binding to the p47^^'’^ promoter is
based on weak enhancer activity in the context of both the natural and heterologous
promoters. Furthermore, specific binding of a 38kDa protein to a 200bp fragment
containing all four motifs can be competed by oligonucleotide sequences containing 2
half sites (Dr Colin Casimir, personal communication), and is reminiscent of the low
molecular weight class of COUP-TF.
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The arrangement o f the four core GGTC/GA motifs is unique. The G-rich sequences
after the first and third repeat particularly, suggest that each pair constitutes a functional
binding site, and that intervening sequence for each pair in some way directs the
conformation o f DNA to enable specific binding to occur. The equality o f spacing
between each m otif may signify a requirement for simultaneous occupancy and cooperativity at all four sites. Alternatively, these motifs may form 4 independent binding
sites each with imperfect or palindromic second half sites, and would suggest that
different receptors could bind within the same region (Fig 3.14).
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3.4 SUMMARY: PROMOTER ANALYSIS

• The distribution and undermethylation o f CpG dinucleotides indicates the existence
o f a CpG island which extends beyond the cloned region, and coincides with a site o f
DNAasel hypersensitivity.

The proximal promoter contains several potentially important transcription factor
binding-sites, including PU.l, which is known to be an important regulator o f
expression fo r other myeloid-specific genes.

The proximal 3.1 kb promoter region o f the p47^^^^ promoter is insufficient to direct
high level expression o f a reporter gene in a transient assay system, inducible with
terminal differentiation o f immature myeloid cells. However, the proximal 500bp o f
the promoter directs low level tissue-specific expression o f a reporter gene in
myeloid cells.

Four sequence motifs reminiscent o f the nuclear hormone superfamily o f binding
elements together act as a weak enhancer, but are unable to direct ligand-inducible
expression o f a reporter gene in the context o f either the natural or a heterologous
basal promoter. The p47^^°^ gene therefore may not be a target fo r transcriptional
regulation by retinoic acid as previously described, or may be regulated by a binding
element outside the tested promoter sequence. The cognate receptor(s) for the
identified elements is(are) unknown, but could include a member o f the COUP family
o f orphan receptors.
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CHAPTER 4:
RETROVIRUS-MEDIATED GENE TRANSFER
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The utility of both DNA and RNA tumour viruses as gene delivery vectors was first
suggested by their ability to cause cellular transformation by transfer of genetic
material. The most widely studied vector systems, and those which are currently the best
developed for clinical use, are based on murine leukaemia retroviruses (MLV), members
of a family of infectious agents, the Retroviridae, unified by common features of virion
structure and replicative life-cycle (Coffin, 1992). Utilisation of these viruses as vectors
necessitates comprehensive understanding of the natural biology of infection.

4.1.1 Structure of retroviral particles
Retroviral particles (virions) range from 80-13Onm in diameter, and contain two
identical copies of a plus-sense single stranded RNA genome complexed with viralcoded proteins from gag and pol genes. For the simplest retroviruses such as MLV, the
genome is between 7 and lOkb in length. Retroviral virions also contain small RNA and
DNA molecules which are probably incidental, and a specific tRNA unique to related
family members, which primes RNA-dependant DNA synthesis. All retroviruses encode
gag, pro (protease), pol, and env genes in this order, with gag and gag-pro-pol proteins
synthesized from a full length mRNA species, and env protein synthesized from a
spliced sub-genomic species (Fig 4.1). The nucleoprotein complex is surrounded by a
host cell-derived lipid bilayer envelope which incorporates glycoprotein encoded by the
env gene.

Retroviral gag genes encode polyproteins that are cleaved into at least three proteins
designated matrix (MA), capsid (CA), and nucleocapsid (NC), a process which is
mediated by products (PR) of the protease gene during virion assembly. Gag proteins
constitute the major structural elements of the viral capsid. MA proteins line the inner
surface of the envelope and are essential for membrane association and budding. CA
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Fig 4.1. Retrovirus RNA genome and synthesis of full length and spliced MLV
retroviral RNA. [A] Schem atic o f full length MLV RNA genom e, show ing replication primer binding
sites (PB ), splice donor and acceptor sites for env m essage (S D e, SA e). The position o f the minimal
packaging sequence is represented by v|/. The arrangement o f the open reading frames are described in the
text. [B ],[C ] The integrated M LV provirus acts as a tem plate for transcription o f viral R NA, which is
mediated by cellular RNA polym erase II, and regulated by long terminal repeat sequences (LTR) formed
during reverse transcription from the RNA genom e. For M LV, polyadenylation is active in the 3 ’ LTR but
suppressed in the 5 ’ LTR. The full length transcript is the precursor transcript for g a g -p ro -p o l m essage,
subgenom ic env transcripts, and genom ic RNA. For M LV, the en v splice donor site (S D e) is upstream o f
gag initiation codon.
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forms the core shell of the virion, and NC rests in intimate association with genomic
RNA. In MLV, the pro gene is placed after the stop codon in gag but in the same
reading frame as pol. Both pro and pol genes are expressed by in-frame readthrough
facilitated by suppression of the termination codon at the end of gag by a glutamine
tRNA. Reverse transcriptase (RT) is an RNA-dependent DNA polymerase encoded by
pol which binds to the tRNA primer, and which in a distinct domain possesses RNaseH
activity. Integrase (IN) is a separate protein derived from the carboxy terminus of the
pol gene. The env gene encodes a polyprotein that is post-translationally modified by
host cell enzymes to yield a transmembrane domain (TM), and an external glycosylated
surface domain (SU) which determines the host range of the virus, and contains the
major determinants for recognition by neutralising antibodies. TM anchors SU to the
membrane, and mediates fusion of virus and host cell membranes. In membranes, SU
and TM form complexes of 2-4 heterodimers each of which is stabilised by disulphide
linkages (Avian sarcoma-leukosis virus, ASLV), or non covalent interaction (MLV).

The single stranded RNA genome consists of an internal region containing viral open
reading frames, and flanking regions which are necessary in cis for replication of the
virus (Fig 4.1 A). The 5’ end of virion RNA and viral mRNA is capped and methylated,
and the 3’ ends are polyadenylated. These modifications are undertaken by host cell
enzymes. A short repeated sequence R is located at each end of the genome and
mediates DNA strand transfer during reverse transcription. Another short sequence U5,
is located between R and the minus-strand primer-binding site (PB-) at the 5’ end of the
genome, and is necessary for formation of secondary stmctures which guide efficient
initiation of reverse transcription. PB- is complementary to 16-19 bases at the 3’ end of
the specific tRNA molecule. Following PB is an untranslated leader sequence which
precedes the initiation codon for gag and which incorporates a packaging sequence (v|/)
which for MLV is about 300bases long, and lies immediately downstream from the env
splice donor site (SDe). Subgenomic env mRNA is therefore not assembled into virions
because the cis-acting signal is in the env intron (Fig 4 .IB). At the 3’ end of the
genome, downstream of env a short purine rich sequence (polypurine tract, ppt) initiates
synthesis of plus-strand DNA (PB+). U3 is unique to the 3’end of the RNA genome, but
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is duplicated in the proviral genome, and contains elements necessary for transcriptional
regulation of the integrated provirus (Fig 4.1C).

4.1.2 Retroviral lifecycle
Viral host range is primarily determined by interaction between the SU domain of env
and the cell-surface receptor, although intracellular factors may influence replication
(Luciw and Leung, 1992). Type C MLV can be divided into four host range or
interference classes which differ predominantly in the env glycoprotein, the most
divergent regions of which are found in the amino-terminal half of SU (Steck and
Rubin, 1966; Morgan et al. 1993). Ecotropic viruses infect only rodent cells, and
amphotropic viruses infect cells from many species. Xenotropic viruses infect non
murine cells, but are generally unable to infect murine cells. Polytropic viruses are
products of recombination events between ecotropic viruses and endogenous murine
proviral sequences, and can infect most cell types. Seven cell surface receptors for
retroviruses have now been identified, including those for human and simian
immunodeficiency viruses (CD4), avian leukosis virus type A (Tval), bovine leukaemia
virus (Blvr), feline immunodeficiency virus (CD9), ecotropic viruses (MCAT)
(Albritton et al. 1989), amphotropic viruses (Ram-1) (D.G.Miller et al. 1994, van Zeijl
et al. 1994), and a common receptor (Glvr-1) for gibbon ape leukaemia virus (O’Hara et
al. 1990), feline leukaemia virus group B and simian sarcoma-associated virus. MCAT
is a cationic amino acid transporter, and Glvr-1 and Ram-1 are phosphate transporters
(Kavanaugh et al. 1994). Following binding, virus and cell membranes fuse, a process
mediated by the TM domain of env, and the virion capsid is released into the cytosol.
Viral enzymes RT and IN remain associated with genomic RNA in a nucleoprotein
complex, within which reverse transcription and generation of a linear double stranded
DNA with long terminal repeats (LTR) take place in the cytosol. The model for reverse
transcription is shown (Fig 4.2).

Following reverse transcription, the nucleoprotein complex which incorporates the blunt
ended DNA molecule, gains access to the nucleus, and is integrated into host cell DNA.
For many retroviruses including MLV, entry of the preintegration complex
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R everse transcription is

primed by a sp ecific tRNA m olecule by base-pairing at the primer binding site (PB -). The R/U5
tem plate is partially or totally degraded by RNaseH activity o f reverse transcriptase. This allow s
com plem entary sequences from the minus strand strong stop D N A copy to base pair with the R
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to the nucleus is dependent on the cell passing through mitosis, at which time the
nuclear membrane is disrupted (Roe et al. 1993). Proviral integration mediated by IN
protein which has site-specific nuclease activity, occurs in post-replication DNA
(Craigie et al. 1990; Hajihosseini et al. 1993). The integrated provirus is flanked by
direct repeats of 4-6bp in the host DNA, and itself ends with short inverted repeats. In
contrast, the lentivirus HIV possesses specific nuclear localisation sequences within
MA, which result in active translocation of the preintegration complex to the cell
nucleus, and establishment of an integrated provirus independent of cell mitosis
(Bukrisky et al 1993). Studies on pro viruses in infected cells show that they are found
more frequently in actively transcribed regions and sites of DNAasel hypersensitivity
(Whitcomb and Hughes, 1992). The late phase of retroviral replication includes LTRdirected synthesis and processing of viral RNA, and assembly of immature virus
particles. Budding through the cell membrane results in the acquisition of a lipid bilayer
which incorporates env glycoprotein.

4.1.3 Regulation of transcription by LTR sequences
For simple retroviruses such as MLV, LTR sequences contain most cis-acting elements
necessary for transcription initiation and processing (fig 4.1c). The retroviral cap site
defines the 5’ end of the R region. Regulation of transcription is controlled by sequences
including a TATA box within the U3 region. MLV enhancer elements are located in two
75bp tandem repeats approximately ISObp upstream of the TATA box, and by promoter
insertion are partly responsible for the slowly transforming characteristics of this
retroviruses which does not itself encode an oncogene. Tissue specificity of expression
dictates the pattern of tumour induction, and is largely controlled by enhancer elements,
although sequences flanking the enhancer elements may be influential. Moloney MLV
(MoMLV) enhancer sequences function efficiently in T-lymphoid cells and cause T cell
lymphoma, whereas those of Friend-MLV (F-MLV) function preferentially in erythroid
cells and induce erythroleukaemia. Exchange of core elements within the enhancers
exchanges tumour specificity, but is not dependent on a single core element (Golemis et
al. 1989; Hollon and Yoshimura, 1989). Mutant MoMLV, which lacks a 23bp GC-rich
region flanking the enhancer, produces a wider range of tissue tumour types (Hanecak et
al. 1991).
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Provirus expression is variable between different cell types, and most notably is
repressed in embryonal carcinoma cells (EC) and stem cells (ES). In contrast, levels of
expression in differentiated cells such as 3T3 fibroblasts are high. Low levels of
MoMLV expression in EC cells may be in part a result of a deficiency of positive acting
factors (Speck and Baltimore, 1987), but is predominantly due to activity of cw-acting
repressor sites in the genome (Gautsch and Wilson, 1983; Barklis et al. 1986; Weiher et
al. 1987). One of these sites is termed the upstream conserved region (UCR, conserved
in over 90% of mammalian type C retroviruses) and binds the ubiquitous factor
transcription factor YYl (Flanagan et al. 1992). Repression has also been shown to be
mediated through a repressor binding site (RBS) which overlaps the primer binding site
(PB) region (Kempler et al. 1993), and may either directly or indirectly be associated
with méthylation of the provirus genome (Stewart et al. 1982; Hoeben et al. 1991).

4.2 RETROVIRUS-BASED VECTOR SYSTEMS
The natural life cycle of retroviruses has been exploited for highly efficient and stable
transduction of heterologous genes. The major advantages of retroviral vectors are high
efficiency gene transfer to replicating cells, and stable integration of genes into host
DNA at low copy number. Furthermore, retroviral vectors are generally replication
defective and therefore limited to one round of infection only. Host range is determined
largely by env gene products which is therefore a potential site for modification. The
majority of retroviral vector systems for mammalian cells are based on MoMLV, and
consist of two components, the vector containing heterologous genetic material, and a
modified retroviral genome from which protein components of the retroviral particle are
expressed.

4.2.1 Retroviral vector packaging cell lines
The most significant advance in the development of retroviral vector systems was the
development of packaging cell lines. These are engineered to produce all trans-acting
factors necessary for production of retroviral particles. The first generation of packaging
cells incorporated a MoMLV provirus from which the packaging site vj/ had been
deleted. These cell lines based on murine 3T3 cells (\\f-2 (ecotropic envelope) and \f/-am
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(amphotropic envelope)) transcribed all mRNA species necessary for synthesis of gag
pro-pol and env proteins but were unable to package this genome (Mann et al. 1983;
Cone and Mulligan, 1984; Miller et al. 1985). In contrast, defective retroviral vectors
encoding reporter genes which retained the v|/ sequence were packaged into infectious
particles, and because they lacked genes necessary for retroviral replication, were
limited to one round of infection.

However, a single recombination event between vector and packaging genome could
result in production of replication competent virus, and further modifications have been
made to the packaging sequences which reduce the frequency of this occurrence, yet
retain the ability to produce high titres of recombinant virus. In the ecotropic cell line
PE501, and the amphotropic equivalent PA317, the recombinant retroviral genome has
deletions in the 5’ LTR, and a heterologous SV40 polyadenylation signal in place of the
3’LTR, in addition to a deleted \\f sequence (Miller and Buttimore, 1986). More
sophisticated packaging cell lines further reduce the chances for generation of
replication competent ‘helper’ virus by expression of gag and pol from one construct,
and env from another (yCRE and vj/CRIP (Danos and Mulligan, 1988), GP+E86 and
GP+AM12 (Fig 4.3) (Markowitz et al. 1988), QE (Morgenstem and Land, 1990)).
v)/CRE and vj/CRIP constructs are designed with reciprocal linker insertion mutations
that destroy either gag or env open reading frames, so that for both constructs there is a
large sequence overlap in the gag-pro-pol region. In contrast, GP+E86/GP+AM12 and
QE have extensive reciprocal deletions so that for GP+E86 and GP+AM12 overlap is
less than 500bp, and for QE, less 66bp. Furthermore, homology within this 66bp region
is reduced to 55% by codon wobble. Sequential transfection with different selectable
markers transferred vj/CRE/\j/CRIP and GP+AM12 packaging constructs into cells,
whereas GP+E86 and QE were co-transfected with a single marker.

4.2.2 Retroviral vectors
Retroviral vectors in which heterologous genetic material was inserted into the
backbone of MoMLV were first developed in the early 1980’s (Tabin et al. 1982).
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Later, cis-acting encapsidation signals (\j/) in the leader sequence of the MLV genome
defined minimum sequences that were necessary for rescue of recombinant vector
genomes (Mann et al. 1983; Cepko et al. 1984), and permitted removal of gag pol and
em coding regions. Although not absolutely determined, up to 8kb of heterologous
material can be incorporated. Significant increase (up to 40-fold) in the efficiency of
rescue followed when part of the 5’ gag sequence was included with \\f, which together
is designated v|/+ (fig 4.3d) (Adam and Miller, 1988). Mutational inactivation of the
unpaired SD site upstream of gag has also been reported to enhance levels of
expression. Retroviral vectors may express single or multiple genes. Two genes, one of
which is often a drug resistance gene, can be expressed using the natural splicing
mechanism of the virus, or using two promoters (Cepko et al. 1984). In this latter
example, the drug resistance gene is usually transcribed from an internal promoter,
while the therapeutic gene utilises the LTR. However selection for transferred drug
resistance does not necessarily select for optimal expression of the therapeutic gene.
Incorporation of an internal ribosome binding site (dicistronic vectors) may overcome
this problem, because both gene products are translated from the same message.
Similarly, when expression of a heterologous gene is regulated by an internal promoter,
LTR influences can be inhibitory (Emerman and Temin, 1984, 1986). One approach to
overcome this is inactivation of the LTR. In self-inactivating vectors (SIN), the 3’ U3
LTR domain of the vector construct is replaced by a heterologous promoter (Yu et al.
1986). Following reverse transcription and integration, both LTRs of the provirus will
be deleted for U3 and contain only the heterologous promoter sequences. Unfortunately,
SIN vectors often produce relatively low viral titres. In most cases, vectors in which a
single gene is transcribed from the retroviral LTR produce both highest titre, and most
consistent expression. One of the most widely used current vectors (MFG), contains a
single gene inserted as close as possible to the natural env translation start site, and
retains the natural env splice donor and acceptor sites. This may enhance the stability of
message, and efficiency of translation.
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4.3 RETROVIRUS-MEDIATED P47^"‘’^ GENE TRANSFER

The ultimate target cell population for curative gene therapy of CGD is the pluripotent
haematopoietic stem cell (PHSC), which is defined by a capacity for extensive self
renewal and retention of multilineage differentiation potential. The following
preliminary experiments were designed to test functional correction of biochemical
phenotype in an intact cellular model of p47^^‘'^-deficient CGD, and subsequently to
demonstrate successful gene transfer to bone marrow progenitor cells.

4.3.1 Measurement of NADPH-oxidase function in immortalised B cells
Primary phagocytic cells are resistant to retrovirus mediated gene transfer for reasons
outlined previously. EBV-immortalised B lymphocytes express all components of the
NADPH-oxidase,

and produce measurable quantities of superoxide following

stimulation by agents such as PMA. Cells derived from patients with CGD mirror the
functional defect of primary phagocytic cells, and are therefore useful models for
reconstitution of the NADPH-oxidase activity by gene transfer.

The most sensitive and specific methods for detection of NADPH-oxidase activity are
based on chemiluminescence. SOD-inhibitable direct reduction of ferricytochrome c has
the advantage of being quantitative, but is less sensitive, and can be misleading at low
levels of activity. For immortalised B cells, which at best produce a small percentage of
the

superoxide

generated by phagocytic cells,

detection methods based on

chemiluminescence are preferable. Similarly, because existing methods for cell-free
determination of NADPH-oxidase activity were based on reduction of ferricytochrome
c, a heterologous chemiluminescence-based cell-free system was developed for the
detection o f low levels of cytosolic activity. This assay has the advantage of heightened
sensitivity, and utilises at least 10-fold less cellular material than conventional assays.

Of all chemiluminescence-based assays for NADPH-oxidase function, peroxidasecatalysed oxidation of luminol to chemically excited 3-aminophthalate anion is most
sensitive. This reaction is mediated by H2O2 formed by virtually instantaneous
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Fig 4.4. Optimisation of chemiluminescence-based detection for products of cellfree NADPH-oxidase activity. C>1osol and mem brane fractions purified from hum an neutrophils
w ere prepared as described in m aterials and methods. For activation, 2 p g o f solubilised membrane
protein w as m ixed w ith 30fo,g o f c>1osol in the presence o f varying concentrations o f SD S (4 0 -1 2 0 p M ),
and incubated at room temperature for 2 m inutes before addition o f assay buffer (6 5 m M sodium
phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, IniM EG TA , Im M M gC b , lOpM F A D , lO pM lum inol, lO U/m l horse radish
peroxidase) to a total volum e o f lOOpl, and finally N A D P H (0.2m M ) to initiate the reaction. R eactions
were incubated at 37®C, and all solutions pre-warmed. M axim al activity w as achieved at concentrations
o f SD S betw een 80 and 120p.M, measured on a lum inom eter.
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[B]

T his

observation is confirm ed in a conventional quantitative assay for production o f O 2' by cytochrom e c
reduction. For this reaction, 15pg o f solubilised m em branes w ere pre-m ixed w ith 2 0 0 p g cytosolic
protein for 2 m inutes at room temperature before addition o f assay buffer (6 5 mM sodium phosphate
buffer, pH 7.0, Im M EG TA , Im M M gC b , lOpM F A D , lOOpM cytochrom e c to a total v olu m e o f 1ml,
and finally N A D P H (0.2m M ) to initiate the reaction, w h ich w as incubated at 37°C. SD S concentration
w as optim ised for m axim al activity (~1 0 0 p M ). Superoxide production w as m easured for 90s in a
double-beam spectrophotom eter (U vikon 860, K ontron). T he reference sam ple w as identical, but w as
supplem ented w ith superoxide dism utase (SO D 5 0 p g /m l). SO D -inhibitable cytochrom e c reduction w as
estim ated by differential absorbance at 550n m and 557n m (isobestic points). T he reaction w as
supplem ented w ith affinity purified recombinant p47^*‘", p67^^" or p 2 1 ra cl pre-loaded w ith GTP
(incubated w ith lOOpM GTP in 2m M E D T A for lO m ins, follow ed by addition o f lOmM M gClz).
A ddition o f recom binant p67^*"^ enhanced activity o f both neutrophil and B cell cytosol In contrast,
recom binant p47^*"* and p21racl produced no effect. T he absorption co -efficien t (e) for reduced
cylochrom e c at 550nm w as taken as 2 1 .ImM "'.cm"'.
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dismutation of O2 . To optimise conditions for a cell-free assay based on this reaction,
activity was initially titrated using a cytosolic fraction and a particulate fraction enriched
in membranes prepared from human neutrophils. Horseradish peroxidase (HRP) was
added to excess, and activation initiated by addition of NADPH. The concentration of
SDS in the cell free system is critical for maximal activity to be obtained, and was
therefore optimised for each reaction (Fig 4.4). Subsequently, cytosolic extracts
prepared from immortalised B cells were mixed with neutrophil membrane fractions.
This resulted in optimised maximal activity similar, but consistently less than that using
neutrophil cytosol (Fig 4.5A). In contrast, cytosolic fractions derived from patients with
p47^^"^-deficient cells were completely inactive. These observations were confirmed in a
conventional cell-free assay based on quantitative reduction of ferricytochrome c.
Furthermore, supplementation of normal immortalised B cell cytosolic fractions with
purified recombinant p67^^"^ restored activity to that of neutrophil cytosol (fig 4.5B). In
contrast, addition of recombinant p47^^°^ or GTP pre-loaded (active) p2\rac\ had no
effect. Supplementation of neutrophil cytosolic fractions with recombinant p67^^®^ also
enhanced activity, indicating this to be the limiting cytosolic component at least in the
cell-free system. In support of these findings. Western blot analysis of B cell cytosolic
fractions detected similar levels of p47^^^^ to that of neutrophils, but diminished levels
of p67^^°^ (Chetty et al. 1995). Low levels of flavocytochrome in immortalised B cell
membranes failed to support significant activity in either assay.

Development of a more sensitive cell-free assay for cytosol-based activity of the
NADPH-oxidase is of genuine practical use for exploration of reconstitution methods,
and may also provide a clearer insight into the mechanisms of action of this enzyme
system in both immortalised B cells and primary phagocytes.

4.3.2 Construction of retroviral vectors and virus producer cell line
Retroviral vectors encoding p47^^^^ were constructed as shown (Fig 4.6). The parent
vectors pBabeNeo (shuttle vector) and pBabePuro encode dominantly acting
aminoglycoside phosphotransferases which are expressed from an internal SV40 early
promoter and which allow growth of mammalian cells in the presence of the
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Fig 4.6. MoMLV-based pBabe retroviral vectors.
[A ],[B ] Parent vectors pB abeN eo and pBabePuro (M orgenstem et al. 1990). V ectors encoding
[C]
pB N 47, [D] pB P47, [E] pB47. LTR, Long terminal repeat; pA, polyadenylation site; SV 40, early
promoter; Neo'^/Puro'^, drug resistance genes; Black bar, polylinker; pUCOri, bacterial origin o f
replication; p47, truncated p47^^"""cDNA; vj/+, retrovirus extended packaging sequence.
[C on stru ction o f retroviral v ecto rs en co d in g p47^*"^: A lOObp region o f the non-coding 3 ’ sequence
including the natural polyadenylation signal, was excised from a full length p47^^"^ cD N A by digestion
with N h e l and X bal (unique cloning vector polylinker site). F ollow ing recircularisation, the truncated
cD N A w as isolated by digestion with E coR l and S a il, and cloned into corresponding sites in the
polylinker o f pB abeN eo and pBabePuro. To construct pB 47, the puromycin resistance expression cassette
was excised from pBP47 by digestion with Sail and C laL ]
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neomycin analogue G418, and puromycin, respectively (Morgenstem and Land, 1990).
pBabe vectors, based on MoMLV, incorporate a mutagenised gag cassette lacking the
natural initiator codon (ATG mutagenised to TAG) and including the extended
packaging sequence (vj/+), and a splice donor point mutation (SD-) inserted to avoid
splicing artefacts. The multiple cloning site permits expression of inserted genes from
the retroviral LTR.

pBabeNeo and pBabeNeo47 (pBN47) vectors were introduced into the PA317
packaging cell line by calcium phosphate co-precipitation, and colonies resistant to
G418 (1 mg/ml) isolated by ring cloning. Of twenty clones from each, one producing the
highest titre on NIH 3T3 cells (~10^ cfu/ml) was expanded and used for investigation
(PANeo.l and PA47Neo.l). pBabe47 (pB47) was transfected into QE and GP+AM12
packaging cell lines together with pSV2Neo (QE was used in preference to GP+86
because this line is specifically designed for pBabe, and because laboratory stocks of
GP+86 failed to produce vims when transfected with a vector genome. This may reflect
instability of packaging constmcts arising from the method of insertion). Single clones
of G418 resistant GP+AM12 cells were expanded, and screened for highest titre by slotblot hybridisation. Best producers were titred by Southern blot analysis. One clone
producing the equivalent of -10^ cfu/ml (AM47.1) was expanded and sequentially
infected with supernatant harvested from the transfected polyclonal QE producer cell
line. Final titre was equivalent to -5.10^ cfu/ml (AM47.2).

4.3.3 Infection of immortalised B cells
10^ viable immortalised B cells derived from patients with p47^^"^-deficient CGD, were
co-cultured with PANeo.l and PA47Neo. 1, respectively, in the presence of polybrene
(8pg/ml). After 48hrs, non-adherent cells were removed and grown in fresh medium
supplemented with G418 (2mg/ml). Unmanipulated cells were previously shown to
survive less than two weeks under these conditions. After 6 weeks growth, sufficient
numbers of G418-resistant cells were available for testing.
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Fig 4.7. Detection of proviral genome and corresponding mRNA species, [a]

Southern

Blot showing Xbal digested genomic DNA (lOpg) prepared from normal cells (N), p47^^“ -deficient cells
(CGD), and the same cells transduced by pBN47 retrovirus (CGD.RV), and cultured in the presence o f
G418 (2mg/ml) for six weeks. The fragment released by digestion in each LTR o f the provirus is 4.9kb,
in contrast to thel9kb natural genomic fragment, [b] Estimation o f copy number: The Xbal digested
genomic fragment from the transduced cells (RV), and copy number equivalents from Xbal digested
plasmid DNA, 1,5, and 10 copies per cell, were electrophoresed and blotted together. From this, and from
[a] using the natural gene as an internal control (2 copies), the proviral copy number can be estimated to
be close to one. [c] Northern blot o f total RNA extracted from same cells. A 1.4kb species is present in
all cells and represents the natural p47^*^ mRNA. In contrast, the 5.1 kb provirus-specific message is
found only in transduced cells. All blots were probed with [^^P]dCTP- labelled p47^^"^ cDNA, and
washed to a final stringency o f 2xSSC, 0.1%SDS at 65®C.
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Fig 4.8.Western blot analysis of transduced cells.

Cells were disrupted by sonication, and

crude extract separated on a 12.5% polyacrylamide gel. After transfer to nitro-cellulose, blots were
incubated with specific polyclonal antisera to p47^*“ and p67^^°^. Bands were visualised by reaction with
['^^I]-labelled protein A. Extracts were prepared from normal cells (N), transduced CGD cells
(CGD.RV), and untransduced cells from the same patient (CGD). In order to normalise for loading, the
relative amounts o f p67^^“ protein in each lane was estimated densitometry. From these measurements, it
can be estimated that approximately 50% o f normal levels o f p47^*“ protein was expressed in transduced
cells.
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Fig 4.9. Chemiluminescent assay for activity in transduced cells.

[A] To assay for

activity in whole cells, 5.10^ cells were washed twice with PBS, and resuspended to a total volume o f 1ml
in HBSS with calcium and magnesium (0.5 mM and ImM, respectively), IGpM luminol and lOU/ml
horse radish peroxidase. Activation was initiated by the addition o f PMA (Ipg/m l) at 37°C, and
superoxide production measured in a luminometer as before. CGD cells from two patients, co-cultivated
with the producer cell line PA 47N eo.l in the presence o f polybrene (8pg/m l) and grown for 6 weeks in
selection (C G D .47Neol and CGD.47Neo2), both showed considerable restoration o f function compared
with normal cells (normal), and untransduced cells from either patient (CGD). Cells derived from a
patient with X-linked disease, transduced by the same vector, were inactive (not shown). Similarly, cells
transduced by the parent vector encoding resistance to G418 were also inactive (not shown). [B]
Chemiluminescence-based cell-free assay (see fig 4.5A) for activity in transduced CGD B cell cytosol
(P A 47N eo.l), compared to normal B cell cytosol (Bcyt), untransduced CGD cytosol (BcytCGD).
Activity from neutrophil membranes alone was indistinguishable from background (not shown).
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Fig 4.10. Q uantitative assay for production of superoxide by reduction of
ferricytochrom e c. For this assay, 5.10® washed cells were resuspended in HBSS with calcium and
magnesium at a final concentration o f 2.10® cells per ml, in the presence o f lOOpM ferricytochrome c
and ISOpM NADPH. Reaction was initiated by the addition o f PMA (Ipg/m l), and incubated at 37®C
with gentle mixing. 0.5m l aliquots were removed from the reaction at 10 minute intervals, and
quenched by addition o f 1ml o f ice-cold PBS, and centrifugation at 4000rpm in a microfiige at 4°C. A
parallel reaction was incubated in the presence o f SOD (50pg/m l), and SOD-inhibitable reduction o f
cytochrome c measured by differential absorbance at 550nm and 557nm (isobestic points) in a dual
beam spectrophotometer (Uvikon 860, Kontron). Based on an extinction co-eSicient for cytochrome c at
550nm o f 21.1mM"\cm"% two transduced CGD cell lines (C G D 47N eo.l and CGD47Neo.2) produced
approximately 30% (0.38nmol/10^ cells per minute), and 36% (0.47nmol/10^ cells per minute) o f the
activity obtained from the reference cell line (normal). In contrast, untransduced cells produced little
activity (C G D .l and CGD.2).
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The presence of the recombinant genome is indicated on a Southern blot hybridised to a
[^^P]-dCTP-labelled p47^^°^ cDNA probe (Fig 4.7A). By comparison to the intensity of
signal generated from the endogenous gene (2 copies per cell), and from dilutions of
purified fragment, the number o f copies of the recombinant genome in the majority of
cells can be estimated as close to one (Fig 4.7B). On a Northern blot, the same cDNA
probe identified a 5.1kb mRNA species specific to pBN47 transduced cells, which is the
predicted size of a full length proviral transcript, in addition to endogenous message
(1.4kb) (Fig 4.7C). In confirmation of successful transduction and gene expression, a
highly specific polyclonal antiserum raised against the C-terminal 13 amino acids of
p47^^‘^^identified a 47kDa protein only in those patient-derived cells which had been co
cultivated with PA47Neo.l (Fig 4.8). The level of protein expression in these cells
compared to that of normal cells was estimated to be 50% by densitometry, using
p67^^®^ as an internal control for loading.

4.3.4 Restoration of NADPH-oxidase function to immortalised B cells
NADPH-oxidase activity in transduced immortalised B cells derived from two patients
with p47^^''^-deficient CGD is shown in (Fig 4.9A). For both patients, co-cultivation
with PA47Neo.l restored significant activity, measured by chemiluminescence, to
PMA-stimulated cells in comparison with similar cells derived from a normal
individual. Unmanipulated cells, or those exposed to PANeo.l were inactive.
Confirmation that activity was restored specifically to the cytosolic fraction in a cellfree assay was demonstrated by complementation with a particulate fraction of
neutrophil extracts enriched for membranes (Fig 4.9B). By ferricytochrome c reduction,
cells transduced by the retroviral vector encoding p47^^'’* produced approximately
between 30% and 36% of the activity produced by a similar number of reference cells,
and fits well with the level of protein expression shown earlier (Fig 4.10). In contrast,
untransduced cells from these patients produced undetectable levels of 0%-. Similarly,
cells transduced by the basic retroviral vector pBabeNeo, and grown in G418 selection
(2mg/ml) for six weeks showed no restoration of function measured by all assays (not
shown). Subsequent studies investigated transduction of p47^^‘^*-deficient immortalised
B cells using the AM47.2 producer cell line. This proved to be considerably more
efficient
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Fig 4.12. Transduction of low density mononuclear cells derived from bone marrow
harvested from two normal adult human donors (donorl and donorl). C ells were
prepared from 10-20 m is o f w hole bone marrow as described in m aterials and m ethods, and w ere co 
cultured (Iscove’s m odified D u lb ecco’s m edium (IM D M ) supplem ented w ith 10% PCS and 10% HS) for
48hrs w ith confluent irradiated (1500cG y) producer cell lin es, P A 4 7 N e o .l or the P A 317 parent cell line,
at a concentration o f l-2.10® cells per m l, in the presence o f polybrene (2 p g /m l), IL-3 (2 0 n g /m l), GM CSF (lO ng/m l) and SCF (12n g/m l, conditioned m edium ). A fter this period, ce lls w ere w ashed from the
producer line, and plated in 1.3% sem i-solid m ethylcellulose for clo n o g en ic assay, in the presence o f
G 418 (0 -1 .5 m g/m l). For d o n o rl, cells w ere incubated in fresh m edium con tain in g G 418 (Im g /m l)
overnight before plating. C lonogenic progenitor-derived co lo n ies w ere scored by light m icroscopy after
14 days (C FU-C ). O pen sym bols represent the actual number o f colon ies in 5 replica plates for each
concentration o f G 418. Solid sym bols represent the m ean number o f colon ies. The bold arrow indicates
the concentration o f G 418 at w hich the greatest difference could be observed betw een transduced
(P A 4 7 N e o .l), and sham -transduced (P A 317) populations, and is probably the best indication o f
transduction efficiency.
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comparable levels in the absence of selection j

More importantly, functional

reconstitution was stable in tissue culture for at least 4 months post transduction (not
shovm).

4.3.5 Transduction of human bone marrow
Low density mononuclear cells derived from normal individuals were isolated as
described in materials and methods, and co-cultured with irradiated producer cells
PA47Neo.l, or the parent cell line PA317 for 48 hours in the presence of IL-3
(20ng/ml), GM-CSF (lOng/ml) and SCF-conditioned medium (produced from an
engineered CHO cell line, and used at 12ng/ml final concentration of SCF). Non
adherent cells including the clonogenic progenitors were plated in semi-solid
methylcellulose in the presence of G418 at varying concentration (0-1.5mg/ml). After
10-14 days, plates were examined and scored by light microscopy for the formation of
colonies (CFU-C). For the two experiments shown, cells exposed to PA47Neo.l gave
rise to significantly greater numbers of resistant colonies than those co-cultured with the
parent PA317 cells, when grown in the presence of G418 (Fig 4.12). The concentration
of G418 at which the greatest difference is observed is marked by an arrow, and
probably reflects successful gene transfer. However, the concentration of G418 required
to prevent growth of untransduced colonies, yet permit growth of those successfully
transduced, varied considerably between patient samples, even though co-culture and
growth conditions were standardised as much as possible. Consistency was therefore
difficult to achieve, and efficiency of transduction of clonogenic progenitors assayed in
this way ranged from 5 to 90% over several experiments. Subsequently, for experiments
using the AM47.2 producer cell line, gene transfer to clonogenic progenitors was
assayed by PGR using primers specific to the proviral genome. By this method,
efficiency o f transduction under similar culture conditions averaged between 30-40%
(J.Povey, personal communication).

4.4 DISCUSSION
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case of neutrophils, and the reluctance of both these cells and monocytes to enter cell
cycle. Fortunately, EBV-immortalised B cell lines provide an alternative parallel model
system. These studies demonstrate correction of the biochemical phenotype typical of
CGD in intact cells, and endorse a gene transfer approach for curative therapy of this
disorder (Thrasher et al. 1992). Attempts to extend these studies to primary monocytes
derived from patients with p47^^‘’^-deficient CGD were unsuccessful primarily because
of growth quiescence of these cells even in the presence of stimulatory cytokines such
as IFN-y and M-CSF (not shown). Subsequently, immortalised B cell lines deficient in
other components of the NADPH-oxidase have been successfully reconstituted using
both retrovirus-based and episomal plasmid systems, although the latter are unlikely to
be applicable to a therapeutic strategy (Chanock et al. 1992; Maly et al. 1993; Porter et
al 1993; Volpp and Lin, 1993; Porter et al. 1994).

The levels of reconstitution achieved in lymphoblastoid cells compare favourably with
activity of similar cells derived from normal individuals, and reflect both the activity of
the MoMLV LTR and stability of message. Increased efficacy of a producer cell line in
which the retroviral vector did not encode a dominant selectable marker or bacterial
origin of replication (AM47.2) probably reflects greater activity of the LTR in the
absence of a competing promoter, and enhanced stability of a shorter message, in
addition to benefits derived from higher viral titre. Constitutive differences between the
parental packaging cell lines (PA317 and GP+AM12), particularly with regard to
cytokine secretion may be influential, but is less likely to be so for immortalised cell
lines which are selected for continued growth, than for primary cells (Xu et al. 1994).
The activity of the MoMLV in myeloid cells is clearly of interest, and in agreement with
other studies, levels of p47^^^^ transcript expressed from both from the natural gene and
from an integrated retrovirus are induced co-incident with differentiation of the myeloid
cell line HL60'(not shown)Reisman and Rotter, 1989). Lineage-dependent expression for
this virus was not tested, but on the basis of other studies, would not be expected to
show a restricted pattern.

These preliminary experiments also demonstrated successful transduction of clonogenic
progenitor cells derived from normal human bone marrow, with a vector encoding
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at an average frequency of between 30-40%. However, for reasons discussed
previously, expression of drug resistance is unlikely to reflect expression of other genes
inserted in the same vector and expressed from a competing promoter, and can only
therefore be useful as a determinant of successful gene transfer. Even measurement of
this parameter is complicated by the assay used, namely the ability of cells to grow in
the presence of the neomycin analogue, G418. Variability of growth-inhibiting activity
between different patient samples, and under different conditions of cell culture has
been noted by other groups, suggesting that such data should be interpreted at least with
caution, and that alternative methods for assay of transduction efficiency, such as that
based on PCR are preferable. Furthermore, expression of neomycin phosphotransferase
may interfere with the growth characteristics of selected clonogenic cells (unpublished).

The implications and significance of these results for gene therapy of CGD will be
discussed later.
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4.5 SUMMARY: RETROVIRUS-M EDIATED GENE TRANSFER FO R CGD

• NADPH-oxidase function can be restored to immortalised B cells derived from
patients with autosomal recessive CGD by retrovirus-mediated gene transfer. Levels
o f activity in these cells compare favourably with those from normal individuals.

• The same recombinant retroviruses transduce haematopoietic progenitor cells
derivedfrom human bone marrow.

• Efficiency o f gene transfer, and gene expression, are enhanced by exclusion o f 0418resistance markers from the retroviral vector.
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CHAPTER 5:

ADENO-ASSOCIATED VIRUS GENE TRANSFER
5.1 INTRODUCTION

The feasibility of using gene transfer to correct the biochemical defect characteristic of
CGD has been successfully demonstrated by retrovirus-mediated reconstitution of
NADPH-oxidase activity in immortalised B cells derived from patients (Thrasher et al.
1992), and more recently by correction of mature phagocytic cells derived in vitro from
transduced progenitor populations (Sekhsaria et al. 1993; Li et al. 1994). However,
successful transduction of relatively quiescent cells, such as pluripotent haematopoietic
stem cells (PHSC), is limited by the dependence on mitosis of the current generation of
murine retrovirus-based vector systems. Their potential to mediate lifelong correction of
disease phenotype is therefore restricted. An alternative vector system which is less
dependent on cell cycle, and which may result in stable transduction, is based on the
non-pathogenic human virus, adeno-associated virus (AAV) (Muzyczka, 1992; Kotin,
1994).

5.2 ADENO-ASSOCIATED VIRUS VECTOR SYSTEMS

5.2.1 Adeno-associated virus life cycle
AAV is a member of a family of small non-enveloped icosahedral viruses, the
Parvoviridae (Carter, 1990a). In contrast to the autonomous viruses, such as human
parvovirus B19, the Dependoviruses, of which AAV is the only described member,
require co-infection with helper viruses, usually adenovirus (Ad) or herpes simplex
virus, for efficient replication and propagation during the lytic phase of the viral life
cycle. In the absence of helper function, AAV establishes a latent infection by
integration into the cellular genome at a preferential chromosomal site on chromosome
19ql3.3-qter (Kotin, 1990, 1991, 1992; Samulski, 1991). Super-infection of latently
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infected cells with helper virus results in rescue and amplification of the AAV genome,
propagation of infectious particles, and continuation of the virus life-cycle.

AAV was originally isolated as a contaminant of adenovirus preparations, but in
isolation has not been causally associated with human disease, even though 85% of the
adult population are sero-positive (Blacklow et al. 1968). AAV may even be inhibitory
for adenoviral replication (Casto et al. 1967; Carter et al. 1979) and may protect against
virus-mediated cell transformation (Hermonat et al. 1989; Heilbronn et al. 1990;
Kleinschmidt et al. 1995). Host range for productive infection is primarily determined
by the helper virus, but the range of cells in which latent infection can be established is
much wider, and extends to other species. The cellular receptor or receptors for AAV
are undefined, but for the related autonomous parvovirus B19 is the erythrocyte
glycolipid P antigen (Brown et al. 1993).

5.2.2 AAV structure
At least ten serotypes of AAV have been isolated, the best characterised of which is
AAV-2. Mature AAV particles are between 20 and 24nm in diameter, equilibrate in a
density gradient at 1.41g/cm^, and are relatively resistant to heat (56°C for one hour),
low pH, and disruption by protease or detergent action (Arella et al. 1990). The viral
capsid is composed of three proteins, V Pl, VP2, and VP3, of which VP3 is the most
abundant (90%).

The AAV-2 genome consists of a single-stranded (ss) linear DNA molecule of 4680
nucleotides, which is packaged as a (+) or (-) strand with equal efficiency (Fig 5.1). At
opposite ends of the genome are two 145 base inverted terminal repeat (TR) sequences,
of which the first 125 nucleotides can form a T-shaped hairpin structure by internal
base-pairing (Carter et al. 1990b). Between the TR sequences are two major open
reading frames (ORF) encoding the three structural capsid proteins VP 1-3 (Cap), and
four proteins necessary for replication, encapsidation, site-preferential integration, and
rescue of the AAV genome from latency, Rep78, Rep68, Rep52, and Rep40 (Rep).
Messenger RNA is initiated from three promoters described by their map positions. The
p5 and p i 9 promoters initiate expression of the larger Rep proteins, Rep78 and Rep68,
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Fig 5.1. Genetic map of full length AAV genome (4680nt).

The 145 nucleotide terminal

repeat sequences are represented by TR, and the the three major promoters by their map position p5, p i 9,
and p40 (m u, map units). The two major open reading frames (O RF) encoding rep and c a p are indicated,
along with the major transcripts derived from the A A V promoters w hich are show n by a heavy line.
Translated regions are indicated by shaded boxes. The com m on intron (nucleotides 1907-2227) is
represented by the dotted line. Rep translation products are denoted by m olecular w eigh t in kDa. Viral
capsid p rotein -1 (V P -1) utilises an initiation codon within the com m on intron, accessed by use o f an
alternative splice acceptor at nucleotide 2 2 0 1 , w hich permits expression o f the entire right open reading
frame. V P-2 is synthesized from a longer VP-3 ORF by use o f an ACG initiation codon at nucleotide 2615.
The polyadenylation signal at map position 96 is com m on to all transcripts.
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and the smaller proteins, Rep52 and Rep40, respectively, of which the latter are
identical to the C-terminal sequences of the larger translation products. The p40
promoter directs expression of the three capsid proteins. All AAV transcripts share a
common intron between nucleotides 1907 and 2227, which is alternatively spliced to
create each pair of rep mRNA species, although one p40 mRNA species utilises an
alternative splice-acceptor site at nucleotide 2201.

5.2.3 AAV DNA replication
Replication of the AAV DNA genome is dependent on host cellular enzymes. The two
regions of the AAV genome necessary for DNA replication are the origin of replication
in the TR, and the rep gene. TR sequences are required in cis for AAV DNA replication,
encapsidation, at least for random integration, and for rescue from chromosomal DNA,
or from plasmid sequences. The larger Rep proteins, Rep78 and Rep68, are the only
obligatory AAV-specific gene products. Mutations in Rep52 and Rep40 do not affect
accumulation of replicative-form (RF) DNA, but may prevent accumulation of ss
progeny DNA (Chejanovsky and Carter, 1989). A self-priming strand displacement
model for AAV replication is based on the mechanism proposed for the replication of
eukaryotic chromosome ends (Cavalier-Smith, 1974). The major replicative forms (RF)
are a linear duplex molecule with open ends, and one in which the ends are covalently
joined (Fig 5.2). Dimer concatamers arise by initiation of replication on unresolved
monomers. Cap mutants fail to accumulate ss progeny DNA, despite synthesising
normal amounts of RF species, indicating a requirement for preformed capsids to
mediate encapsidation, but not strand displacement (Hermonat et al. 1984; Tratschin et
al. 1984).

Rep proteins possess several properties which allow the replicative process, and
resolution of genomic ends to occur. These include binding to the TR (Im and
Muzyczka, 1989), site and strand-specific endonuclease activity which nicks the
terminal resolution site {trs) (Im and Muzyczka, 1990), and ATP-dependent DNAhelicase activity (Im and Muzyczka, 1992). Rep protein bound to the TR catalyses a
single-strand nick at the trs, and becomes covalently linked to the newly generated 5’
end (Snyder et al. 1990). The free 3’ end then primes DNA synthesis complementary
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3’ _____________
Parental ssDNA

5’
hairpin formation
3’

U
elongation
► 3’
RF1

c=.
trs

terminal resolution and elongation

re-initiation

A

elongation and strand displacement

3’
RF2

LT

3’
Progeny ssDNA

Fig 5.2. AAV DNA replication cycle.

The terminal palindrome acts as a primer for synthesis

o f a duplex linear m olecule covalently closed at one end, the replicative form (R F l). Upon binding o f
the hair-pinned terminal repeat (TR), the Rep protein nicks the bottom parental strand at the terminal
resolution site (trs) opposite the original 3 ’ primer position, and becom es covalently linked to the 5 ’
end o f the cut strand. The 3 ’ OH primer generated by the nick is used to repair the terminal sequence
in a process called terminal resolution. Re-initiation and displacem ent synthesis releases a sin gle
stranded progeny m olecu le (ss), and a new replicative form (R F2) from w hich a new round o f
replication can initiate. Accum ulation o f ss progeny D N A is probably dependent on the production o f
A A V capsids.
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to the A, B and C palindromes, a process which inverts the orientation of the B and C
palindromes relative to the trs (Fig 5.3). A recognition element in the A stem (including
an imperfect [GCTC]^ repeat), and a functional trs are sufficient to direct the site and
strand-specific nick even in the absence of secondary hairpin structure produced by the
B and C palindromes (McCarty et al. 1994a). Trs endonuclease activity is less efficient
in this linear configuration, although the stability of binding to the A-stem is probably
unchanged, indicating that the two processes are distinct (Chiorini et al. 1994; McCarty
et al. 1994b).

5.2.4 AAV gene regulation
AAV gene expression is regulated by cw-acting elements in the AAV genome, and
trans-diOXmg factors expressed from rep genes, helper virus, and the host cellular
genome. Latently infected cells express little AAV message or protein, partly due to
self-repression of rep gene transcription mediated by Rep78 and Rep68 (Beaton et al.
1989). Infection by helper virus results in a cascade of events optimising expression of
factors necessary for propagation of AAV. Under these circumstances. Rep proteins are
capable of transactivating all AAV promoters in the absence of the TR, but for optimal
activity require the presence of the p5 and p i 9 promoter sequences in cis. An intact TR
can substitute for these two promoters in cis, suggesting that Rep mediates complex
formation between the three sites (McCarty et al. 1991; McCarty et al. 1994b). Evidence
for binding to the p5 promoter through a repeating GAGC motif (nucleotides 260-284
between the TATA-box and the proximal YYl binding site) similar to that in the Astem suggests that Rep, YYl and TATA-binding protein interact to determine
repression or activation of transcription depending on the latency of infection (fig 5.4).
There is recent evidence that Rep binds to the p i 9 promoter, and possibly the p40
promoter (McCarty et al. 1994b).

Some elements of the AAV promoters have been functionally defined, most significant
of which are binding sites for the ubiquitous and multifunctional cellular transcription
factor YYl (Fig 5.4). YYl is a DNA-binding protein containing a zinc finger domain,
related to the Drosophila Kruppel family of transcriptional regulators. YYl has been
shown to be a transcriptional activator or repressor depending on cellular context.
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C’
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CTCGCTCGCTCGCGCG

B’

A

D’

B

[B] ‘flip ’
B
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A'
Rep binding
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A

D’

C

Fig 5.3. [A] and [B] Structure of the 145 nucleotide terminal repeat (TR).

The TR as

show n above is com posed o f three palindromic sequences, A ,B , and C, which fold into a hair-pinned Tshaped structure in replicating D N A . The D region extends from nucleotides 126 to 145. The stem is
form ed by the A region and is a 40 nucleotide duplex o f w hich tw o thirds o f base pairs are G-C. The T
region consists o f tw o stem s o f eight or nine base pairs w hich with one exception are 100% G-C. A s a
result o f terminal resolution, regions B and C invert relative to the remainder o f the sequence, and may
therefore appear in tw o orientations ‘flip ’ (B ) and ‘flo p ’ (A)- Both ends in any single m olecule have an
equal probability o f being in either configuration. The Rep binding elem ent is a 25bp region within the A
stem containing 4 im perfect [GCTC] repeats which is necessary for interaction with the larger Rep proteins,
and ‘trs’ the m inimal sequence necessary for terminal resolution [ 5 ’ AGTTGG 3 ’].
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p5 TATA

?SP1

?lnr

CREB/ATF

Fig 5.4. Transcription factor binding sites within the first 300bp of a double stranded
linear AAV genome. The T A T A -box o f the p5 promoter lies at nucleotide 255. N ucleotides 160 to 180
constitute a binding site for C REB/A TF fam ily o f transcription factors. T w o regions surrounding the p5
promoter are binding sites for Y Y l, the first between nucleotides 215 and 235, and the second overlying the
transcription initiation site. This latter region has also been show n to bind Rep protein. Adenovirus E l A
protein relieves repression im posed by Y Y l, which then transactivates the p5 promoter. Putative SP l
binding sites are indicated, together with an Inr consensus within the D region o f the terminal repeat, which
m ay account for weak promoter activity o f isolated TRs.
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and to function as an initiator for a number of genes. An effect on promoter topology
may be an important determinant of interaction with other regulatory proteins (Natesan
et al. 1993). Two binding sites for YYl have been isolated from the p5 promoter, which
in the absence of helper virus infection mediate repression of transcription from the rep
genes and from heterologous promoters placed downstream (Shi et al. 1991). This is
probably an important mechanism for maintenance of latent infection. Expression of
adenovirus El A protein relieves YYl-mediated repression, and causes YYl to further
transactivate expression from the p5 promoter. The proximal YYl binding site is
located at the initiation site of the p5 promoter, and functions as an efficient initiator
element either alone or downstream of TATA or SPl binding sites (Seto et al. 1991).
Synergistic enhancement of basal and ElA-induced activity has been reported in vitro
when upstream SPl binding sites are present, and probably occurs through direct
protein-protein interaction (Seto et al. 1993). In the equivalent p6 region of the
autonomous B19 parvovirus, YYl binds to three sites and weakly transactivates the
promoter, but is unaffected by El A protein (Momoeda et al. 1994).

TR sequences themselves (145bp) have been shown to direct weak promoter activity
which may arise from SPl-binding sites in the GC-rich palindromes, and from a
sequence in the ‘D ’ region bearing strong homology to an initiator (Inr) consensus
(Flotte et al. 1993). Other putative binding elements have not been functionally defined,
but are indicated (fig 5.4).

5.2.5 Helper and cellular functions in AAV DNA replication
Both helper and cellular fimctions are needed for efficient propagation. However, some
cells become fully permissive for AAV DNA replication in the absence of helper virus
if transformed and synchronised by agents such as hydroxyurea which transiently arrest
cellular DNA synthesis (Yacobson et al. 1987,1989). This indicates that the function of
helper is to optimise production of both AAV and cellular gene products necessary for
replication. Ad DNA polymerase and terminal protein are not required, and the Ad
DNA-binding protein, although serving an essential helper function, is required
primarily for efficient AAV gene expression. Adenovirus helper functions are expressed
from the ElA , ElB , E4, E2A and VAj regions. El A transactivates the p5 promoter, and
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ElB and E4 promote the accumulation of AAV mRNA possibly by stabilising message,
or facilitating transport to the cytoplasm. E2A DNA-binding protein and VA% RNA may
enhance translation of the p40 mRNA.

5.2.6 Latent infection by integration into the cellular genome
In the absence of helper virus the wtAAV genome integrates stably into the host cell
genome by non-homologous recombination, usually in a tandem head to tail orientation.
Low copy number is maintained even at high multiplicity of infection. Analysis of
flanking sequences from latently infected cells has shown that integration occurs at
multiple sites within a single specific locus in 60-70% of cases. The locus (AAVSl,
8.2kb) maps to human chromosome 19ql3.3-qter, and has a G+C content of 82% over
900bp of flanking sequence (Kotin et al. 1992). AAV vectors in which the rep gene is
deleted probably do not integrate at a preferential site, suggesting that rep gene products
are important for this process. Recently, a Rep protein recognition sequence (RRS) in a
109 bp fragment of the integration locus, containing an imperfect repeating [GCTC]^
motif similar to that found in the A-stem of the TR, has been shown to direct specific
binding of Rep78 and Rep68, and to mediate complex formation between the AAV
genome and the integration site (Weitzman et al. 1994). A putative trs 14bp upstream of
the RRS has also been identified, and may be important for the integration process.
Furthermore, when a 510bp sequence from the cloned 5’ end of AAVSl (which
includes the RRS) was cloned into an episomal EBV shuttle vector, an AAV genome
preferentially localised to this region (Giraud et al. 1994).

5.2.7 Adeno-associated virus-based vector systems
Based on the properties of wild-type virus, several groups have developed AAV vector
systems for the efficient and stable transduction of human cells (Fig 5.5) (Hermonat and
Muzyczka, 1984; Tratschin et al. 1985; Lebkowski et al. 1988). The only cw-acting
elements necessary for rescue, replication and encapsidation of the recombinant genome
are contained in the 145bp TR, which are therefore the minimal AAV sequences that are
retained. Similar to adenoviruses, the maximal size for efficient packaging of the
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C loned wt AAV g e n o m e (pAV2)
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P ack agin g vecto r (pABal)

T ransducing v ector (pA1)

Fig 5.5. rAAV vector system (Lebkowski et al. 1988).

The terminal repeats (TR) are

required in cis for rescue from a eukaryotic genom e, excision from prokaryotic plasmids, and are the
m inimum sequences necessary for replication, packaging and integration. These functions are
therefore retained in the transducing vector. Other A A V functions necessary for replication and
encapsidation are expressed in trans from a helper packaging plasm id, w hich lacks TR sequences,
and which cannot be replicated. Recombinant A A V particles are generated by co-transfection o f both
plasm ids, and sim ultaneous infection o f a perm issive cell line with helper virus, usually w ild-type
adenovirus.
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recombinant genome is 110% of wild-type (Bett et al. 1993). Generation of recombinant
viral particles is initiated by infection of a permissive cell line (usually human
embryonal kidney 293 cells, or HeLa cells) with helper virus, usually wtAd5, and co
transfection of a vector genome vvith a separate packaging genome encoding AAV rep
and cap genes. Insertion of heterologous sequence into the packaging genome to prevent
encapsidation invariably lead to generation of wtAAV by recombination with the vector,
or deletion. Deletion of TR sequences from the packaging plasmid reduces the levels of
contamination, but also produces lower titres, possibly because the packaging genome is
not replicated. A complementing plasmid in which there is no sequence homology vdth
the vector and in which AAV coding sequences are flanked by adenoviral terminal
repeats virtually eliminates the chance of wild-type contamination, and may allow some
replication during helper virus infection (Samulski et al. 1989). Virus is recovered by
multiple freeze-thaw cycles at completion of the cytopathic effect, and adenovirus is
selectively inactivated by heating viral preparations to 56-60°C for up to 1 hour, under
which conditions AAV is relatively stable. Typical titres of crude unconcentrated
recombinant virus achieved by these methods are around lO"^ transducing particles per
ml.

The question of transduction of quiescent cells is of paramount importance for
successful gene transfer to cells such as PHSCs. Recently, it has been shown that
transduction frequency of S-phase cells is about 200 times that of quiescent cells, but
that neither S-phase or mitosis are essential (Russell et al. 1994). Furthermore, the
vector genome persisted for at least 12 days in stationary cultures, and could be
recruited for transduction if the cells were induced to divide, or if treated with DNAdamaging agents (Alexander et al. 1994). Site-preferential integration may be an
attractive feature of a gene transfer vector, and probably necessitates co-expression of
Rep. Gene expression from vectors integrated at the chromosome 19 locus has not been
investigated. Size constraints on the recombinant genome prohibit inclusion of this
function in most AAV vectors, but does not exclude the possibility of co-expression in
trans during initial transduction.
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5.3 TRANSDUCTION OF IMMORTALISED CGD B CELLS BY rAAV

The following studies investigate the ability of a vector system based on adenoassociated virus to stably correct the biochemical phenotype of CGD, and identify some
of the problems associated with production and purification of recombinant virus.

5.3,1 Construction of rAAV vectors
rAAV plasmids and derivatives of the vector pA l, and the packaging plasmid pABal are
shown (Fig 5.6). pABal was constructed from a cloned full length AAV genome pAV2
(Samulski et al. 1982), by digestion with Ball which removes 121 nucleotides from the
terminal repeats. The remaining Bgl Il-linkered fragment was cloned into the BamHl
site of pUClS (Lebkowski et al. 1988). PAl was derived from pAV2, and retains 625
nucleotides of sequence from the left end, and 191 nucleotides from the right end of the
genome. The natural polyadenylation signal at nucleotide 4420 of the full length
genome is therefore deleted. In addition to the terminal repeats, the complete p5
promoter region and approximately 300 nucleotides of the left open reading frame of
WtAAV are retained. This restricts the amount of heterologous material that can be
inserted, and may be detrimental to expression from heterologous promoters.

The vector pAICHl was therefore constructed by excising a 303bp Sfil to Dralll
fragment from pA l. To compare expression of a CAT reporter gene inserted in the
forward orientation under the transcriptional control of a cytomegalovirus (CMV) early
promoter, vectors PAl. CM VC AT and PAICHl.CMVCAT were transfected into HeLa
cells and 293 cells. Cell extracts prepared after 48 hours were measured for CAT
synthesis, and to control for transfection efficiency, for co-transfected p-galactosidase
activity (Fig 5.7). In HeLa cells, PAICHl.CMVCAT was shown to direct approximately
4 fold greater synthesis, although in 293 cells the difference is less marked. The
explanation for this observation probably lies in the deleted portion of the p5 promoter,
which includes the proximal YYl binding site and the p5 TATA-box. The region of the
promoter from -9 to +13 binds to YYl protein, and represses transcription when
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Fig 5.6. rAAV vectors.

pA

pBR322 Ori

The packaging plasmid pABal encoding rep and ca p (L ebkow ski et al. 1988),

and transducing vectors [A -F] are shown. For details o f construction, see text. [A] P A l (-0 .8 1 kb)
Incorporates 625 n ucleotides from the left end o f the A A V genom e, and 191 nucleotides from the right end.
[B] P A l.C M V C A T (~2.9k b ). [C] PAICH l (~ 0.43kb) Incorporates 24 0 nucleotides from the left end, and
191 nucleotides from the right. [D] P A IC H l.C M V C A T (~2.5k b ), both forwards and reverse orientations.
[E] P A IC H l.C M V 47 (~3.2k b ), both forwards and reverse orientations, and P A IC H l.C M V 47N eo (~4.7kb).
[F] P A IC H I.SV 40L acZ . (~4.6k b ). Ori, prokaryotic origin o f replication. C M V, cytom egalovirus immediate
early promoter with adjacent synthetic intron. S V 40, SV 40 early promoter. C AT and LacZ, reporter genes
encoding chloram phenicol acetyl transferase and P-galactosidase respectively. N eo , G 4 I8 resistance gene.
pA, SV 40 polyadenylation signal. TR, terminal repeat sequences.
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Fig 5.7. CAT activity from transfected AAV vectors.

PA IC H l [B] w as constructed by

removal o f a S fil to D ralll 303bp fragment incorporating the p5 proxim al promoter, and the first 222bp
o f the rep ORF from P A l [A], P A IC H l.C M V C A T [D] was constructed from P A l.C M V C A T [C] by
removal o f the sam e fragment. HeLa or 293 cells were transfected by calcium phosphate co-precipitation
o f lOpg circular D N A , and CAT protein synthesis measured in cell extracts after 48 hours. All
measurements fell within the linear range o f the assay. Tranfection efficien cy w as determined by co 
transfection o f lOpg pSV pC al. CAT synthesis is measured as units o f optical density (405nm ), corrected
for transfection efficien cy, and represents the mean and standard error from three independent
experim ents.
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Fig 5.8. Construction of expression cassettes. A

pKS Ori

Xba1 Sail

500bp N h el to K pnl fragment from the

eukaryotic expression vector pREP8 (Invitrogen) containing an SV 40 polyadenylation signal was
cloned into the N h e l site in the 3 ’ untranslated region o f the
cD N A , and the K pnl site in the
polylinker. The C M V early promoter and synthetic intron were excised from P A l.C M V C A T with
A p al and P stl, and cloned into the A pal and N s il sites upstream o f the truncated cD N A to make
pV Z .C M V 47. To construct p V Z .C M V 47N eo, the cD N A w as excised from pV Z.C M V 47 and
replaced with the E co R l to N h el fragment o f p B abeN eo47 (p B N 47), which incorporates the same
truncated cD N A , an S V 40 early promoter, a G 418 resistance gene, and a prokaryotic origin o f
replication w hich w as rem oved by digestion with C la l. pV Z.C M V C A T w as constructed from the
A p al to K pnl fragm ent o f p A l.C M V C A T , cloned directly into the com plem entary sites in the
polylinker o f pVZ. pK S.SV 40L acZ w as constructed in tw o stages. Firstly, a E coR l to H in d lll SV 40
early promoter fragm ent from pSV pC al (Prom ega) w as cloned into corresponding sites in
B luescript KS (Stratagene). Secondly, the contiguous H in d lll to Sail fragment which incorporates
the LacZ gene and a polyadenylation signal w as cloned into the same sites in KS to form
pK S.SV 40L acZ .
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cloned upstream of a basal promoter or a complete SV40 enhancer and promoter
domain (Shi et al. 1991). This repression is dependant on location of the element 5’ to
the promoter. Deletion of the proximal YYl binding site in the vector probably reduces
YYl-mediated repression which is most pronounced in the absence of E lA protein, and
therefore diminished in 293 cells which constitutively express ElA. Deletion of the
distal YYl binding site (-50 to -72), or reversing the orientation of the expression
cassette may further de-repress expression from heterologous promoters, although
PAICHl.CMVCAT(R) in which the expression cassette is reversed, produces identical
activity to that of the forward oriented version (not shown). It is not clear whether this
observation is specific to this construct, or this promoter, but should be borne in mind
when using this vector to test heterologous promoter activity.

Construction of derivatives of PAICH.l are shown (Fig 5.6,Fig 5.8). The human cDNA
encoding p47^^‘'^, but lacking a polyadenylation signal, was cloned downstream of a
CMV immediate-early enhancer and promoter, and upstream of a SV40 polyadenylation
sequence in a Bluescript vector (Stratagene). The complete expression cassette was
excised, and cloned into the Apal and Kpnl polylinker sites of pAl in the forward
orientation. From this vector, the complete cassette was removed by digestion with
Xbal, and cloned in both orientations into the modified vector PAICHI to create the
rAAV vector pAICHl CMV47. pAICHl.SV40LacZ was created by cloning the LacZ
expression cassette from pSV-p-galactosidase (Promega Corporation) into the Xbal
polylinker site of PAICHI in the forward orientation.

5.3.2 Generation of rAAV
Recombinant AAV particles were generated by conventional methods as described in
materials and methods. Briefly, 5.10^ 293 cells were plated on 9cm tissue culture dishes,
and transfected the next day with lOpg each of vector and the packaging plasmid
(pABal). 16-24 hrs later, cells were infected with adenovirus type 5 at a m.o.i. of 5-10.
At completion o f the cytopathic effect (48-72 hrs), cells were harvested, subjected to 4
freeze and thaw cycles, and heated to 56^C for 30 minutes to inactivate adenovirus.
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[A]

o
o
[B]

Fig 5.9. Transduction of HeLa cells by rAAV particles.

C ells w ere incubated w ith heat

treated rA A V supernatants for 2 hours. 2 4 hours later, c e lls w ere w ash ed and tested for exp ression o f [A]
C A T (v ecto r p A IC H l.C M V C A T ) by im m u n oflu orescen ce or [B] (3-galactosidase activity (vector
p A IC H l.S V 4 0 L a c Z ), as d escribed in m aterials and m ethods.
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Debris was separated from the virus containing supernatant by centrifugation at 1500g
for 10 mins. Mock supernatant was generated in the same way except that the helper
plasmid (pABal) was omitted from the initial transfection. For PAICHl.CMVCAT and
PAICHl.SV40LacZ, virus titre was obtained by detection of CAT protein by indirect
immunofluorescence, or p-galactosidase by staining, in transduced HeLa cell
populations (Fig 5.9). For other vectors, a crude estimate of virus titre was obtained by
comparative slot-blot hybridisation of Hirt extracted viral DNA, using virus derived
from PAICHl.CMVCAT or PAICHl.SV40LacZ as standards. For all constructs,
infectious titres usually approximated lO"* particles per ml of crude supernatant, and
were determined to be free from wtAAV by hybridisation to AAV rep gene sequences.

5.3.3 rAAV transduction of immortalised B lymphocytes
EBV-immortalised B cell lines derived from two patients with known p47^*°^-deficient
CGD were used to test the ability of rAAV to restore function. For these experiments,
the rAAV vector pAICHl.CMV47 was used to generate a viral supernatant with an
approximate titre o f 10"* transducing particles per ml. At monthly intervals post
transduction, cells were harvested and assayed by chemiluminescence as described
previously (Fig 5.10). Cells exposed to a mock virus preparation produced levels of
superoxide indistinguishable from background obtained from activated unmanipulated
cells. In contrast, p47^*'^* deficient cells infected with rAAV encoding p47^^^* produced
low but significant levels compared with cells derived from a normal individual. In
comparison to rAAV transduced patient-derived cells, normal cells were between 50
and 100 times more active. Given the low titres of recombinant virus, and a multiplicity
of infection of 0.1, transduction would therefore appear to be relatively efficient. More
importantly, the degree of reconstitution remained stable for the three month period of
investigation, in the absence o f selection for successfully transduced cells.

To confirm the presence of immunoreactive p47^*^^ in transduced cell populations,
crude protein extracts from B cells derived from a normal individual, and from
transduced and mock transduced p47^^°^ deficient B cells, 3 months after transduction
with rAAV, were reacted with specific antiserum (Fig 5.11 A). Consistent with the
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Fig 5.10. Restoration of function to immortalised B cells derived from two patients
with p47'’*‘’*-dericient CGD. Cells were harvested and washed 2 times with phosphate butfered
saline (PBS). lO' viable cells were resuspended in 5mis o f PAICHI.CM V47 rAAV supernatant for 4
hrs, before being centrifuged at low speed, and washed once with PBS. Finally, the cells were
resuspended in fresh RPMI1640 medium, and cultured for 8 weeks prior to initial analysis. As a control,
the same number o f cells were subjected to a sham infection using mock supernatant. Two months [A]
and three months [B] post transduction, 2.10^ viable cells were harvested and assayed for production o f
superoxide by chemiluminescence following stimulation with PMA. Both cell lines showed significant
activity stable over time, compared to mock transduced cells. For comparison, typical responses from an
equivalent number o f normal and CGD cells are shown below.
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Fig 5.11. AAV-mediated transduction of CGD B cells. [A]

W estern blot analysis.

Expression o f
in EBV-immortalised B cells from a normal individual (N), and cells derived from
a p47^*"^ -deficient patient incubated three months previously with mock supernatant (mock), or
pAICHl.CM V47 rAAV particles (rAAV). Crude protein extracts from equal numbers o f cells were
separated by SDS-PAGE on a 12.5% polyacrylamide gel, and transferred to nitro-cellulose (Hybond C,
Amersham). Blots were incubated with a polyclonal rabbit antiserum raised against the C-terminal 13
amino acids o f p47^^°^ as described previously, and reacting bands visualised by ECL (Amersham).

[B]

Southern blot analysis. p47^*"'' deficient immortalised B cells were exposed to mock supernatant

(mock), or pAICH l.47 rAAV particles (rAAV). Genomic DNA samples (lOpg) were digested overnight
with Xbal (2u/pg), separated on a 1% agarose gel, and transferred to a nylon membrane (Hybond N+,
Amersham). The 2.7kb hybridising band in lane rAAV is specific to the recombinant genome.
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degree of functional restoration, low levels of protein were detected in transduced cells
from both patients when compared to normal. In contrast, immunoreactive protein was
undetectable in mock transduced cells. Genomic DNA was extracted from cells after 3
months and analysed for the presence of the rAAV genome by Southern blotting. Only
t)NA from functionally reconstituted cells released a predicted 2.7kb fragment which
hybridised specifically to a p47^^'’* cDNA probe following digestion with Xbal (Fig
5.1 IB). DNA from cells that underwent mock infection failed to generate this fragment
under the same conditions, discounting the possibility that double stranded plasmid
originating from the transducing supernatant was present in the DNA preparation.

5.3.4 Concentrating virus stocks
Use of crude virus-containing stocks similar to those described above is complicated by
contamination with infectious wild-type adenovirus even after heat-inactivation, and
recovery of low titres of infectious recombinant AAV. Furthermore, heat inactivation of
Ad can result in up to 10-fold reduction in functional titre of rAAV. In order to extend
the previous observations to primary cells, in particular PHSCs, improved methods for
production of high titre virus are essential. The following studies demonstrate the use of
density gradient centrifugation and ultrafiltration for purification and concentration viral
particles from crude supernatants.

(a) Density gradient centrifugation; Banding of virus on a CsCl step gradient, and
subsequently on an equilibrium gradient, allows the rAAV particles to be concentrated
and separated from Ad. Mature wtAAV particles band at 1.41g/cm\ while rAAV
particles band at densities between this and 1.36g/cm^. Helper adenoviral particles are
less dense, and band at 1.35 g/cm^. In the experiment shown (Fig 5.12) rAAV particles
recovered from pAICHl.CMVCAT were banded on an equilibrium gradient and
sequential fractions were incubated with HeLa cells without prior heat-inactivation.
After 48 hours, cell extracts were tested for CAT. Maximal activity derived from
fraction 6, which itself tested negative for CAT protein, and segregated from the
maximal adenovirus-mediated cytopathic activity of fraction 4 which resulted in cell
death after overnight incubation.
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Purification
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particles

by

density

gradient

centrifugation.

5ml

o f crude

pAICHl.CM VCAT rAAV supernatant were layered on a CsCl step gradient (1.25g/cm^ and i.45g/cm^)
and centrifuged at 35,000rpm in a Beckmann SW41 Ti rotor for 1 hour at IS'^C. Viruses banding
between the steps were retrieved by side puncture, and centrifuged at 40,000 rpm for 16 hours at 0°C
through a continuous CsCl gradient with an initial uniform density o f 1.36g/cm^. Fractions from this
gradient were dialysed at 4°C against 0.15M NaCl, and incubated with HeLa cells, which after 48 hours
were tested for expression o f CAT protein. Transducing activity localised to fraction 6. Adenovirusmediated cytopathic activity was most evident in fraction 4.
[B ] Detection o f ss rAAV genome in fraction 6. D NA was purified from gradient fractions, separated
on a 1% agarose gel, and blotted to a nitrocellulose membrane. The recombinant ss pAICHl.CM VCAT
genome was probed with a [^^P]-dCTP-labelled CAT fragment. All other fractions were negative, (mn)
indicates that the fraction was treated with micrococcal nuclease to digest contaminating free nucleic
acid prior to disruption o f intact virions.
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Fig 5.13. Concentration of rAAV particles by ultrafiltration.

50m ls o f a crude, sem m -

free (O ptim em , G ibco) and antibiotic-free p A IC H l.C M V C A T A A V supernatant (1) w as subjected to
ultrafiltration through a Y M 30 (~5 n in pore size) membrane in a stirred cell at a pressure o f 40p si pure
nitrogen for 40 m inutes. T he rem aining 5 m is o f supernatant (2) w as filtered through a Y M 30 centriprep
mem brane by centrifugation at 3 0 0 0 g for 20 m inutes. T he rem aining 0.5 m is o f concentrated
supernatant (3) w as centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 30 seconds to remove debris. 2 0 0 p l from each o f the
fractions 1, 2 and 3 w as heat-inactivated and used to transduce HeLa cells. A fter 4 8 hours, cell extracts
w ere prepared, and C AT synthesis measured as before.
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The single-stranded DNA genome was detected in the same fraction treated with
micrococcal nuclease to destroy contaminating non-encapsidated nucleic acid, most of
which would have pelleted. After several days, cells incubated with ft-action 6 also
showed a typical cytopathic effect, indicating that separation was incomplete.

(b) Concentration by ultrafiltration: Concentration of a crude rAAV supernatant by
ultrafiltration through a YM30 membrane (pore size ~5nm) is shown (Fig 5.13). The
first filtration using a stirred cell resulted in a 10-fold increase in virus titre, with
apparently minimal losses. The second concentration using a centriprep concentrator
with an identical membrane was less efficient, and for a 10-fold reduction in volume,
produced between 3 and 4-fold increase in transducing activity. One major disadvantage
of this system is concentration of other proteins and intact adenovirus particles. A
combination of ultrafiltration, followed by density gradient centrifugation should retain
the advantages of both systems.

5.4 Liposomal transfection of rAAV plasmids
A recent study reported sustained and enhanced gene expression from plasmids
incorporating AAV TR sequences, and it is speculated that TR sequences mediate
enhanced integration of plasmid DNA in the absence of AAV translation products
(Philip et al. 1994). This would overcome restrictions on genome size, and would
obviate the need for encapsidation.

The ability of rAAV plasmid constructs containing vector sequences to direct efficient
and sustained gene expression in different cell types was therefore investigated. The
plasmid constructs PVZ.CMVCAT and PAICMVCAT contain identical CAT
expression cassettes, which in PAl.CMVCAT is also flanked by AAV TR sequences.
These were transfected as complexes with cationic liposomes into 293 cells, HeLa cells,
and EBV-immortalised B cells. In all three cases CAT expression had disappeared by 2
to 3 weeks (Fig 5.14). Retention of AAV sequences in the vector therefore failed to
confer stability to transduction, and produced initial levels of expression no higher than
those obtained with the basic expression vector. In HeLa cells, initial expression was
considerably lower, presumably due to a repressive influence on transcription mediated
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P V Z .C M V C A T and

P A l.C M V C A T differ prim arily w ith respect to A A V TR sequences in P A l.C M V C A T w hich flank an
identical C A T expression cassette to that o f P V Z .C M V C A T . T hese w ere transfected as liposom al
com p lexes into [A] 293 cells, [B] HeLa cells and [C] E B V im m ortalised B cells [C]. C AT expression
w as m easured at 48 hours post transfection, and at vary in g w eekly intervals afterwards. R etention o f TR
sequences conferred no additional stability to the transfection. T hese results are contrasted w ith
sustained expression in E B V -im m ortalised B cells infected w ith recom binant P A l.C M V C A T A A V
particles [DJ.
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by YYl-binding sequences, both of which are retained in PAl.CMVCAT. In contrast, B
cells infected with PA 1.CMVCAT-derived rAAV particles showed sustained expression
of CAT for at least 3 weeks. In contrast to published observations (Philip et al. 1994),
incorporation of AAV TR sequences would therefore appear not to confer any benefit to
transduction stability or gene expression from a plasmid vector.

5.5 DISCUSSION

To date, the most widely applied vector system to haematopoietic gene therapy is based
on murine leukaemia retroviruses, but is limited by an inability to efficiently transduce
the relatively quiescent PHSC population. This deficiency reflects a block to nuclear
entry of the transducing genome imposed by the nuclear membrane, which is overcome
at the time of cell division. Strategies directed towards stimulation of stem cell
proliferation, or development of gene transfer systems based on viruses such as human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) which encode specific nuclear localisation signals may
overcome this problem, but are not currently applicable. Vectors systems based on the
human parvovirus, adeno-associated virus-2 (AAV-2) have many attributes that
recommend their use for therapeutic gene transfer, including a broad tissue tropism,
stable integration into the host genome, and transduction of quiescent cells.

These studies are the first to develop rAAV vectors for gene therapy of CGD, and
demonstrate that cells derived from patients can be efficiently and stably transduced in
the absence of selection. Although not specifically investigated, random integration of
the recombinant genome is likely in view of stability of expression with multiple cell
passage. However, persistence of episomal copies has not been excluded, and has been
described in other situations.

Conventional methods for generation of rAAV particles produce relatively low titre
viral stocks, which are invariably contaminated with wtAd. At present this restricts the
evaluation and application of this vector system to cultured cells. Concentration and
purification of rAAV using ultrafiltration and density gradient centrifugation is partially
effective, and in combination can achieve transducing titres of 10^-10^ per ml, although
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adenovirus is never fully eliminated. Improved methods for recovery of virus from cells
using proteolytic or detergent-based extraction methods, together with chromatographic
depletion of adenoviral particles, or fractionation of rAAV with specific antibody may
further improve the purification process.

Cell delivery of the unpackaged rAAV genome by alternative means, for example in a
complex with cationic liposomes, would overcome the restrictions on genome size, and
would allow incorporation of sequences encoding rep in the vector. Unfortunately
production of single-stranded, or ‘no-end’ double stranded DNA species which mimic
the secondary structure of the AAV genome has proved difficult (Nahreini et al. 1992).
Contrary to previous reports, liposome-mediated delivery of rAAV vectors in the form
of double stranded DNA plasmids confers no benefit to transduction efficiency or
stability, at least in the absence of Rep protein.

Optimisation of methods for production of purified recombinant virus particles is
essential before the full potential of rAAV gene transfer can be evaluated.

ADDENDUM
The titre o f A A V viral preparations can be determined by quantitative detection o f the encapsidated
recombinant gen om e, or by detection o f the recombinant g en o m e or products expressed from this g en o m e in
infected cells. In general, the particle number is 1000-fold greater than the in fectiou s titre determ ined by
transduction o f either H eLa or 293 H E K cells in culture.
U ptake o f recombinant protein present in unpurified crude A A V preparations can result in false positive
transduction events. H ow ever, for the experim ents described, th e persistence o f expression observed in
infected cells m ost probably reflects true gen e transduction events, and is supported by the co-incident
detection o f recombinant form s o f the p47^^°^ gene.
Latent infection by A A V may involve persistence o f the gen om e in an episom al form, as w ell as integrated
into host chrom osom al D N A . The efficiency o f integration o f recombinant A A V g en o m es is at present
unknown, but is likely to be low . The contribution from either form follow in g transduction o f im mortalised
CGD B cells has subsequently been investigated in polyclonal populations, and su ggests that the
recombinant gen om e is integrated.
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5.6 SUMMARY: ADENO-ASSOCIATED VIRUS GENE TRANSFER FOR CGD

• rAA V has been shown to transduce immortalised B-cells derived from CGD patients.
Integration o f the rAAV genome into host chromosomal DNA is inferred from the
stability o f transduction.

• The levels o f transduction are low, primarily reflecting difficulties in production o f
large quantities o f recombinant virus.

• Titres o f recombinant virus can be enhanced by concentration using ultrafiltration,
and by density gradient centrifugation. The latter technique is partially effective in
separating contaminating adenovirus.

• Transduction o f target cells using TR-containing double stranded templates, at least
in the absence o f Rep expression, does not confer stability.
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CHAPTER 6:

FACILITATING RECOVERY OF rAAV PARTICLES
6.1 INTRODUCTION
The lo^v levels of transduction seen in the previous experiments, and in those reported
by other groups, are primarily a reflection of inefficient methods available for
production of rAAV. Conventionally, propagation of rAAV is initiated by infection of
producer cells with wtAd5, and expression of the early gene products necessary for
AAV replication (Ela, Elb, E2a, E4 and VAj), while AAV Rep and Cap functions are
expressed from a helper plasmid which is co-transfected with the corresponding vector
plasmid. Each cell successfully transduced by all three components may yield up to lO"^
viral particles, but the general inefficiency of the transfection process means that only a
small percentage of potential producer cells propagate recombinant virus. Concentration
of viral particles by physical means is helpful, but is complicated by a requirement for
large quantities of starting material to achieve significant increases in viral titre.
Furthermore, heat treated rAAV stocks are contaminated with low levels of infectious
wt Ad.

6.2 FACILITATING PRODUCTION OF rAAV PARTICLES
Enhanced delivery of the vector genome to cells in which rAAV is propagated may
allow recovery of higher titres, simply by increasing the number of productive cells.
While physical methods for transfection of cells, such as calcium phosphate
precipitation, are relatively inefficient, vectors based on adenovirus achieve high titres
and transduce a wide variety of cell types with high efficiency (Berkner, 1992).
Utilisation of these positive features in the production of rAAV stocks free from 'wildtype virus may therefore be beneficial.

6.2.1 Adenovirus life cycle
Adenoviruses are non-enveloped icosohedral double-stranded DNA viruses which
usually produce relatively minor upper respiratory tract and gastrointestinal infections
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Fig 6.1. Simplified representation of the adenovirus genome.

O R F’s o f transcripts are

shown for the non-structural early genes (E 1-E 4), the late gen es that encode structural elem ents (LI to
L5, IVa2), and a RNA polym erase III transcript (V A ). The early genes each have individual promoters,
w hile the majority o f late genes are transcribed from a single major late promoter (M LP). Flanking
boxes represent inverted terminal repeat sequences (ITR) w hich contain all the cis-acting elem ents
necessary for replication and encapsidation o f the genom e. The packaging signal is represented by Y .
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in humans (Horwitz, 1990). The adenovirus growth cycle is comprised of two phases
which overlap one another. In the early phase before the onset of DNA replication,
cellular metabolism is subverted for lytic replication in permissive cells, or
transformation of non-permissive cells (Fig 6.1). In the late phase, structural proteins are
synthesized and mature virions assembled. The arrangement of the 36kb genome in over
40 serotypes is similar, although the most extensively mapped are those for adenovirus
2 and 5. Overlapping families of viral transcripts from nine promoters are co-terminal at
their 3’, 5’ or both ends. Virtually all late genes are represented by 5 families of ‘r’
strand mRNA (LI to L5) derived from the major late promoter (MLP) at map position
16.5. Early genes are transcribed from six different promoter sites. mRNA is
synthesized by cellular RNA polymerase II, in addition to VAj RNA and VAn RNA
which are synthesized by RNA polymerase III.

The key determinant of host cell tropism is virus attachment to specific cell-surface
receptors (White, 1993). Infection is initiated by virus-binding to an uncharacterised
receptor by coat fibre protein. Following attachment, internalisation occurs by receptormediated endocytosis, an event which is mediated by Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) peptide
sequences in virus penton base coat protein, identical to those found in cell matrix
adhesion molecules such as fibronectin which bind to cell surface

integrin. This step

is distinct and dissociable from fiber-mediated attachment (Wickham et al. 1993).
Tropism is therefore not only dependant on the relative amounts of fiber and penton
base receptors on different cells, but on the occupancy of

integrins by cell matrix

protein. Acidification of the endosome results in disruption, allowing virions to proceed
to the nucleus to complete their life cycle. Endosomal disruption is independent of viral
gene expression, and is a direct function of virus coat protein. Once in the nucleus,
replication is initiated by a viral protein covalently linked to the 3’ end of both strands
of the genome.

6.2.2 Adenovirus-based vector systems
The ability to achieve high titres of relatively stable virus (10^-10^^ infectious particles
per ml), broad tissue tropism, and efficient infection of non-dividing cells are attractive
features for a gene transfer system. The relative safety of adenoviral vaccines (serotypes
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4 and 7) and vectors (serotypes 2 and 5) has resulted in several human gene therapy
applications, particularly for in vivo delivery of genetic material. In contrast to
retroviruses, the adenoviral genome integrates rarely into host chromosomal DNA, and
in the absence of continuing infection, is not transmitted to progeny cells. This is a
limitation for curative therapy of inherited haematopoietic disorders, but may be ideal
for situations in which transient expression is desirable.

Use of adenoviruses as replication-defective gene transfer vehicles first became possible
when it was shown that viruses lacking parts of the E l region could be propagated in
cells engineered to complement the El deficiency (Jones and Shenk, 1979).
Subsequently it was shown that adenoviruses containing heterologous genetic material
could be propagated in the same way. The first generation of adenoviral vectors
contained deletions in the El and/or the E3 regions of the genome. El proteins are
important transcriptional activators of both viral and cellular genes, and recombinant
virus deleted for these functions must be propagated in human embryonal kidney cells
(293 cells) which were transformed by transfected sheared adenovirus DNA, and which
contain 4-5 copies of the left end 12% and 1 copy of the right end 10% of the full length
genome (Graham et al. 1977). Production of similar producer cell lines has been
complicated by the toxicity of El proteins. The E3 region is important for subversion of
host immune response, but is unnecessary for viral propagation. Packaging efficiency of
a recombinant genome is dramatically reduced if size exceeds 105 % of the length of
wild-type, so that vectors in which both El and E3 regions are deleted can
accommodate up to 8Kb of heterologous material (Bett et al. 1993). Recombinant virus
is produced either by direct cloning into a deleted full length genome, or by homologous
recombination between a partial shuttle genome containing the deletion, and a full
length genome rendered un-packageble by the incorporation of heterologous sequences
(Haj-Ahmad and Graham, 1986).

The requirement for El expression is not absolute, and persistent replication of E ldeleted vectors can occur in the absence of this function, particularly at high multiplicity
of infection (Jones and Shenk, 1979; Mitani et al. 1994). In some cases, host cellular or
viral proteins may be able to complement El function (Impériale et al. 1984).
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Furthermore, retention of large amounts of the adenoviral genome in the vector
molecule leads to direct cellular toxicity, and induction of host immunity (Yang et al.
1994). In the latter case, deletion of the E3 region appears to enhance immunogenicity, a
process which in the absence of cell division is largely responsible for transient
expression of heterologous genes. Second generation vectors are currently under
investigation in which additional regions of the adenoviral genome are inactivated in the
recombinant virus. These are potentially less toxic, less immunogenic, and can
incorporate additional genetic material. Examples of second generation vectors include
those derived from a mutant virus strain with a temperature sensitive mutation in the E2
region, which permits propagation at low temperature, and reduced expression of E2
protein at 37^C (Engelhardt et al. 1994), and vectors deleted for E4 which itself is a
potent transactivator of E2A and the immunogenic late proteins. Complementary
packaging cell lines for vectors deleted at other loci are under development, but are
restricted by toxicity of both early and late proteins. Minimal vectors in which the only
retained adenoviral sequences are those required in cis for encapsidation and replication
of the recombinant genome are under investigation, but at present can only be rescued at
low titre.

6.3 RESCUE OF rAAV FROM AN ADENOVIRAL VECTOR GENOME

These studies demonstrate that rAAV particles can be efficiently rescued and amplified
from an El-deleted adenoviral vector which incorporates AAV vector sequences. In
complementary cell lines this obviates the need for wtAd.

6.3.1 Construction of a recombinant adenoviruses (rAD)
Residual AAV sequences, which include both TRs, were completely excised from
PAICHl, and cloned into the corresponding polylinker sites of the left end El-deleted
(deletion from 452bp to 3328bp) adenoviral plasmid pXCJL.l (McGrory et al. 1988) to
form pXCJL.ITR (Fig 6.2). A complete p47^^^^ expression cassette was cloned into
pXCJL.ITR in the forward orientation, to create the hybrid rAd/rAAV vector
pXCJL.ITR47. The corresponding replication-defective recombinant adenovirus was
rescued by homologous recombination with a co-transfected full length adenovirus
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genome pJM17 (McGrory et al. 1988) in El-complementary 293 cells. pJM17 contains
an insertion of pBR322 derivative at bp 1339 which makes this genome too large to
package. Plaque isolated clones were amplified on 293 cells, and the predicted genomic
organisation of the recombinant viruses confirmed by Southern blot analysis of purified
viral DNA (not shown). AAV sequences remained stable within the adenoviral vector
genome during propagation. The viral titre of supernatants obtained from 5 clones
(p47ADl-5) was estimated by cytopathic end-point assay as described in materials and
methods. From one selected individual clone (p47AD2) the titre of supernatant was
determined to be approximately 2.10^ pfu/ml by conventional plaque assay. p47AD2
stocks were used for all experiments. To ensure that amplified viral stocks were free
from WtAd, HeLa cells were infected with recombinant adenovirus, and observed for
cytopathic effect (CPE). At the end of a 2 week period, no such effect was observed. A
parallel El-deleted adenoviral vector encoding rep and cap but lacking AAV TR
sequences was constructed as shown, but could not be rescued by recombination in 293
cells (Fig 6.2).

6.3.2 Transduction of EBV-immortalised B cells by recombinant adenovirus.
An EBV-immortalised B cell line derived from a patient with known p47^^^^ deficient
CGD was used to test the ability of the recombinant adenovirus p47AD2 to restore
NADPH-oxidase function (Fig 6.3). For these experiments, 5.10^ viable cells were
washed twice with PBS, and incubated with p47AD2 in phosphate buffered saline
(PBS) at 37^C, m.o.i. 100 and 10. After 2hrs, cells were washed and refed with fresh
medium. 48hrs and 14 days later, 2.10^ cells were removed from culture and tested for
their ability to produce superoxide as described previously. Although function was
efficiently restored to these cells at levels determined by the m.o.i, in all cases activity
was undetectable at 2 weeks, reflecting the very low frequency at which the adenoviral
genome integrates into the host genome, and the inability for the genome to be
transmitted to progeny cells in the absence of continuing viral replication and infection.
The absence of sustained expression from this vector is further support for previous
studies in which retention of TR sequences within double stranded plasmid vectors did
not confer stability to transduction.
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Fig 6.2. Construction of adenoviral vectors.

pBR322 Ori

AAV pA

The parent left-end E l-d eleted

(A E l)

adenoviral vector pX CJLl is show n below a com plem entary full length adenoviral genom e, pJM17, in
w hich an inserted pB R 322 derivative encoding resistance to ampicillin and tetracycline (A m p/Tet) and
prokaryotic origin o f replication (Ori), exceed s the packaging size limit for adenovirus. pXCJL.ITR
was constructed by isolation o f both A A V ITR sequences (TR) from pA IC H l by digestion with
Bam HI and S a il, and cloning this into the B am H l and X h o l sites in the m ultiple clon in g site (m es) o f
pX C JL l. A com plete expression cassette for p47^^"'' was excised from pAICH 1.C M V 47 by digestion
with X b a l, blunted and directly cloned into a blunted unique X h o l site in pXCJL.ITR in the forward
orientation. The replication-defective A A V genom e was rem oved from the pU C 18 backbone o f pABal
by digestion with X b a l and S m a l, and cloned into com plem entary X b al and blunted X h o l sites in the
m ultiple clon ing site (m es) o f pX CJLl to make pXCJLABal. Recombinant viruses w ere rescued by co 
transfection with pJM 17 in E l-com plem entary human embryonal kidney 293 cells.
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Fig 6.3. Restoration of function to p47'’‘“ -dcficient immortalised B cells by a
recombinant adenoviral vector. 5.10^ cells w ere incubated w ith p 4 7 A D 2 recom binant
adenoviral particles at a m .o.i. o f 10 and 100 for four hours, and replaced in culture. 4 8 hours [A] and 2
w eeks [B] post transduction, 2.10^ viable cells w ere harvested and assayed for production o f superoxide
by ch em ilu m in escen ce follow in g stim ulation w ith PM A. S ignificant restoration o f function was
observed in a dose-related manner, but as predicted from the nature o f the transducing vector, w as not
sustained over tim e. Control and nil represent unm anipulated cells derived from a norm al individual
and a patient respectively.
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6.3.3 Production of rAAV
The rAAV genome was rescued and amplified from the adenoviral vector by the
following method. 5.10^ 293 cells were plated on 9cm tissue culture dishes, and 1624hrs later infected wdth p47AD2 at a m.o.i. of 5-10. After a further 2-4hrs, cells were
transfected with lOpg of packaging plasmid (pABal), by calcium phosphate co
precipitation. 48-72hrs later, at completion of the cytopathic effect, cells were harvested,
and subjected to 4 freeze and thaw cycles. Debris was separated from the virus
containing supernatant by centrifugation at 3000g for 10 mins. One half of the virus
containing supernatant was heated to 56°C for 20 minutes to inactivate recombinant
adenovirus. Mock supernatant was generated in the same way except that the packaging
plasmid (pABal) was omitted from the transfection. Supernatants were analysed by Hirt
extraction of low molecular weight DNA (Fig 6.4). In the presence of helper plasmid,
both rAAV and rAd replicative species were efficiently rescued and amplified. In
contrast, when neutral DNA was transfected instead of the packaging plasmid pABal,
rescue and replication of rAAV did not occur at detectable levels, although replication
of the adenoviral vector occurred efficiently. Titre of rescued rAAV was estimated to be
~ 5.10"^ transducing particles per ml, determined by slot blot hybridisation, and was
shown to be free from wtAAV by probing for rep gene sequences (not shown).

6.3.4 rAAV transduction of immortalised B lymphocytes.
An EBV-immortalised B cell line derived from a patient with known p47^^°^ deficient
CGD was used to test the ability of rAAV rescued from p47AD2 to restore NADPHoxidase function (Fig 6.5). Cells were harvested and washed 3 times with PBS. 10^
viable cells were resuspended in 2mls of both heat-treated, and untreated rAAV
supernatant for 4hrs, before being centrifuged at low speed, washed and resuspended in
fresh medium. As a control, the same number of cells were subjected to a sham
infection using mock supernatant. In contrast to B cells transduced by p47AD2 alone,
those cells exposed to supernatants containing both p47AD2 and rAAV rescued from
p47AD2, maintained detectable levels of superoxide production at least to 8 weeks post
transduction. To control for persistence of the adenoviral vector, cells which were
transduced v\dth the same rAAV supernatant which had been heat treated to selectively
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Fig 6.4. Replication and rescue of rAAV in 293 cell lines infected with recombinant
adenovirus incorporating rAAV vector sequences. All cells were infected with p47AD2 at a
m.o.i o f 5-10. In the lane marked rAAV, cells were co-transfected with the AAV packaging plasmid
pABal. In the mock experiment, this step was omitted. At completion o f the cytopathic effect, low
molecular weight DNA was isolated by Hirt extraction, and analysed by Southern hybridisation with a
p4 7 P*ojc qJ)NA probe. Although recombinant adenovirus replicates efficiently in both situations (rAd),
only those cells co-transfected with the AAV packaging plasmid permit rescue and amplification o f
duplex monomeric (dm) and single stranded progeny (ss) species o f the rAAV molecule.
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Fig 6.5. Restoration of function to immortalised p47^*''^-deficient B cells by rAAV
rescued from an adenoviral vector. 5.10^ cells from one patient w ere incubated w ith rA A V
particles recovered by infection o f a producer 293 cell lin e w ith recom binant adenovirus p 47 A D 2 , and
co-transfection o f A A V replicative and encapsidation functions. rA A V supernatant w as either heatinactivated at 56 ‘^C for 20 m inutes to destroy the adenovirus (rA AV H I) or used directly for transduction
(rA A V N H I). the sam e experim ent w as performed in parallel using adenovirus supernatant alone. A t one
m onth [A] and 2 m onths [B] post transduction, 2.10^ viable cells w ere harvested and assayed for
production o f superoxide by ch em ilu m in escen ce follow in g stim ulation w ith PM A . Significant
restoration o f function over tim e w as observed in those cells exposed to rA A V , but not in those exposed
to adenovirus alone.
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Fig 6.6. Identification of the vector genome in transduced cells, and expression of
protein. [A ] 8 w eek s fo llo w in g infection with rA A V supernatant, protein extracts were
separated by SD S-P A G E and after transfer to nitrocellulose, reacted w ith sp ecific antiserum to p47^*"^.
Compared w ith a normal control (N ), low levels o f protein are expressed in cells exposed to rAAV
supernatants, one o f w hich w as heated to 56"C for 20 minutes to inactivate contam inating rAd (rA AV H I).
C ells exposed to a m ock supernatant (m ock ) failed to express protein. [B] The recom binant genom e was
detected by PCR sp ecifically in cells infected with rA AV (rA AV and rA A V (H l)). U ninfected cells, or
cells w hich had been infected with rAd supernatant alone failed to generate a signal. (P) is a positive
control obtained by am plification from the rAd vector plasmid.
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inactivate rAd, showed similar levels of activity. Furthermore, it was not possible to
rescue rAd from culture medium or cell extracts after two months, whether or not the
transducing supernatant had been heat treated. Cells exposed to mock supernatant failed
to show activity above background obtained from untransduced cells at both 4 and 8
weeks post transduction.

6.3.5 Identification of the rAAV vector genome and protein expression
To confirm the presence of immunoreactive p47^^^* in transduced cell populations,
protein extracts were obtained from transduced and mock transduced p47^^°^ deficient B
cells at 8 weeks post transduction, and reacted with specific antiserum (Fig 6.6A).
Consistent with the degree of functional restoration, low levels of immunoreactive
protein were detected in transduced cells when compared to normal. In contrast, protein
was undetectable in mock transduced cells. The presence of the recombinant genome in
DNA extracted from cell cultures 2 months post transduction was demonstrated by PCR
from a genomic DNA template using exon primers that cross the first intron of the
p47^^'“ gene (Fig 6.6B). Under the specified conditions, amplification of intronic
sequences does not occur. As predicted from the expression data, only those cultures
exposed to rAAV supernatants, and which had shown some restoration of functional
activity, produced a 178bp signal specific to the recombinant genome.

6.4 DISCUSSION

Enhanced delivery of the vector genome to cells in which rAAV is propagated may
allow recovery of higher titres of rAAV, simply by increasing the number of productive
cells and the copy number of starting template. These studies demonstrate that rAAV
particles can be efficiently rescued and amplified from El-deleted adenoviral vectors
incorporating AAV vector sequences in the absence of wtAd. Furthermore, rAAV
particles generated in this way successfully restore function to cells derived from
patients with autosomal recessive CGD.

The failure to considerably improve on rAAV titres achieved by conventional methods
is primarily due to the requirement for physical transfection of packaging plasmid
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encoding rep and cap, but may be enhanced by optimisation of adenoviral delivery of
the vector genome to producer cells, or perhaps by increased expression of adenoviral
E l A functions. Generation of a parallel adenoviral vector expressing Rep and Cap
(pXCJL.ABal) might overcome this limitation and would generate high copy numbers in
each producer cell, but rescue of recombinant virus in 293 cells has proved elusive,
presumably due to the complex effects of Rep expression on both cellular function, and
replication of adenovirus. Strategies using inducible promoters to control expression of
Rep are under investigation.

These studies further endorse rAAV as a promising vector system for somatic gene
therapy of CGD and other haematopoietic disorders, but highlight the difficulties
associated with production of useful titres of recombinant virus. Optimisation of AAV
vector delivery to producer cells using adenoviral vectors, and development of
packaging cell lines in which rep and cap are stably incorporated, should overcome
some of the problems associated with propagation of recombinant virus, and may lead
to recovery of higher titre rAAV. Furthermore, successful rescue of the AAV genome
from an adenoviral vector may have useful direct application for transduction of target
cells if Rep is transiently co-expressed. This strategy would utilise the high efficiency of
gene transfer provided by the adenovirus to deliver the recombinogenic rAAV genome
to the nucleus.
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6.5 SUMMARY: RECOVERY OF rAAV FROM ADENOVIRAL VECTORS

• rAAV particles can be efficiently rescued from El-deleted adenoviral vectors by
transient expression o f AAV packaging functions in an El-complementary permissive
cell line.

• Levels o f contamination with wild-type adenovirus are minimised.

• Direct recovery o f the AAV genome from an adenoviral vector may be useful fo r
stable transduction o f target cells.
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CHAPTER 7:

MOLECULAR DIAGNOSIS BY GENETIC COMPLEMENTATION

7.1 INTRODUCTION
In a recent study, approximately two thirds of affected families were found to have the
X-Iinked form of CGD, arising from an abnormality of the P-subunit of the
flavocytochrome (Casimir et al. 1991). The remaining patients had autosomal recessive
defects, with those exhibiting deficiency o f p47^*‘^^ the most prevalent. Defects in the asubunit of the flavocytochrome, and in

made up the remaining 10% of cases.

This observed genetic distribution of CGD is in close agreement with a similar study of
82 American families (Clark et al. 1989). Molecular lesions at CYBB and CYBA, the
genetic loci for gp91^^^^ and p22^^°^ respectively, are particularly heterogeneous, and
unique to individual families in over 90% of cases described. In contrast, a GT
dinucleotide deletion at a GTGT repeat at the boundary between the first intron and
second exon of the gene accounts for over 90% of mutant alleles in p47^*°^ deficient
CGD (Casimir et al. 1991).

The advent of treatment by somatic gene therapy necessitates the identification of the
defective component in all patients, and the demonstration that gene transfer restores
function to cells derived from individual patients. Immunoblotting for components of
the NADPH-oxidase identifies the defective protein in the majority of cases. However,
molecular lesions in either component of flavocytochrome bg^g usually results in
absence of the entire heterodimer, and although the affected component may be inferred
from inheritance, it remains difficult to distinguish between males with normal maternal
NBT patterns, who may have acquired a new mutation at CYBB, and those with
autosomal recessive deficiency of p22^^^^. Identification of the defective component
may also be difficult in rare individuals who express normal levels of functionally
deficient protein. In these cases, complementation studies in a cell-free system using
recombinant protein (Rotrosen et al. 1993), or in whole cells by monocyte fusion (Roos
et al. 1992), may be helpful but can be technically difficult.
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The inability of the adenoviral genome to transmit to progeny cells in the absence of
continuing infection limits practical application as a vehicle for transduction of
haematopoietic progenitor cells. However, in contrast to current retroviral gene delivery
systems, adenoviral vectors efficiently transduce cells which are not actively in cellcycle, and are therefore ideal for transduction of peripheral blood monocytes which
undergo terminal maturation and differentiation in fixed tissues, but do not readily enter
the cell-cycle. This application of adenovirus-mediated gene delivery provides a
functional assay for molecular diagnosis of CGD by genetic complementation of
primary monocytes, and may have therapeutic potential in the short term.

7.2 TRANSDUCTION OF MONOCYTES

7.2.1 Transduction of CGD monocytes
Production of the adenoviral supernatant p47AD2, and the ability of this virus to
complement the genetic defect in p47^^‘’^-deficient B lymphoblastoid cells has been
described previously. In contrast, transduction of similar cells derived from patients
with known deficiencies of the flavocytochrome or p67^^‘’^ failed to restore function (not
shown). Peripheral blood monocytes prepared from three CGD patients were transduced
with p47AD2 at a m.o.i. of 100-500. To control for non-specific effects arising from
adenoviral infection, equal numbers of monocytes were subjected to sham infection with
PBS alone, and to infection with a parallel adenoviral vector encoding LacZ
(pLacZAD), at a similar m.o.i. Monocytes recovered from a normal individual were
treated in the same way, and were used as a positive control.

7.2.2 Functional analysis
After 18-24 hours, monocytes were tested for their ability to reduce nitroblue
tétrazolium (NBT) to insoluble and dark blue staining formazan (Fig 7.1, Fig 7.2).
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[A]

o

[B]

Fig 7.1 NBT staining of transduced monocytes.

Adherent mononuclear cells purified from 5

mis o f peripheral blood from one patient known to be p47^*'’^-deficient, were incubated separately with
[A] PBS, or [B] p47AD2 recombinant adenoviral particles, for two hours. 18-24 hours post transduction,
medium was removed and cells washed three times with PBS, NBT assay mixture was added directly to
the adherent cells, and positive staining scored after 30 minutes incubation at 37°C by light microscopy.
A significant proportion o f transduced cells show a positive NBT reaction, determined by precipitation o f
insoluble blue formazan onto the cells. In a control experiment, 100% o f monocytes prepared from a
normal individual were NBT positive.
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Fig 7.2 NBT staining of transduced monocytes.

Adherent mononuclear cells purified from 5

mis o f peripheral blood from three patients ( 1 , 2 and 3) with CGD o f whom patient 1 was known to be
p47^^°'-deficient, were incubated separately with p47AD2 or pLacZAD (Mock) recombinant adenoviral
particles for two hours. 18-24 hours post transduction, medium was removed and cells washed three
times with PBS. NBT assay mixture was added directly to the adherent cells, and positive staining scored
after 30 minutes incubation at 37°C by light microscopy. Cells from patient 1 and patient 2, transduced by
p47AD2, both show positive staining in a proportion o f cells. In contrast, cells from patient 3 under all
transduction conditions remained negative. All CGD cells transduced by the LacZ encoding adenovirus
(Mock) remained NBT negative. Control cells (C) were derived from a normal individual.
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Fig 7.3 Functional reconstitution of monocytes.

Adherent mononuclear cells purified from 5

mis o f peripheral blood from two patients (patients 2 and 3) with CGD o f undetermined molecular
pathology, were incubated separately with PBS alone, p47AD2 or pLacZAD recombinant adenoviral
particles for two hours. 18-24 hours post transduction, cells were harvested by scraping and assayed by
chemiluminescence for production o f superoxide following stimulation with PMA. Only cells from
patient 2 transduced by adenovirus encoding p47^*“* (p47AD2.2) showed significant restoration of
function. Similar cells which underwent sham transduction with PBS, or transduction by adenovirus
encoding LacZ remained inactive (not shown). No activity was detected in cells obtained from patient 3
under all conditions, (p47AD2.3). Control and nil represent unmanipulated cells derived from a normal
individual and a patient respectively.
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gp91phox

p67phox
p47phox
p22phox

Fig 7.4 Western Blot analysis of molecular lesions.

Crude protein extracts prepared from

neutrophils o f patients 2 and 3 and separated by PAGE, were electroblotted to nitro-cellulose, and reacted
with specific antisera for each component o f the NADPH-oxidase. As predicted from the functional data,
patient 2 lacked p47^^"*. In contrast, patient 3 expressed normal levels o f immunoreactive p47^^"^, but was
deficient in the other cytosolic component p67^^"^. Control extracts (C) are derived from a normal
individual.
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Patient 1, a boy, was known to be

deficient from previous studies (Casimir et al.

1992). Patients 2 and 3, both girls, were newly diagnosed by NBT staining of peripheral
blood neutrophils, but the site of the molecular lesion was not known. Following
transduction by p47AD2, a proportion of monocytes derived from both patients 1 and 2
attained the ability to reduce NBT, whereas monocytes from patient 3 remained
negative. Control cells from a normal individual stained 100% positive. All CGD
monocytes that had undergone sham infection, or which were infected with a LacZ
encoding adenovirus remained 100% NBT negative, indicating that the correction was
specific. Further evaluation of NADPH-oxidase function was performed by
chemiluminescent assay for stimulated generation of hydrogen peroxide in monocytes
derived from patients 2 and 3 (Fig 7.3). Confirming the findings of the NBT test,
monocytes from patient 2 exhibited significant return of activity when compared with a
normal individual, which again was specific to those cells exposed to p47AD2. Patient 3
failed to demonstrate activity under all conditions, suggesting as before that the
detrimental molecular lesion affected an alternative component of the NADPH-oxidase

top4r''“.
7.2.3 Assignment of defective component by Western blot analysis
To.confirm the specificity of the responses to infection by an adenoviral vector
encoding a functional copy of p47^^^*, crude protein extracts obtained from neutrophils
of patients 2 and 3 were subjected to Western blot analysis (Fig 7.4). As predicted from
functional responses, patient 2 was found to lack immunoreactive p47^^^*. In contrast,
patient 3 expressed normal levels of p47^^'’^, but lacked the cytosolic factor p67^^‘’*
which accounts for the inability of p47AD2 to restore functional activity to these
monocytes. Patient 1 has previously been shown to lack p47^^^^, and all three patients
expressed normal levels of flavocytochrome.

7.3 DISCUSSION
Gene transfer to lymphoblastoid cell lines and to haematopoietic progenitors derived
from peripheral blood of patients with CGD, has been reported by several groups
(Thrasher et al. 1992; Porter et al. 1993,1994; Chanock et al. 1992; Volpp and Lin.
1993; Sekhsaria et al. 1993; Lei et al. 1994). Efficient transduction of primary CGD
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monocytes with components of the NADPH-oxidase has not previously been described,
in part due to the inefficiency of retrovirus mediated gene delivery to quiescent cells. In
contrast to retrovirus-based gene delivery systems, adenoviral vectors efficiently
transduce non-dividing cells, but are unable to produce stable correction of progeny, and
are therefore of limited use as agents for curative therapy of haematopoietic disorders.
However, successful therapeutic use of allogeneic leukocyte transfusions for recalcitrant
or life threatening infections in CGD raises the possibility that genetically modified
autologous monocytes may be a target for transitory gene therapy (Buescher and Gallin,
1982). Animal models generated by gene targeting will help answer this question
(Pollock et al. 1995).

The prospect of curative somatic gene therapy for haematopoietic disorders by
transduction of pluripotent haematopoietic stem cells, necessitates that the molecular
lesion for all candidate patients is defined, and that expression of a normal copy of the
affected gene results in restoration of function. Genetic classification of a significant
proportion of flavocytochrome deficient male patients, who have acquired a mutation at
CYBB from the maternal germline, and who have normal maternal NBT patterns, and
other patients who express normal levels of immunoreactive but non-functional protein,
remains problematical. Complementation in the cell-free system with recombinant
protein, or complementation within monocyte heterokaryons may be useful in these
cases, but these procedures are time-consuming and can be technically difficult.

Transduction of primary monocytes by adenoviral vectors permits reliable identification
of defects within individual components of the NADPH-oxidase, and confirms
restoration of functional activity by gene transfer. The assay is specific, is simple to
perform, requiring little patient sample preparation, and does not require large numbers
of cells. Construction of additional vectors encoding each component would allow rapid
molecular diagnosis of all known forms of CGD by genetic complementation.
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7.4 SUMMARY: GENETIC COMPLEMENTATION OF CGD MONOCYTES

• Adenoviral vectors encoding oxidase components complement the genetic defect in
primary monocytes derived from CGD patients.

• Genetic complementation results in functional reconstitution o f the NADPH-oxidase.

• Adenovirus-mediated complementation offers a rapid means fo r molecular diagnosis,
and may provide a short-term therapeutic strategy.
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CHAPTER 8:
DISCUSSION
8.1 GENE THERAPY FOR CGD
As a monogenic recessive disorder with well defined molecular characteristics, CGD is
an ideal candidate for therapeutic intervention by gene transfer. For this strategy to be
successful, the efficiency and stability of gene transfer must be high, and expression
levels sufficient to sustain correction of both the biochemical and clinical phenotype.

8.1.1 Target cell populations
The optimal target cell population for gene transfer is the pluripotent haematopoietic
stem cell (PHSC), which is defined by the capacity for extensive self-renewal, and
retention of multilineage differentiation potential (Keller, 1992). In the absence of a
specific marker or assay system for self-renewal, the term stem cell refers to a
heterogeneous and hierarchical population of cells that are capable of long-term
reconstitution of the haematopoietic system of recipient animals.

8.1.2 Self-renewal and differentiation of stem cells
Exposure o f murine bone marrow to anti-proliferative agents has little effect on the
number of multipotential progenitors, and fails to inhibit formation of late-appearing
spleen colonies (representing cells with some long term repopulating ability) or blast
cell colonies (Ogawa, 1993). This is indicative of the fact that in the steady state, the
majority of stem cells are dormant in the cell cycle (Gq) and only a few cells supply all
haematopoietic cells at a given time. Studies in mice using retroviral vectors to label
individual stem cell clones provide the best evidence for clonal succession (Kay, 1965),
and also provide indirect evidence for stem cell quiescence. This period of dormancy
may be necessary for maintenance of genetic integrity, and may safeguard against
exhaustion of the stem cell pool during periods where rapid cell production is required.

The decision of a stem cell to self-renew or differentiate is a stochastic process (Till et
al. 1964). Individual blast cell colonies, replated in vitro, generate heterogeneous
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distributions of secondary blast colonies (representing self-renewal), or multilineage
colonies (representing differentiation) (Nakahata and Ogawa, 1982). Cytological
analysis of multilineage murine colonies derived from a single cell origin suggest that
pluripotential

stem

cell

commitment

(selection

of lineage

potential

during

differentiation) is also a stochastic process (Suda et al. 1983), and is supported by
similar studies on isolated human progenitors (Leary et al. 1985). Alternatively, lineage
commitment may be cytokine regulated, or stochastic at the level of the stromal
environment (Metcalf, 1991). Whether PHSC are randomly committed to a single
lineage, or give rise to oligopotential progenitors is unknown.

Survival and expansion of progenitor cells is directed by an increasing number of
interacting cytokines (Table 8.1) (Moore, 1991; Ogawa, 1993). These operate at 3
different levels, and have become important components of ex vivo gene transfer
protocols in which survival and proliferation of target bone marrow cells must be
optimised for successful transduction. However, advantages to the efficiency of
progenitor cell transduction may be traded for detrimental effects on PHSCs, which may
under

certain

conditions

lose

self-renewing

ability,

and

become

terminally

differentiated. The most frequently used assay systems do not address this question.

Table 8.1 Cytokine action on haematopoietic progenitor cells
Level o f cytokine action
Late-acting lineage-specific

Function
Proliferation and maturation of committed
progenitors

Intermediate-acting

Proliferation of multipotential progenitors after exit
from Go and synergy with lineage specific factors

Early-acting lineage non-specific

Control kinetics of cell-cycle dormant primitive
progenitors
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8.1.3 Evaluation of PHSC progenitor cell transduction
In lethally irradiated murine models, 30-40% of cells participating in long term
engraftment of the animal can be routinely and stably transduced ex vivo by the current
generation of retroviral vectors. However, transfer of this technology to humans, non
human primates or other large out-bred animals has been much less successful (Van
Beusechem et al. 1990, 1992; Brenner et al. 1993a, 1993b; Bodine et al. 1993).
Typically less than 0.1% of peripheral blood cells are marked long term by retroviral
vectors encoding reporter genes. The reasons for this discrepancy are uncertain, but
probably reflect poor understanding of culture conditions required to maintain PHSCs,
failure to induce cell-division without differentiation in this population, or deflciency of
cell-surface amphotropic receptors.

One major problem is the lack of an experimental assay system for the PHSC
population. In contrast, transduction of later progenitors can be determined in vitro by
growth factor-dependent surrogate assay, based on clonal growth of single cells seeded
in semi-solid medium (Watt and Visser, 1992). Primitive haematopoietic progenitors
can be quantitated in long-term marrow cultures supported on stromal layers, by
detection of clonogenic cells over a five to eight week period in the long term culture
initiating cell assay (LTC-IC) (Sutherland et al. 1989). However, these cells represent a
heterogeneous population, and are clearly not necessarily representative of the PHSC
pool. This can be deduced from retroviral marking studies in which high efficiency gene
transfer to cells detected by 8 week LTC-IC, fails to correlate with long term
engraftment.

A more informative assay, and one which tests repopulating ability, is based on
transplantation of human haematopoietic progenitors into immune-deficient severe
combined immunodeficient SCID or bg/nu/xid mice, creating chimaeric SClD-human
(SClD-hu) haematopoiesis (McCune et al. 1988; Kamel-Reid and Dick, 1988; Dick et
al. 1991). Studies using a SClD-repopulation model strongly suggest that very primitive
cells can engraft the murine microenvironment, which in the presence of human
cytokines can proliferate and differentiate into multiple myeloid, erythroid and B cell
lineages (Lapidot et al. 1992). The exact relationship between the SClD-repopulating
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cell (SRC), and the human stem cell is not yet known. However, repopulation of SCID
and more recently of SCID/NOD mice (created by backcrossing the scid mutation onto
the NOD/Lt diabetic strain background) which in addition to T and B cell deficiency,
have defects of NK, macrophage and complement function, indicate that efficiency of
retrovirus-mediated gene transfer to human SRCs is extremely low, and that the
transduction procedure greatly diminishes the number of viable SRCs (Dick, 1995;
Shultz et al. 1995). These models of human haematopoiesis therefore provide a
powerful method for determination of gene transfer to very primitive cells, which in
contrast to the LTC-IC, are probably significantly more representative of true PHSCs.

8.2 ENHANCED GENE TRANSFER TO PHSCs

The major difficulty with current retrovirus-based vector systems is an inability to
transduce cells which are not actively in cell-cycle (Roe at al. 1993). This problem can
be addressed in two ways. Culture conditions could be modified to induce stem cellcycling, or to broaden the window for retroviral transduction, but in such a way that cell
viability or repopulating and self-renewing potential are not compromised. Enrichment,
purification, and ex vivo expansion of the PHSC pool would greatly facilitate this
process. Alternatively, gene delivery systems which are not dependent on cycling status
of the cells could be developed.

8.2.1 Identification of self renewing PHSC by surface phenotype
For bone marrow transplantation following chemotherapy, short-term repopulating
donor cells may be sufficient to reconstitute multilineage haematopoiesis prior to
regeneration of host bone marrow. However, for curative therapy of inherited disease,
genetically manipulated ‘donor’ PHSC must contribute at least partially to permanent
repopulation of the haematopoietic system. Although there is no direct assay for true
self-renewing activity, successful long term reconstitution of SCID mice, lethally
irradiated non-human primates, and curative BMT for genetic disease suggests that
within the transplanted cell population, such activity must exist.
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Fractionation of murine bone marrow suggests that the most primitive progenitors differ
in both their physical and molecular characteristics from later progenitors that possess
short-term repopulating potential. As few as 30 Thy-1 and Sca-1 antigen positive, and
lineage marker negative (lin~) murine marrow cells are able to rescue otherwise lethally
irradiated mice (Sprangrude et al. 1988). Enrichment for human progenitors can be
achieved by positive or negative selection with monoclonal antibodies or lectins
directed against cell surface molecules, and on the basis of physical properties such as
cell density, surface charge, light scatter, and cell cycle status (lin) (Visser, 1992). The
most frequently used antibody for isolation of human haematopoietic progenitors is
directed against CD34, a heavily glycosylated surface antigen which is preferentially
expressed on haematopoietic progenitor cells (Simmons et al. 1992). It has also been
detected on osteoclasts, bone marrow stromal precursor cells, peripheral nerve sheaths,
and as a ligand for L-selectin on vascular endothelial cells (Holyoake and Alcom,
1994). The pattern of glycosylation segregates with function, but is not yet determined
for haematopoietic progenitor cells. CD34 antigen is expressed on 1-3% of low density
bone marrow mononuclear cells, and about 0.1% of peripheral blood mononuclear cells.
The CD34^ population includes oligopotent and pluripotent progenitors and can
reconstitute haematopoiesis in lethally irradiated non-human primates (Berenson et al.
1988), at least in the short term, and all haematopoietic lineages in SCID mice. These
studies have now been extended to human transplantation following chemotherapy for
malignancy (Berenson et al. 1991).

Multidimensional flow cytometric analysis permits characterisation of the CD34^
population on the basis of surface immunophenotype, and can be used to enrich further
for primitive progenitors. In particular, co-expression of the antigen Thy-1 on 5-10% of
lineage negative, human CD34^ bone marrow cells selects for a population with the
potential for multilineage reconstitution of SCID-hu mice (Murray et al. 1995). Thy-1
negative populations in contrast produce little or no engraftment in SCID-hu models of
human haematopoiesis. Further enrichment can be defined by a population which is
CD34**', T h y -l\ lin”, and which expresses low or undetectable levels of HLA-DR
(HLA-DR”), stains dimly with the dye Rhodamine 123 (Rho^""), and which expresses
the RO isoform of the CD45 antigen (CD45RO^). The primitive nature of these cells is
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indicated by long term culture-initiating potential, formation of primitive blast colonies
in culture, the ability of these colonies to form new blast colonies when replated, and
multilineage engraftment of foetal liver, bone and thymus in a SCID-hu mouse model
(Holyoake and Alcom, 1994).

Although it is not yet possible to isolate a pure population of self-renewing pluripotent
stem cells, enrichment of progenitor populations for these most primitive cells may
facilitate ex vivo genetic manipulation. Recently, haematopoietic cells enriched for a
population characteristic of very primitive progenitors (representing 1 in 10^ bone
marrow mononuclear cells), have been isolated by selection for cell-cycle quiescence in
the presence of a metabolic poison (Berardi et al. 1995). Ultimately, it may be possible
to expand this population by addition of relevant cytokines, and to retain both
repopulating, and self-renewing capability (Williams, 1993).

8.2.2 Retroviral vector systems for transduction of PHSCs
Permissiveness of the host cell to transduction by retroviral vectors based on the murine
leukaemia vimses is dependent on disruption of the nuclear membrane during mitosis at
which time the pre-integration complex localises to the nucleus. In contrast,
establishment of an integrated HIV-1 provirus is independent of cell cycle, because
nuclear localisation of the pre-integration complex is mediated by active import. HIV-1
gag matrix protein is at least partially responsible for this property by virtue of a nuclear
localisation sequence at the N-terminus. Incorporation of this sequence into homologous
regions of MLV is an attractive possibility, but has not been reported. An alternative or
additive explanation for poor transduction efficiency of PHSCs is determined by the
frequency of cell-surface receptors. For reasons outlined previously, it has not been
possible to determine the frequency of the amphotropic receptor (Ram-1) on human
stem cells, but in whole marrow at least, it is expressed at lower levels than the
homologous Gibbon ape leukaemia virus receptor (Glvr-1) (Kavanaugh et al. 1994).
Retroviral vectors pseudotyped with the corresponding envelope may therefore mediate
improved transduction efficiency of this cell population (von Kalle et al. 1994). Cellsurface expression of both receptors can probably be enhanced by cell culture in
phosphate-depleted medium, and reflects their function as Na^-dependent phosphate
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symporters (Kavanaugh et al. 1994). Ultimately, by utilising stem cell-specific natural
ligand-receptor interactions, viruses with chimaeric envelopes may be able to direct
targeted transduction.

The titre of virus is probably less important for ex vivo manipulation of haematopoietic
cells than for direct in vivo application. This is supported by several studies which have
shown that the efficiency of progenitor infection in unseparated mononuclear marrow
fractions, or purified CD34^ cells is very similar, indicating that viral titre is probably
not limiting (Van Beusechem et al. 1993; Correll and Karlsson, 1994). Furthermore, a
combination of physical concentrating methods, and growth of producer cells to high
cell numbers in bioreactor systems at 32^C, can routinely achieve titres of over 10^
infectious particles per ml of supernatant. For clinical application, this can be measured
against a total of approximately 2.10^ CD34+ cells per kg, which are necessary to
reconstitute an ablated human haematopoietic system, at least in the short term.

8.2.3 Alternative virus-based vector systems
Adeno-associated virus is less dependent on cell cycle for transduction, and may
therefore be useful for stem cell gene transfer. Transduction efficiency of cultured
primary human fibroblasts in S-phase is about 200 times that of resting cells, but the
vector genome persists for at least 12 days in culture, and can be recruited for
transduction at any time (Russell et al. 1994). Furthermore, exposure to DNA damaging
agents such as y-irradiation, UV irradiation, tritiated thymidine, and cis-platinum
increases transduction efficiency, particularly of stationary cells, by up to 750-fold
(Alexander et al. 1994). Cytotoxic agents which do not directly damage DNA are
ineffective, which possibly implicates cellular DNA repair mechanisms in the
integrative process. Although the mechanism is unclear, there appears to be an increase
in the number of input vector rAAV genomes converted to a form that allows gene
expression. Whether this reflects integration, or expression from episomal templates is
unknown. However, correlation between virus titres determined by growth of drugresistant colonies, and staining for transduced cells, would suggest that transduction and
integration are closely related events.
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The ability of rAAV vectors to transduce PHSCs has not been addressed, partly because
inefficient methods for production have restricted experimental application. However,
successful transduction of CD34^ progenitor cells has been reported for murine cells,
human umbilical cord blood, and cells derived from patients with Fanconi anaemia and
sickle-cell disease (Zhou et al.l993, 1994; Walsh et al. 1994; Miller et al. 1994). In this
latter study, a multiplicity of infection of 500-1000 rAAV particles produced
transduction efficiencies of between 20 and 40%, determined by clonogenic assay in
semi-solid medium, and PCR-based detection of vector-specific transcripts in individual
colonies.

Production of high titre stocks of rAAV particles is at present difficult, but may be
enhanced by optimisation of component transfer to producer cells, for example using
recombinant adenoviral vectors. Alternatively, Rep and Cap functions could be stably
incorporated in a packaging cell line, similar in principle to those used to generate
recombinant retroviruses. This has been problematical predominantly because of the
cytostatic effect of Rep, which also explains the difficulty in recovering adenoviral
vectors encoding this protein. Incorporation of the highly specific regulatory elements
of the E.coli tetracycline resistance operon, for example, may overcome these problems.

Several cell lines have been constructed in which Rep is expressed fi’om inducible
promoters, but the ability of these cells to produce higher titre virus in the absence of
wild-type AAV is not yet known (Holscher et al. 1994: Yang et al. 1994). Utilising the
fact that HeLa cells express YYl in the absence of El A, a polyclonal HeLa cell line was
constructed in which packaging functions are stably expressed from the natural AAV
promoters, and which should therefore induce at the time of adenoviral infection
(Thrasher et al. unpublished). These cells are relatively resistant to transfection by
physical means, but even when infected with an adenoviral vector incorporating rAAV
vector genome sequences, fail to produce significant amounts of single-stranded
progeny DNA. This property has recently been described by another group, who also
showed that co-transfection of expression vectors encoding all forms of rep
reconstituted production of ssDNA. The mechanisms underlying these observations are
unclear, but may reflect a relative deficiency of capsid protein in the absence of
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sufficient ^ra«5-activating Rep, and which is known to be necessary for efficient
accumulation of ssDNA species (Hermonat et ah 1984; Tratschin et ah 1984). Stable
introduction of vector sequences into the same HeLa cell line resulted in low grade
production of virus in the absence of helper, but levels did not markedly increase co
incident with adenovirus super-infection. Increasing the copy-number of the packaging
genome may overcome the restriction on virus production, and would simulate events of
a natural lytic wtAAV infection in which multiple transcriptional templates are
generated. Unfortunately, introduction of sufficient heterologous DNA into a wtAAV
genome to exceed the size limit for packaging leads to replication, but also to high
levels of wild-type contamination arising from internal deletion or recombination with
vector sequences. Alternatively, packaging functions with deleted TR sequences could
be incorporated in an adenoviral vector as described, or in a plasmid containing the
SV40 origin of replication, which would be replicated to high copy number in the
presence o f SV40 large T-antigen (TAg). Inducible expression or temperaturedependent activity of TAg, might allow construction of stable packaging cell lines based
on these properties.

Generation of wtAAV is undesirable for gene therapy applications, and considerably
reduces the efficiency of packaging of the recombinant genome. Although it is possible
to design a TR-deleted packaging construct, and a vector construct with no overlapping
sequences, the proposed model for wtAAV integration whereby Rep binds to TR
sequences and similar sequences at the integration locus, suggests that complexes could
form between the TR and p5 promoter Rep-binding site (Kotin, 1994). Separation of
Rep and Cap functions on different plasmids, and use of heterologous promoter or
polyadenylation sequences should significantly reduce the chance of wild-type
production.

Conventional adenoviral vectors are limited in their application to haematopoietic
disease because of instability of transduction. However, hybrid Ad/AAV vectors, in
addition to their usefulness for generation of rAAV in the absence of wtAd, may
overcome some of the problems imposed by each system alone. In particular, transient
or inducible expression of Rep in trans may mediate excision of the AAV vector
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genome from the adenoviral vector, and targeted integration on chromosome 19.
Expression of rep from outside the AAV TR sequences would ensure maintenance as an
episome, and subsequent loss with cell division. This system derives the benefits of
efficient transduction of non-dividing cells by adenoviruses, and the site-preferential
integrative mechanisms of rAAV. Expression of heterologous genes from this locus has
not been examined in detail, but may have to counteract mechanisms utilised by wtAAV
to establish latent infection. A similar principle could be employed for plasmid vectors,
and although less efficient, would not be compromised by expression of toxic and
immunogenic Ad proteins in the host cell, which may themselves critically alter the
cellular phenotype.

8.3 SAFETY ASPECTS

Safety of new therapeutic procedures must be weighed carefully against conventional
therapies and against the likely benefits to be gained by the patient. This is particularly
true of gene transfer. As a potentially curative procedure for an immunodeficiency such
as CGD, gene transfer and re-engrafrment of autologous stem cells can be measured
against bone marrow transplantation, which from a fully matched sibling donor is
probably associated with a 20-30% average chance of mortality directly related to the
degree of immunosuppression required for engraftment (Morgan, 1992). The necessity
for immuno-suppressive conditioning prior to engraftment of genetically modified cells
is partially dependent on the efficiency of gene transfer, but would significantly add to
the risks associated with the procedure. Several animal studies have now shown that
long-term chimaerism can be established without bone marrow ablation, and would
imply that efficiency of gene transfer is the limiting factor (Stewart et al. 1993; Wu and
Keating, 1993; Bienzle et al. 1994).

8.3.1 Safety of gene delivery systems
The safety of gene transfer relates to the effects of expression of the inserted gene on the
host cell, and to unrelated effects arising from expression of vector proteins, or from
disruption o f normal cellular function. The first of these is gene-specific, and may
require regulated differentiation and tissue-specific expression. This is less of a problem
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for haematopoietic cells which can be isolated and manipulated ex vivo, and to a certain
extent obviates the need for specific cell-targeting strategies. Expression of vector
protein in target cells has become a particular problem for adenovirus-based delivery
systems, and results in toxicity at high copy number, and induction of powerful immune
responses. This is not a problem for gene transfer by retroviral or AAV-based vectors
which do not encode any viral proteins.

Production of recombinant virus free from contamination by replication-competent
wild-type or helper virus is of paramount importance for clinical application. Three
monkeys infected with a recombinant retroviral supernatant heavily contaminated with
helper virus developed high grade T cell lymphomas from which helper virus sequences
were recovered (Donahue et al. 1992). The frequency of helper contamination can be
minimised by construction of more sophisticated cell lines in which homology between
vector and helper sequences are minimised, and in which multiple recombination events
are necessary for production of replication competent virus. In the absence of helper
contamination, the risks associated with these vectors are associated with disruption of
normal cellular function secondary to integration into the host cell genome. Sitepreferential integration mediated by AAV Rep proteins may be advantageous, but is not
currently applicable, and may not support high level expression of heterologous genetic
material.

For essentially random integration events, insertional mutagenesis occurs when a vector
integration event leads to disruption or abnormal regulation of a gene. The chance of
insertion and inactivation of both copies of a gene involved in regulation of cell-cycle,
for example a tumour suppressor gene has been estimated to be 1 in 10^^. Tumour
formation by non-acute transforming viruses, including the murine leukaemia viruses is
thought to arise by recombination with endogenous viruses, and activation of cellular
genes secondary to proviral integration events. Transformation probably involves
activation of multiple proto-oncogenes by promoter insertion (Cloyd et al. 1980;
Cuypers et al. 1984). Mitogenic stimuli transduced by binding of envelope protein to
cell-surface receptors may also be important (Li and Baltimore, 1991). While
transformation secondary to integration of the recombinant provirus presents a finite
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risk in primate cells, little homology is shared between human endogenous retroviral
sequences (HERV) and MLV-based vectors, so that activation of a replication
competent virus by this mechanism is unlikely.

Transfer of defective endogenous murine retroviral sequences originating from the
packaging cell line, the most abundant of which are the virus-like 30S RNAs (VL-30s),
and intracistemal A-type particles (lAP), has been reported to occur at low levels, but
has not been associated with pathogenicity (Hatzoglou et al. 1990). VL30 sequences can
be packaged into type C virions, and horizontally transmitted to other cells. However,
protein products of these RNAs have not been reported. Proviruses of murine lAPs are
particularly abundant, and are expressed in mature B cells, B cell-related tumours, and
embryos (Kuff and Lueders, 1988). They most probably represent retrotransposons
recently descended from retroviruses, and are not known to encode infectious virus. For
AAV-based vectors, risks of promoter insertion are again finite, and partially
determined by the nature of the promoter used to direct expression of the transferred
gene. Similarly, replacement of retroviral LTR regulatory sequences in the U3 region by
natural sequences may restrict the risk of a detrimental integration event to cells in
which the promoter is active.

8.3.2 Non-viral methods for gene transfer
Non-viral methods for gene transfer were first developed in the early 1970’s, and have
distinct safety advantage over virus-based systems because no viral genetic material is
co-transferred. They include chemical techniques, mechanical techniques, membrane
fusion and receptor mediated endocytosis. The most commonly used laboratory methods
for transfer of DNA to recipient cells are based on co-precipitation and endocytosis of
DNA with calcium phosphate, and in resistant cases, electroporation. However, the
efficiency o f stable gene transfer is generally very low, and these techniques are not
useful in a clinical setting.

Two techniques that may have clinical application are based on liposome-mediated
membrane fusion (Alton et al. 1993), and on receptor-mediated endocytosis of
conjugated DNA (Michael and Curiel, 1994). The main disadvantages of liposome-
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mediated gene transfer are low efficiency, and low frequency of stable long term
expression. To overcome some of these problems, molecular conjugate vectors have
been developed in which DNA is delivered via a receptor-mediated endocytosis
pathway which normally internalises specific macromolecules. These vectors posess
two distinct functional domains, a DNA-binding polycation such as polylysine, which is
also necessary to condense the DNA, and a ligand domain for a specific cell surface
receptor. This system has several potential advantages, including specific targeting
determined by the ligand domain, and lack of constraint on DNA size. Unfortunately,
efficiency of gene transfer in vitro has in general been low and appears to reflect
lysosomal degradation of DNA following internalisation.

Adenoviral entry to cells is similar in many ways, except that acidification of the
endosome results in disruption, allowing virions to proceed to the nucleus to complete
their life cycle. Endosomal disruption is independent of viral gene expression, and is a
direct function of viral capsid protein.

Conjugation of adenovirus capsid via hexon

protein to the DNA-polylysine complex utilises the endosomal disruption properties of
the capsid, and enhances gene transfer by the molecular conjugate (Gotten et al. 1992).
Ternary complexes in which selective ablation of adenovirus-mediated receptor binding
to the cell is associated with retention of endosomal disruption properties of the capsid,
and a distinct alternative ligand domain, may permit efficient gene transfer by molecular
conjugates to specifically targeted cells.

Problems associated with immunogenicity and toxicity of the adenoviral capsid
currently limit the application of this technology to cell culture. However, the principle
of ligand mediated DNA delivery is attractive, and may in future become the gene
transfer method of choice.

8.4 EXPRESSION OF TRANSFERRED GENES

Expression of transferred genes must be sufficient to correct both biochemical and
clinical phenotype, and must be sustained for the functioning life of the cell. The
necessity for tissue and differentiation-specific regulation will depend on the gene in
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question, but for components of the NADPH-oxidase is largely unknown. Animal
models of disease, generated by gene targeting, will help determine these parameters.
Expression from heterologous promoters, for example the MLV LTR, may be sufficient,
but may also be unpredictable, dependent on integration site, and may be susceptible to
repression or ‘shut-off in vivo. Elucidation of natural regulatory mechanisms, and
incorporation of relevant sequences in gene transfer vectors is therefore desirable.

8.4.1 Levels of expression required for reconstitution of the NADPH-oxidase
An estimate of the level of functional NADPH-oxidase reconstitution required for
clinical cure can be ascertained from the study of ‘variant’ CGD patients. These patients
invariably have X-linked disease, express normal or low levels of dysfunctional
flavocytochrome, and may express up to 30% of normal NADPH-oxidase activity per
cell. However, the pattern and severity of disease is often indistinguishable from the
classical phenotype. Recently two kindreds with classical disease have been reported to
have mutations within the promoter region of the gp91^^°^ gene which resulted in
undetectable expression of flavocytochrome in 90-95% of neutrophils, but normal
expression in the remainder (Newberger et al. 1994). Surprisingly, this cell population
was not defined by the pattern of X-inactivation, and it is difficult to reconcile the
molecular lesions with both the cellular distribution of biochemical phenotype, and the
observed clinical phenotype. In contrast to these two isolated kindreds, female carriers
of classical X-linked disease with a predominance of abnormal neutrophils in the
peripheral blood are usually completely unaffected. A tentative prediction from these
observations would be that high level expression in a small but significant fraction of
the total number of cells is preferable to partial activity in all cells. This has important
implications for design of gene transfer vectors. Development of murine models of
disease will be of particular use in determining levels of reconstitution necessary for
phenotypic correction (Pollock et al. 1995).

The level of expression of individual NADPH-oxidase components required to
reconstitute maximal enzymatic activity in mature neutrophils and monocytes is
unknown. Some information can be obtained from cell-free studies in which cytosolic
extracts are supplemented with recombinant protein (Chetty et al. 1995). In these
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studies, the activity of B cell cytosol approaches that of neutrophil cytosol, and can be
enhanced in a dose dependent manner by addition of recombinant p67^^°^. Activity of
neutrophil-derived cytosol can be enhanced in a similar way. This suggests that p67^^"^
is the primary limiting component, and ties in well with the observation that expression
of maximal cytosolic activity during the induction of HL60 cells is likewise dependent
on the levels of p67^^‘^^ (Levy et al. 1990). Experimental evidence from cell-free
analysis o f membranes derived from uninduced HL60 cells, and from genetic
reconstitution of a flavocytochrome-negative PLB-985 XO myeloid cell line (Zhen et al.
1993), indicates that only a proportion of membrane-bound flavocytochrome is
metabolically active at any one time, and that moderate levels of protein expression
(<20%) are required to restore full activity. It therefore seems likely that for myeloid
cells, p67^^^^ is the primary limiting component, and that partial reconstitution of other
components may be sufficient to support maximal NADPH-oxidase activity in deficient
cells.

More recently, both bone marrow and cytokine-mobilised peripheral blood CD34+ cells
derived from patients with CGD have been used as targets for retrovirus-mediated gene
transfer (Sekhsaria et al. 1993; Li et al. 1994). Restoration of NADPH-oxidase function
to progeny myeloid cells maintained in liquid culture occurred at low levels, and to
myeloid colonies grown from clonogenic progenitors in semisolid methylcellulose at
low frequency, which at least suggests that the Mo-MLV or the MPSV LTR may be
adequate for expression in these cells. These experiments by their design measure
transduction of relatively late progenitor cells.

8.5 PROSPECTS FOR GENE THERAPY OF CGD

The studies presented in this thesis demonstrate that biochemical function can be
restored to cells derived from patients with autosomal recessive CGD, and go some way
to define the mechanisms that are responsible for differentiation and tissue-specific
expression of the p47^^^^ gene. At present, efficient gene transfer to the optimal target
cell, the pluripotent haematopoietic stem cell, is limited by the failure of the best
developed gene transfer system based on murine leukaemia viruses to transduce
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quiescent cells. Development of alternative systems based on adeno-associated virus
may overcome this problem, but at present is hindered by the difficulty in producing
high titre virus, free from contaminating adenovirus. Efficacy of novel vector systems
for haematopoietic gene transfer must be assessed at the level of stem cell transduction.
Unfortunately, current assay systems in vitro for gene transfer to progenitor cells do not
adequately represent the PHSC population. Construction of animal models of
haematopoiesis in immunodeficient mice are therefore necessary to test gene transfer to
the most primitive cells, and may obviate the need for studies in non-human primates.

To be effective, successful and stable gene transfer must support levels of gene
expression sufficient to cure the disease. Characterisation of natural promoter elements
may ultimately allow fully regulated expression, but may not be necessary for non-toxic
genes with simple regulatory patterns. In this situation viral promoters may be adequate,
but may be particularly susceptible to position effect, and to shut-off in vivo. Expression
of ‘new’proteins to which the host immune system has never been tolerised may also
result in diminished therapeutic benefit.

Gene therapy of CGD and other inherited haematopoietic disorders requires a much
clearer understanding of stem cell biology, or the development of efficient gene transfer
vehicles which are not dependent on cell-cycle. Problems of sustained expression will
undoubtedly be encountered, and necessitates identification of natural regulatory
mechanisms. Ultimately, delivery of large pieces of DNA on artificial chromosomes
incorporating complete expression domains, or correction of genetic mutation by
homologous recombination may obviate problems encountered with current vector
systems.
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8.6 CONCLUSIONS

• Chronic granulomatous disease is a suitable candidate disorder fo r the application
o f somatic gene therapy.

• Utilisation o f natural promoter elements may permit both differentiation and tissue
specific regulation o f transgenes. Preliminary analysis o f the p47^^°^ proximal
promoter suggests that important elements lie outside the sequenced region.

• Defective NADPH-oxidase function can be reconstituted in immortalised CGD B
cells by retrovirus-mediated gene transfer. The ability o f similar vectors to transduce
PHSCs may be limited by a requirement for cell division.

• Adeno-associated virus based vector systems transduce immortalised B cells at low
frequency and may overcome some limitations o f current murine retrovirus-based
systems. At present, recombinant AAV preparations are o f low titre, and are
invariably contaminated by wtAd.

• rAAV can be recovered from El-deleted adenoviral vectors, obviating the
requirement fo r wtAd. A similar mechanism fo r recovery o f the rAA V genome may be
applicable to transduction o f target cells.

• Adenoviral vectors encoding components o f the NADPH-oxidase complement the
genetic deflciency in primary CGD monocytes. This offers a rapid means for
molecular diagnosis, and may be useful therapeutically.
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